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Foreword
PYKÄLÄ-projects conducted by Transport Research Centre Verne from Tam-
pere University of Technology have given a strong push to the promotion of 
walking and cycling in Finland. During the first PYKÄLÄ-project (2009–2011) 
the best European practices in promoting walking and cycling were gathered 
and these practices were then applied to Finland. The results of the project 
were published in two books from which the book Best European practices in 
promoting cycling and walking has been noted also internationally.
PYKÄLÄ II -project (2011–2013) continued the work that started during the pre-
vious project. Even more precise information for the base of urban planning has 
been produced for planners and decision makers about the effects of pedest-
rian areas to business life, city centre transport system that promotes walking, 
the principles of pedestrian traffic planning, the potential of bicycle commuting 
based on geographical information, the principles of bicycle network planning 
and the best practices for cycle path winter maintenance processes. We hope 
that this book increases enthusiasm and knowledge on how to develop walking 
and cycling conditions in cities. The promotion of walking and cycling is a key 
question when improving the vitality of our cities.
On behalf of the research group we would like to acknowledge the partners of 
the PYKÄLÄ II -project: Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications,  Mi-
nistry of the Environment, Ministry of Education and Culture, Network of Finnish 
Cycling Cities and the cities of Helsinki, Tampere, Oulu, Lahti, Jyväskylä, Lap-
peenranta, Pori, Hyvinkää and Kokkola. We are also grateful to the European 
example cities: Copenhagen, Lund, Linköping, Umeå, Delft, ´s-Hertogenbosch, 
Nijmegen, Utrecht, Peterborough, Sheffield and Oulu. The representatives of 
these cities made us feel welcome and gave us worthy information to go for-
ward. Acknowledgements to EDGE Laboratory for Architectural and Urban Re-
search in Tampere University of Technology and especially to professor Ari 
Hynynen with whom the co-operation was very fruitful. We are also thankful to 
specialists in Decisio (Amsterdam) and in TU Delft for the rewarding interviews. 
Special acknowledgements to Gehl Architects for the valuable comments in 
different phases of the study. 
We hope that promotion of walking and cycling provides life and vitality to all 
cities!
Jorma Mäntynen 
Professor of Transportation Engineering
Kalle Vaismaa 
Project Manager of PYKÄLÄ II -project
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Walking and cycling for the best of the cities
Walking is the oldest and most natural way for humans to move around. 
Yet, even today, walking is not seen as a transport mode in its own right 
with a legitimate role in modern transport systems and urban planning. 
Equally surprising is the fact that there is not a lot of support material 
available for the pedestrian area planners.
Why then is walking so important? Walking is connected to a vast array of 
things required to obtain a high quality of living. It forms the basis for vib-
rant urban life. A safe and comfortable pedestrian environment provides 
the most natural way for people to interact with each other. One indicator 
used to measure the viability of city centres is the number of pedestrians 
in the centre. Walking is also healthy. It is vital to the well-being of the 
people as well as to the public health.
Pedestrian centres are good for business. This has been proved in nume-
rous studies. Many Central European cities provide excellent examples 
of viable pedestrian-oriented areas with diversified business life. Busi-
nesses have often had reservations about the cities’ plans to implement 
pedestrian areas.  However, once the situation has normalised following 
the completion of the projects, most cities and businesses involved have 
requested more pedestrian areas to be built.
Cycling once significantly extended our range of mobility which had un-
til then been defined by walking. Later motorized traffic brought an even 
bigger area in the reach of our daily activities. Being a pleasant form of 
traffic on moderate distances cycling is, however, making its comeback. 
Cycling is good for health which is why many countries want to promote 
public health by investing in improving the conditions for cycling. Cycling 
is also an environmentally friendly way to travel in urban areas where 
many are typically exposed to emissions from motorized traffic. Promo-
ting cycling reduces congestion and improves air quality, especially if mo-
torized traffic is restricted simultaneously. Time costs become also lower 
while cycling as valuable minutes or even hours aren’t wasted in traffic 
jams. In the best cycling cities of Europe cycling is flowing, easy and fast. 
That is why most of the people choose bicycle over the car for example 
on their way to work.
The book is part of PYKÄLÄ II -project
Vitality from walking and cycling presents results from PYKÄLÄ II –pro-
ject which was carried out in 2009-2013 in Transport Research Centre 
Verne of Tampere University of Technology. The aim of the project was 
to produce new knowledge in order to tap into the potential for walking 
and cycling even better. The four components of the project were in-
creasing the share of cycling in urban traffic, pedestrian areas as part 
of city life, developing the monitoring of walking and cycling and best 
practices in cycling winter maintenance processes as well as in cost-be-
nefit analyses of cycling schemes. Material was collected from several 
European countries and cities. Case cities in the project were Linköping, 
Lund and Umeå (Sweden); Copenhagen (Denmark); Nijmegen, Delft, Ut-
recht and ‘s-Hertogenbosch (the Netherlands); Sheffield and Peterbo-
rough (Great Britain) and Oulu (Finland). In addition, expert interviews 
were held with Gehl Architects (Copenhagen) and Decisio companies 
(Amsterdam) as well as in TU Delft.
The purpose of this book is to serve as stimulus for developing high-
quality walking and cycling conditions in Finnish cities. The book gat-
hers diverse knowledge for instance on how improving pedestrian con-
ditions affects businesses and how geographical data may be utilized in 
the designing of a cycling network. In addition, it provides concrete gui-
dance for designing spaces for pedestrians and to improve cycling con-
ditions year-round. One picture is worth a thousand words, and thus the 
results are presented with the help of multitude of figures. This book is 
continuation to Best European practices in promoting cycling and wal-






The principles of pedestrian traffic 
planning
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The city is experienced by walking
Many city centres and streets have been designed for motor traffic. It is 
easy to drive from the residential area to the city centre, as well as within 
the centre. As a rule, urban spaces are designed with motorists in mind: 
the centre is accessible to cars and there are plenty of car parks. [1] [2] 
[3]
Today, however, the importance of planning for people has been ac-
knowledged. Genuine interaction and contact between people can only 
take place when people move on foot. Pedestrians can stop to talk to 
each other whenever they want to, or notice the small details in the en-
vironment. Pedestrians get more experiences than passengers sitting in 
a car. The positive health impacts of walking also encourage cities to 
take pedestrians into account in planning. Supply increases demand, 
and increasing road capacity likewise increases motor traffic. In addi-
tion to adding the number of people walking, improving the pedestrian 
conditions makes moving around safer and more pleasant and, most 
importantly, enlivens city life. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
Fig. 1. Pedestrians are in direct 
contact with other people and the 
environment. Moving at pedestrian 
pace allows people to stop and talk 
with each other or to look in the 
shop windows. (Lund)
Pedestrians enliven city life
Fig. 2. A good urban environment 
consists of various components in 
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Activities invite to stay
To get people to spend time in the city centre, the centre must offer 
various options for this. Mixing different kinds of functions, activities 
and attractive and comfortable public spaces is particularly important in 
creating a good pedestrian environment. Versatile interests attract more 
visitors. [1] [2] [5] [7] [8]
Urban spaces should also be as adaptable as possible to cater for vari-
ous events, like markets and festivals. A monotonously planned urban 
space often remains empty outside certain time frames, and it may 
therefore create a gap in the centre’s active pedestrian network. [1] [2] 
[5] [7] [8]
Urban spaces should be suited to adapt to various 
events and activities.
Activities in the centre
In a nutshell, there are three groups of urban space activities: necessary, optional and 
social activities. Necessary activities are those that must be performed at one level 
or another, regardless of the space or other people, such as going to school, work 
or shopping. Optional activities are those that people do if they so decide or desire. 
These include, for example, sitting on a park bench, going to a cafeteria or just pass-
ing the time. An unattractive or poorly-designed urban space leads to only necessary 
activities being performed. By creating high-quality environments, the number of op-
tional activities can be increased. Social contacts are created as a result of other ac-
tivities. Social contacts include all interaction between humans, such as chance en-
counters on the street, conversations or just saying hello. The more there are optional 
and social activities in the area, the more there are people and city life. [1] [2]
[9]
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People in the centre of planning
Developing starts from the needs of the pedestrians
When planning an urban mobility environment, the requirements of all 
forms of traffic should be taken into account. A traffic system is a whole 
in which all components must work smoothly with each other. However, 
the planning of city centres and pedestrian areas in particular should 
start with the needs of the pedestrian. The first task is to ensure a safe 
and comfortable environment for pedestrian and cycle traffic. The next 
step is to create smoothly-operating public transportation connections, 
and only then should you focus on the motorists. [1] [2] [5] [8] 
Unique planning solutions
When planning the pedestrian areas and pathways, the most important 
thing is to find the best solution taking into account the special charac-
teristics of the city and the area or walkway in question. A pedestrian 
street may be a good solution in a city centre where there are a lot of 
different services. On the edges of the city core, however, it may suffice 
to improve pedestrian conditions by widening the pavements or mak-
ing the environment more pleasing, for example. The planning should 
always set out by considering how the pedestrian conditions on each 
street could be improved. Besides improving the existing routes, you 
should always consider new walking routes between attractive points of 
interest. Channels, rivers, train tracks and other obstacles can be han-
dled using footbridges or underpasses. This way, it is possible to cre-
ate new and significant pedestrian flows between various areas and to 
make walking a more attractive option than driving. [1] [2] [5] [8]
The aim is to find the best solution for each situa-
tion, taking into account the special characteristics 
of both the city and the pathway.
The character of the city matters
Each city is different: a pedestrian environment that works well in one 
city doesn’t necessarily work in another. It is important to consider any 
special characteristics in the area. There is something unique to every 
city, and these unique characteristics are often those that people will 
remember from the city. In the Finnish city of Tampere, for example, the 
red brick industrial buildings predominate the cityscape in the centre, 
creating a strong atmosphere of the old industrial city. Another charac-
teristic feature of Tampere is the river that runs through its centre. These 
special characteristics of the city should be built upon, and their poten-





Fig. 3. The transport systems must 
consider all modes of travel com-
prehensively. However, the starting 
point for planning should always be 
pedestrians and cyclists. 
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The main street, Hämeenkatu, in the city centre of Tampere, Finland converted to a street for pedestrians, cyclists 
and public transport. Pedestrians are the kings of the street and can move freely around.
Urban Space Illustration: Tiia Ruutikainen
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Pedestrian data required to support the planning
In order to plan effective pedestrian environments, you need information 
about the people in the city. The information is needed at least from [1] 
[2]: 
• walking routes 
• destinations 
• people themselves. 
In many cases, the motor traffic censuses carried out in city centres are 
used as the basis for planning. This tends to guide the planners to adopt 
a motor traffic-oriented point of view. To create a functional traffic sys-
tem, however, you also need information on pedestrian and cycle traffic 
volumes and routes. The planners must form an overall picture of the 
city and find out what is already working and what needs to be devel-
oped. [1] [2]
Observation is the easiest way to study people and their movements 
in a given area. Therefore, data gathering can be a simple and easy 
task, and necessary information can be made available for the planners 
quickly. [1] [2]
Age Men/women
What kind of people there are in the city centre?
Stationary activities
What do people do in the centre?
Evening
When do people use the centre?
Day Active streets
Where are the biggest pedestrian flows?
Empty streets
Functional activities
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Fig. 4. The 12 quality criteria devel-
oped by Gehl Architects are used 
as a basis when evaluating vibrant 
pedestrian environments. [11]
Quality criteria to facilitate evaluation of city environ-
ments
Gehl Architects, a Danish architects' office, has developed 12 quality 
criteria for evaluation of the pleasantness of a city environment. The cri-
teria is divided into three categories: protection, comfort and enjoyment. 
Protection refers to the minimising of unpleasant experiences, like crime, 
traffic accidents and adverse weather conditions. Comfort refers to the 
pleasantness of the walking experience and remaining in the space. En-
joyment refers to the observance of dimensions and the importance of 
good quality design. [1] [8] [10]
The quality criteria are meant to be used when reviewing the relation-
ship between people and their physical environment. Although they fa-
cilitate the reviewing of the character and quality of a space, the criteria 
as such do not guarantee that the pedestrian environment is meaningful. 
First we must understand the needs of the different user groups and 
the character of the city and how its environment could be made more 
attractive. Therefore, the quality criteria should not be viewed simply as 



























































• lighting (when dark)
Possibilities for hearing / 
talking




















































































The quality criteria can be used to study the comfort of the urban spac-
es in a concrete manner. A simple way to make quality assessment is to 
go through the 12 criteria and mark them as good (white), fair (grey) or 
poor (black) according to the characteristics of the space. In this way, 
it is easy to determine the general comfort of the space and the things 



































Fig. 6. The 12 quality criteria are an easy way 
to form an overall picture of the quality of a 
square, for example. These squares are in 
Strasbourg (above) and Odense (below). 
Fig. 5. White background indicates 
that the quality is good, grey that it 
is fair and black that it is poor. [12]
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Human-sized dimensioning
In order to create a comfortable, safe and interesting pedestrian envi-
ronment, the dimensions of the space must be right. The dimensions 
should be on a human scale, based on how we perceive our environ-
ment and what kind of dimensions we can embrace. Pedestrians ob-
serve the surroundings closely, so even the small details are significant. 
[1] [2]
Our social field of vision is limited to approximately 100 metres. From 
longer distances, it becomes very difficult to identify the movements and 
characteristics of another individual. Therefore, even large squares 
should not exceed the 100 metre limit in order to keep the scale com-
fortable for humans [13]. [1] [2]
Measures and dimensions
“When in doubt, leave some space out”
In a pedestrian environment, a small space tends to work better than a 
larger one. It is easier to grasp the whole in a small space, so people feel 
safer, and the details also become easier to notice. Therefore, it is usu-
ally not a good idea to add more space just to be sure – better to leave 
unnecessary space out. [1] [2]
Fig. 7. On large squares the 
enclosure is often weak, and the at-
mosphere can be desolate. Smaller 
spaces are easier to comprehend, 
and the presence of other people 
promotes a feeling of safety.
[13]
100 m - possible to recognise faces and body movements
35 m - possible to communicate in a loud voice
22-25 m - possible to interpret facial expressions
7 m - possible to have a real conversation
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Maria-square in Lappeenranta, Finland could also be used for a space for people. With things to do and see, the 
square could be a meeting place for all people in the city.
Urban Space Illustration: Tiia Ruutikainen
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Fig. 8. A pedestrian street should 
be wide enough for sufficient flow 
rate, but narrow enough to meet 
other people and enjoy the environ-
ment. (Dublin)
Dimensioning a pedestrian street
People should be able to walk on the pedestrian streets and pavements 
quite freely without unnecessary congestion. It is extremely difficult to 
determine the width of the street so that it is narrow enough to pro-
vide a wealth of experience and also wide enough to allow unobstructed 
movement. According to Jan Gehl, the appropriate flow rate for pedes-
trian streets and pavements is approximately 13 pedestrians per min-
ute per meter of walkway width [14]. On the other hand, if the num-
ber of pedestrians on the walkway is very limited, the width can also be 
quite small. [1] [2]
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Pedestrians
EXHIBIT 11-8.  PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY LOS
LOS A
Pedestrian Space > 5.6 m2/p Flow Rate ≤ 16 p/min/m
At a walkway LOS A, pedestrians move in desired paths
without altering their movements in response to other
pedestrians.  Walking speeds are freely selected, and conflicts
between pedestrians are unlikely.
LOS B
Pedestrian Space > 3.7–5.6 m2/p   Flow Rate > 16–23 p/min/m
At LOS B, there is sufficient area for pedestrians to select
walking speeds freely, to bypass other pedestrians, and to avoid
crossing conflicts.  At this level, pedestrians begin to be aware
of other pedestrians, and to respond to their presence when
selecting a walking path.
LOS C
Pedestrian Space  > 2.2–3.7 m2/p   Flow Rate  > 23–33 p/min/m
At LOS C, space is sufficient for normal walking speeds, and
for bypassing other pedestrians in primarily unidirectional streams.
Reverse-direction or crossing movements can cause minor
conflicts, and speeds and flow rate are somewhat lower.
LOS D
Pedestrian Space  > 1.4–2.2 m2/p   Flow Rate  > 33–49 p/min/m
At LOS D, freedom to select individual walking speed and to
bypass other pedestrians is restricted.  Crossing or reverse-
flow movements face a high probability of conflict, requiring
frequent changes in speed and position.  The LOS provides
reasonably fluid flow, but friction and interaction between
pedestrians is likely.
LOS E
Pedestrian Space > 0.75–1.4 m2/p   Flow Rate > 49–75 p/min/m
At LOS E, virtually all pedestrians restrict their normal walking
speed, frequently adjusting their gait.  At the lower range,
forward movement is possible only by shuffling.  Space is not
sufficient for passing slower pedestrians.  Cross- or reverse-
flow movements are possible only with extreme difficulties.
Design volumes approach the limit of walkway capacity, with
stoppages and interruptions to flow.
LOS F
Pedestrian Space ≤ 0.75 m2/p Flow Rate varies p/min/m
At LOS F, all walking speeds are severely restricted, and
forward progress is made only by shuffling.  There is frequent,
unavoidable contact with other pedestrians.  Cross- and
reverse-flow movements are virtually impossible.  Flow is
sporadic and unstable.  Space is more characteristic of queued
pedestrians than of moving pedestrian streams.
Source: Adapted from Fruin (2).
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Reverse-direction or crossing movements can cause minor
conflicts, and speeds and flow rate are somewhat lower.
LOS D
Ped strian Space  > 1.4–2.2 m2/p   Fl w Rate  > 33–49 p/min/m
At LOS D, freedom to select individual walking spe d and to
bypass other pedestrians is restricted.  Crossing or reverse-
flow movements face a high pr bability of conflict, requiring
fr quent changes in speed and position.  The LOS provides
reasonably fluid flow, but friction and interaction between
pedestrians is likely.
LOS E
Pedestrian Space > 0.75–1.4 m2/p   Flow Rate > 49–75 p/min/m
At LOS E, virtually all pedestria s restrict the r norm l walking
peed, frequently adjusting their gait.  At the lowe  ange,
or ard mov ment is po sible only by shuffling.  Space is not
sufficient for passing slower pedestrians.  Cross- or reverse-
fl w movements are ossible only with extreme difficulties.
Design volu es approach the limit of walkway capacity, with
stoppages and interruptions to flow.
LOS F
Pedestrian Space ≤ 0.75 m2/p Flow Rate varies p/min/m
At LOS F, all walking speeds are severely restricted, and
forward progress is made only by shuffling.  There is frequent,
unavoidable contact with other pedestrians.  Cross- and
reverse-flow movements are virtually impossible.  Flow is
sporadic and unstable.  Space is more characteristic of queued
pedestrians than of moving pedestrian streams.
Source: Adapted from Fruin (2).
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Pedestrians
EXHIBIT 11-8.  PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY LOS
LOS A
Pedestria  Spa e > 5.6 m2/p Flow Rate ≤ 16 p/min/m
At a alkway LOS A, pedestrians move in desired paths
without altering their mov ments in esponse to o her
pedestrians.  Walking speeds re fre ly sel c ed, and conflicts
between pedestrians are unlikely.
LOS B
Pedestrian Space > 3.7–5.6 m2/p   Flow Rate > 16–23 p/min/m
At LOS B, there is sufficient area for pedestrians to select
walking speeds freely, to bypass other pedestrians, and to avoid
crossing conflicts.  At this level, pedestrians begin to be aware
of other pedestrian , and to respond to their presence when
selecting a walking path.
LOS C
Pedestrian Space  > 2.2–3.7 m2/p   Flow Rate  > 23–33 p/min/m
At LOS C, space is sufficient for normal walking speeds, and
for bypassing other pedestrians in primarily unidirectional streams.
Reverse-direction or crossing movements can cause minor
conflicts, and speeds and flow rate are somewhat lower.
LOS D
Pedestrian Space  > 1.4–2.2 m2/p   Flow Rate  > 33–49 p/min/m
At LOS D, freedom to sel ct i ividual walking speed and to
byp s other pedestrians is restricted.  Crossing or revers -
flow movements face a high probability of conflict, requiring
frequent changes in spe  and position.  T e LOS provides
reasonably fluid flow, but friction nd interaction betwe n
pedestrians is likely.
LOS E
Pedestrian Sp c  > 0.75–1.4 m2/p   Flow Rate > 49–75 p/min/m
At LOS E, virtually all pedestrians r ct their normal walking
speed, frequently adjusting t eir gait.  At the low r ra ge,
forward m ve nt is p ssible only b  shuffling.  Space is not
sufficient for passing slower pedestrians.  Cross- or reverse-
flow movements are possible only with extreme difficulties.
Design volumes approach the limit of walkway capacity, with
stoppages and interruptions to flow.
LOS F
Pedestrian Space ≤ 0.75 m2/p Fl w Rate varies p/min/m
At LOS F, all walking speeds are severely restr ct d, and
forwa d progress i  made only by shuffling.  Th e is frequent,
unavoidable contact with other pedestrians.  Cross- and
reverse-flow movements are virtually impossible.  Flow is
sporadic and unstable.  Space is more characteristic of queued
pedestrians than of movi g pedestrian streams.
Source: Adapted from Fruin (2).
Service level B
Pedestrian space > 3.7–5.6 m2/p Fl w rate > 16–23 p/
min/m
There is sufficient area for pedestrians to select walking 
speeds freely, to bypass other pedestrians, and to avoid 
bumping into each ther.
Service level C
Pedestrian space > 2.2–3.7 m2/p Flow rate > 23–33 p/
min/m
Space is sufficient for normal walking speeds. Reverse-
direction or crossi g movements can c u e minor con-
flicts.
Service level D
Pedestrian space > 1.4–2.2 2/p Flow r te > 33–49 p/
min/m
Freedom to select individua  alki g spe  and t  by-
pass other pedestrians is restr cted. P ovides r s nably 
fluid flow, but friction an  interaction between pedestri-
ans is likely.
Service level E
Pedestrian space > 0.75–1.4 m2/p Flow rate > 4 75 p
min/m
Virtually all pedestrians trict their normal w lki  
speed, frequently adjusting heir gait. Design volumes 
approach the limit of walkway capacity, with stoppages 
and interruptions to flow.
Service level F
Space ≤ 0.75 m2/p Flow rate varies 
Walking speeds are everely restricted, and forward pro-
gress is made only by shuffling. Cross- and reverse-flow 
movements are virtu lly i possible. Flow is sporadic 
and unstable.
Fig. 9. In the US, walkway services 
are categorised into six levels, from 
A to F. When planning pedestrian 
traffic, it is important to take the 
number of people moving in the 
area into account, and to avoid 
congestion. [15]
Service level A
Pedestrian space > 5.6 m2/p Flow rate ≤ 16 p/min/m
Pedestrians move in desired paths without altering their 
movements in response to other pedestrians. Walking 
speeds are freely selected, and conflicts between pe-
destrians are unlikely.
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Height of the buildings
Buildings edge the squares and streets, creating the feeling of space. 
Therefore, urban spaces can be defined by the ratio between the height 
of the buildings and the width of the space. Buildings that are too tall 
to edge a narrow street create a shady space with an unfavourable mi-
croclimate. Low buildings edging a wide square, however, do not de-
fine the space clearly enough. This can lead to a rather vague feeling of 
space. To change the feeling of space, trees can be planted to divide a 
wide street into smaller sections. The table depicts an indicative British 
guideline for the ratio of the street width and building height. In the fig-
ures, the scale is building height:space width. [16] [2] 
Different levels
Level changes should be avoided in a pedestrian environment, as they 
make moving around more difficult and, especially for those with physi-
cal disabilities, children and older people, uncomfortable or almost im-
possible to use. In a conventional city environment, pedestrians con-
sider a one-metre climb equal to a 10-metre roundabout route on a level 
walkway. If different levels cannot be avoided, they should be planned 
carefully. For wheelchair and pushchair users, for example, slopes are 
the easiest and most convenient solution. For some people, on the other 
hand, stairs might be a more accessible solution due to stiffness of their 
ankles, for example. Therefore, both solutions must be considered in the 










Fig. 10. The ratio between the 
height and width of the buildings 
determines the enclosure. Ac-
cording to English guidelines, the 
ratio can be quite small on narrow 






Stairs with more than 10 steps
Factor 0.2
Stairs with 1–3 steps
Factor 0.9
Downslope < 5 %
Factor 1.5
Upslope < 2 m with inclination < 12 %
Factor 1.0
Fig. 11. Ramps and stairs can 
influence the pedestrian’s route 
selection. In the figure, the route is 
attractive to pedestrians when the 
factor is above ‘1’. If the factor is 
below ‘1’, the route is less likely to 
be chosen. [20]
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Walking distance
Under normal circumstances, people are willing to walk some 400–500 
metres in one go. In the case of disabled people, children and older 
people, the distance may be considerably shorter. However, besides the 
actual distance covered, the walking distance depends on the meaning-
fulness of the walk. People are ready to walk much greater distances in 
interesting surroundings. [2] [21] 
Microclimates
Due to the large buildings, urban spaces often have their own microcli-
mates. Tall buildings, for example, can mean stronger winds at street 
level. Tall buildings can also cast shadows on the space, causing a 
drop in temperature. In the Nordic countries, the amount of light and 
heat reaching the earth’s surface should be maximised in most cases, 
for the sun is rarely too hot, even in the summer. In the autumn and 
winter seasons, people tend to look for sunny places, and there should 
also be some cover against rain and wind available in this half of the 
year. Buildings located in a parallel arrangement intensify the winds, es-
pecially if the streets are aligned parallel to the wind. If the buildings are 
located in a parallel shifted arrangement, they form a barrier against the 
wind. Vegetation can also be used to minimise negative wind effects. [1] 

























Fig. 12. The impact of the city-
scape’s attractiveness on people’s 
willingness to walk has been stud-
ied from the viewpoint of public 
transport users. Compared to an 
unattractive environment, people 
are up to 70% more willing to walk 
longer distances in an attractive 
urban environment. [22]
Fig. 13. Negative wind effects can 
be reduced through good environ-
mental planning. If the buildings 
are located in a parallel shifted 
arrangement, there will be no wind 
tunnels between them. Tall build-
ings, for one, cause high winds at 
street level.
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7/3/13 9:32 AMisokatu oulu - Google Maps
Page 1 of 1https://maps.google.fi/
To see all the details that are visible on the


















In Isokatu Oulu, Finland the plan is to build a covered corridor between two buildings. If planned carefully the cor-
ridor could be inviting place to visit and it could protect visitors from the cold autumn wind. 
Urban Space Illustration: Tiia Ruutikainen
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Details matter
Besides the physical road, an interesting environment providing expe-
riential stimuli is needed to create a quality walking experience. On a 
street with a good pedestrian environment, events and interesting de-
tails are presented at the level of the human eye. [1] [2]
In order to keep the interest up and make walking more meaningful, the 
streets should offer new experiences every four seconds. This means, 
for example, having several small shops next to each other rather than 
the long and often monotonous frontages often found in shopping cen-
tres. The four-second rule can be seen concretely on various shopping 
streets around the world where, as a rule, the frontages have approxi-
mately 15 to 25 shops or activities per every 100 metres [25]. [1] [2]
On a large scale, a city must be well-defined and uncluttered and the 
street plan structured and logical. This reduces the risk of getting lost 
and makes moving around the city easy and straightforward. On a 
smaller scale, however, there should be small details and points of inter-
est in the city to make walking more meaningful and to ensure the high 
quality of the environment. [26] [5] 
Fig. 14. Green elements can easily 
be used to change the overall face 
of a space. In Mexico City, this oth-
erwise monotonous street comes 
alive with verdant trees lining the 
street.  
Fig. 15. Residential area Bo01 
in Malmö has been designed for 
people. The street plan is straight-
forward, but interesting details and 




• Small units, many doors 
• 15–20 units per 100 m
• Diversity of functions
• No closed or passive units
• Quality materials and refined details
B. Pleasant
• Relatively small units 
• 10–14 units per 100 m
• Some diversity of function
• Only a few closed or passive units
• Relatively good detailing
C. ‘Somewhere in-between’
• Mixture of small and larger units 
• 6–10 units per 100 m
• Some diversity of functions
• Only a few closed or passive units
• Uninteresting design of frontages
• Somewhat poor detailing.
D. Dull
• Larger units with few doors 
• 2–5 units per 100 m
• Little diversity of functions
• Many closed units
• Predominantly unattractive front-
ages
• Few or no details
E. Inactive
• Large units with few or no doors 
• No visible variation of functions
• Closed and passive frontages
• Monotonous frontages
• No details, nothing interesting to 
look at
Active frontages
In the city centres in particular, the quality of the ground floors and front-
ages significantly dictate the face of the city. Dull frontages and frontag-
es that appear closed make for a monotonous pedestrian environment. 
If there is nothing interesting to observe, the street does not make the 
pedestrian want to stay. [1] [2] 
The frontages can be evaluated using, for example, Gehl Architects’ A–E 
classification [27].
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Fig. 16. A large scale mobility envi-
ronment and a monotonous milieu 
is dull and uninspiring for pedestri-
ans. Details and small scale create 
a pleasant pedestrian environment 
which offers something new to see 
all the time.
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Fig. 17. In an pedestrian walking 
environment, you never know what you 
might find round the next corner.
Pedestrian network
A good pedestrian network is created by connecting the main points 
of interest to each other via attractive routes. Pedestrians, naturally, fa-
vour the shortest routes and shortcuts between destinations, especially 
when the destination can be seen. Therefore, pedestrian traffic should 
be guided to take the shortest routes possible. Long straight stretches 
of street are particularly tiresome for pedestrians. A good walking route 
is well-defined and continues uninterrupted, and should include various 
diversions and interesting things to see. The route should be divided 
into smaller sections so that you cannot see the end from the starting 
point. Although the length of a walk is usually approximately 400–500 
metres, an interesting and pleasant environment can increase the dis-
tance. [2] [28] [29]
Convenient
Routes should be direct, and designed for the 
convenience of those on foot. Accessibility 
should be guaranteed for all users. Crossing 
opportunities should be provided as of right, lo-
cated in relation to desire lines. 
The walking routes should connect the most 
important destinations, like bus stops, schools 
and places of work, to each other. The routes 
should form a comprehensive network. 
The walking routes should be pleasant and they 
should allow social interaction between peo-
ple. The routes should also be safe and inviting, 
with diversity of activity and continuous interest 
at ground floor level. 
Walking routes should be clear and legible, if 
necessary with the help of signposting and 
waymarking.
The pleasantness of the walking experience 
should be guaranteed with high-quality surface 
material and an interesting, unpolluted and 
noise-free environment. Opportunities for rest 





Fig. 18. The ‘5Cs’ of Good Walking 
Networks presented in the design 
guidelines for London [30].
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Accessibility of route
• The surface must be smooth and anti-skid.
• The width and inclination of the route must allow for wheelchair use, for 
example.
• No risks of collision, tripping or falling down.
• If differences in level cannot be avoided, a slope or stairs should be avail-
able depending on the situation.
• Areas designated for different forms of traffic should be marked clearly and 
logically.
• Lighting should be sufficient.
• Resting places should be available at even intervals.
        [31] [19] 
Accessibility
Accessibility refers to having taken into account all the city dwellers’ 
needs, from wheelchair and pushchair users to children and older peo-
ple. Accessibility solutions should be considered in the planning stage, 
as they facilitate the movement of all city dwellers. Furthermore, imple-
menting the solutions doesn’t usually cost anything extra, as long as 
they are planned carefully. Adding accessibility solutions later on, how-
ever, can be very difficult and expensive. [1] [2] [18]
Accessibility does not mean that the environment has to be dull and un-
inspiring. On the contrary, accessibility can be used to create a well-
balanced and clear entity. Ease of movement, safety and sensuousness 
facilitate orientation in the urban environment and make mobility pos-
sible for all. [1] [2] [18]
Accessibility to all
• Accessibility should be an integral part of all planning.
• When planning, it should be ensured that the main routes 
to the most important destinations (like shops, post offices 
and health centres) and main entrances are accessible and 
can be easily detected.
• The accessibility should also be guaranteed in the winter 
time, and accessible main routes must be of high priority in 
winter maintenance.
• To ensure the quality of the solutions, accessibility experts 
should be included in the planning process.
          [18] [31]
Fig. 19. On an accessible pedestri-
an and cycle path, the pedestrians 
and cyclists are clearly segregated. 
The surface is smooth, and there is 
enough room for wheelchairs and 
pushchairs. (Odense)
Dimensions
• Road width ≥ 1,500 mm
• Headroom ≥ 2,200 mm
• Longitudinal gradient ≤ 8%
• Crossfall ≤ 3%
• Evenness deviations ≤ 20 mm
    [31]
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ESTEETÖN YMPÄRISTÖ








missa esitetään yksi tapa
tuottaa esteetöntä ympä-
ristöä, mutta tuotteita ja
suunnitteluratkaisuja ke-
hittämällä voidaan ympä-








Alueet on jaettu kahteen
esteettömyyden vaati-
mustasoon. Kaikkien alu-
eiden tulisi olla vähintään
perustasoa. Lisäksi seu-











• Alueet, joilla paljon van-
hus- ja vammaisasun-
toja
• Julkisen liikenteen ter-
minaalialueet ja pysäk-
kialueet
• Liikunta- ja leikkipaikat,
joilla huomioitu kaikki
käyttäjät
• Esteettömät reitit esim.
virkistysalueilla
Esteettömän ympäristön suunnit te luohjekort t i • 1 /8
SuRaKu-projekt i  2004/2008 6.2.2008
Suojatiejärjestelyt
Suojatiejärjestelyissä ja rakenteissa tulee ottaa huomioon eri käyttäjien tarpeet.
Suositeltavia periaatteita ovat pyöräilyn ja jalankulun erottaminen toisistaan sekä
ratkaisujen yhdenmukaisuus. Kuivatuksen huolellinen suunnittelu ja suojatie-
alueen hyvä valaisu on tärkeää. Esteettömyyden erikoistasolla valaistusvoimak-
kuus tulee olla jalkakäytävällä väh. 10 lx ja suojatiellä väh. 30 lx. Suojatiemerkin-
nän tulee olla hyväkuntoinen eikä sen lähellä saa olla vastaavasti kuvioituja alu-
eita väärinkäsityksen välttämiseksi. Raidoituksen värikontrastin tulee olla voi-
makas, vähintään keskiharmaan ja mustan/valkoisen eroa vastaava.
Suojatien pystysuoralla reunatuella varustetun osan tulee olla kohtisuorassa
ylityssuuntaan nähden, jotta näkövammainen saa siitä kulkusuunnan. Suoja-
tiessä tulee aina olla vähintään 900 mm leveä luiskareunatuki; koneellinen kun-
nossapito vaatii vähintään 2300 mm. Luiskaus, jossa noustaan 40 mm ajora-
dan tasosta 150 mm:n matkalla, tulee rakentaa huolellisesti. Pyörätien kohdalla
tulee käyttää samaa luiskareunatukea. Suojatien reunatuen korkeussuunnan
poikkeamat saa olla enintään ±10 mm. Jalkakäytävän kaltevuus reunatuen vie-
ressä ei saa ylittää 5 %:a.
Kulkuväylät ja -pinnat
Kulkuväylien leveyden tulee olla väh. 2300 mm, jotta niiden koneellinen
puhtaanapito olisi mahdollista. Vapaan väylän leveyden tulee olla väh. 1500
mm, joka on riittävä myös avustajan tai opaskoiran kanssa liikkuvalle hen-
kilölle. Kahden pyörätuolin kohdatessa leveyden tulee olla väh. 1800 mm.
Väylän vapaan korkeuden tulee olla väh. 2200 mm, kuitenkin siten, että
rakennuksen tai sen osan alikulkukorkeudeksi suositellaan väh. 3000 mm.
Jalankulkuväylän ja pyörätien pinnoittaminen toisistaan eroavalla materi-
aalilla on suositeltavaa. Kulkupinnan tulee olla erikoistasolla kova ja perus-
tasolla kova tai melko kova ja luistamaton. Poikkeamat tasaisuudessa saa-
vat olla enintään 5 mm ja laattojen saumat saavat olla enintään 5 mm leveitä.
Sivukaltevuutta saa olla erikoistasolla enintään 2 % ja perustasolla enin-
tään 3 %. Pituuskaltevuutta saa olla erikoistasolla enintään 5 % ja perusta-
solla enintään 8 %. Luiskia koskevat edellisestä poikkeavat vaatimukset on
esitelty ohjekortissa 3 Tasoerot.
Guidance paving
• Paving can be used to guide traffic (guiding tiles) and to warn 
about obstacles (warning tiles).
• The colour or the paving surface pattern should be distinct from 
the surrounding environment.
• Paving should be placed in a systematic and well-thought-out 
manner.
                  [31] [34]
Accessible crossings
• A pedestrian crossing should be clearly marked and perceivable.
• A pedestrian crossing should have an upright section and a sloped curb.
• The curb should be perpendicular with respect to the crossing direction to guide 
those with impaired vision.
• Audible signals facilitate traffic light observance.
• Any push buttons should be located no further than 300 mm from t e pedestrian 
crossing, and the button should be no higher than 900–1,100 mm from the ground.
                   [31] [32] 
Other methods of guidance
• Audible signals are particularly important for people 
with visual impairments, as they have to rely on their 
hearing.
• Contrasting colours make the environment more legible 
and comprehensible. 
• Lighting can be used to bring out the colour contrasts 
and to facilitate the perception of the outlines of differ-
ent levels and crossings in the dark, for example. 
• Distinctive and fixed landmarks, like fountains, facilitate 
orientation.
• The environment should be multi-sensuous, offering in-
formation through all the senses. Overloading the sens-
es, however, must be avoided.
           [31] [34] [18]
Fig. 21. Tactile paving indicating 
the beginning and end of the cross-
ing. The distinctive colour helps to 
perceive the paving. (Odense)
Fig. 22. In a Malmö residential 
area, the pathways are clearly in-
dicated in a specific yellow colour. 
The street furniture is located to 
the side of the path so as not to 
obstruct the traffic.
Fig. 20. Crossi gs should be clearly 
distinct from the environment, and 
easy to negotiate. Sloped curbs 
facilitate wheelchair use and provide 
navigational help to the visually im-
paired when crossing the road. [33]
ROADWAY
Tactile paving or 
warning zone
Sloped curb Curb 40 mm
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Lighting can be used to make the environment feel significantly safer 
for people. Lit shop windows promote a feeling of safety outside busi-
ness hours, whereas closed shop fronts can create a threatening atmos-
phere. If lighting is inadequate, the mood of a busy street or other urban 
space may change significantly when it gets dark. [1] [2] [5]
Lighting should be focused on people and frontages, that is, on things 
that have social significance. Often, lighting is focused on street surfac-
es, even though it would be just as important to direct some light on up-
right surfaces, such as the walls of the buildings. This way, it is possible 
to emphasise significant buildings and create a feeling of space outside 
the street area. One should also remember that brightness is not the 
only lighting quality criteria. Bright lights do not necessarily create safe 
environments: lighting must be focused and located correctly. [1] [2] [5]
Fig. 24. Illuminated shop windows 
after closing time create a feeling 
of safety on the streets. Dark front-
ages can be frightening. (Lund)
Lighting
Lighting should be directed at points with social 
significance, like building frontages.
Fig. 23. Lit frontages can be used 
to emphasise important buildings 
and to illuminate the environment 
effectively. (Lund, Gent)
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Fig. 25. (above) Lighting can be 
designed in a creative way. In Lund, 
the light comes from under the 
benches.
Safety
Accident statistics do not reveal the whole truth of safety in a 
given space: the feeling of safety should also be taken into con-
sideration. The feeling of safety plays a significant role when 
people decide whether to walk or not, so it is an important part 
of the design of a city centre. [2] [3] [4]
Being surrounded by other people is one key factor that cre-
ates safety. Often people evaluate the pleasantness and safety 
of a space based on other people being in the same space. An 
empty space is often regarded as unsafe, no matter what the 
statistics might say about its safety. Many cities have respond-
ed to general safety concerns by adding camera surveillance. 
That, however, does not increase the feeling of safety people 
experience in the city centre. Instead, the number of people 
present should be increased. Lights shining from the windows 
of the houses create a feeling of other people being present, 
thus adding the feeling of safety more than any surveillance 
cameras.  When the centre, as a rule, quietens down after the 
shops are closed, the lights in the windows of the city centre in-
habitants create an impression of a safe environment. [2] [3] [4]
Fig. 26. (below) Uplights often 
illuminate better than downlights. In 
Gent, the lighting is focused so that 
it almost eliminates the need for 
traditional street lights.
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Pedestrians, cyclists and car drivers could share the same street inYrjönkatu Pori, Finland. Lighted shop windows 
at the eye level bring more light and make the street feel safe.
Urban Space Illustration: Tiia Ruutikainen
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Good opportunities for sitting provide excellent conditions for people to 
stay and spend some time in the centre. If there are no or not enough 
seats or if they are of poor quality, people will often walk by them with-
out stopping. Sitting down can also promote activities that otherwise 
wouldn’t take place, like reading, eating or watching passers-by. [1] [2] 
[4]
The different needs of various user groups must be taken into consid-
eration when planning seating arrangements. Children don’t care much 
where they sit, whereas older people value the comfort and practicabil-
ity of the seats highly. They may find it difficult to sit on a bench that is 
too low or too high. [1] [2] [4]
Primary and secondary sitting opportunities
Primary sitting opportunities refer to conventional benches that are 
clearly meant for sitting. Secondary sitting opportunities refer to those 
surfaces that are not specifically meant for sitting on but on which peo-
ple, nevertheless, like to sit. These include stairs, low walls, steps, the 
edges of flower beds and rails. Secondary sitting opportunities also 
work well when there are only a few people in the space. Empty bench-
es can create a desolate and depressing atmosphere. Using secondary 
sitting possibilities, the space does not appear so empty, even if the 
number of people varies, and the seats are always available when they 
are needed. [1] [2] [4]
Sitting opportunities
There must be both primary and secondary sitting 
opportunities in an urban space.
Fig. 27. Various constructions and 
stairs can act as secondary sitting 
opportunities, offering places to 
rest.
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Bench location
The location of the benches in an urban area is by no means insignifi-
cant, as poorly located benches do not attract users. The location of 
the benches should be based on the activities in the area as well as the 
space and its dimensional requirements. Most people prefer to sit by 
walls and on the perimeter of a space rather than in the middle of it. The 
fringe areas of the space promote a feeling of safety and create a com-
fortable place to watch other people and observe the environment. The 
benches can be located in niches or corners, providing an intimate and 
safe atmosphere and cover against the elements. [1] [2] [4]
Planning seating arrangements
• Benches should be situated in locations where people feel 
safe, such as next to a wall or in niches or corners.
• There should be a suitable ratio of primary and secondary 
opportunities for seating in a given space.
• Various user groups should be considered when planning 
the location of the benches.
• On a walking route, there should be a bench approximately 
every 100 metres. 
• Benches should be located so that they facilitate conversa-
tion and social interaction.
• The benches should offer an unobstructed view of all events 
in the surrounding space. People like to watch what’s going 
on around them.
      [1] [2] [4]
Fig. 29. People like to sit so that 
they cannot be surprised from 
behind. A good view of the sur-
rounding area and other people is 
also important. (Lund)
Movable benches
Opportunities for sitting can be provided using movable chairs, for ex-
ample. Compared to traditional benches, they are reasonably cheap and 
can be moved to a desired location flexibly and easily. With movable 
chairs, it is also possible to provide seats in places where conventional 
fixed benches cannot be located. [4]
Fig. 28. Movable chairs can be 
used for various purposes wher-
ever there is a need for seating 
arrangements. With imagination, 
chairs can also be used in the 
winter. (Tampere)
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A high-quality winter-time pedestrian environment is 
possible
In the summer, people like to stay and spend time in urban spaces, 
whereas in the winter they tend to walk across streets without stopping. 
Even though the number of pedestrians is the same in the summer and 
the winter, more people stay outside when it is sunny. [1] [2] [4]
However, people can also be persuaded to spend time in the city centre 
in the winter. Cafeterias can offer people warm blankets or electric heat-
ers to keep them warm, and various winter markets and events draw 
visitors regardless of the snow and freezing temperatures. If the path-
ways are maintained during the snowy and slippery season as well, city 
dwellers have the choice to move safely and comfortably throughout the 
year. [1] [2] [4]
Vitality through the year
Fig. 30. (left) Despite the windy 
November weather, people are 
enjoying the street cafés on a 
pedestrian street in Copenhagen. 
Infrared lamps and blankets protect 
them from the cold weather.
Fig. 31. (right) In the Nordic coun-
tries, sunshine is rarely scorching, 
and in the autumn in particular, 
people tend look for sunny places. 
Benches that are in the shade are 
not used. (Lund) 
Safe movement for all
Winter maintenance is especially important for people with physical dis-
abilities. Inadequate route maintenance means that in the winter, people 
in wheelchairs, for example, cannot move outdoors without help. 
An accessible and comfortable mobility environment is enjoyed in par-
ticular by those in wheelchairs or pushing pushchairs, as they need 
more space than average pedestrians. On Copenhagen’s Strøget, for 
example, the extra space needed for pushchairs became obvious af-
ter pedestrianisation. As the number of pedestrians increased by about 
35 per cent in the first year, the number of pushchairs increased by as 
much as 400 per cent [35]. [2]
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Parks are more than green areas
Parks and green areas have been found to have several positive impacts 
on both the urban environment and the well-being of the people. Among 
other things, the green areas [36] [3]
• provide cover from the scorching sun
• cool down the temperature in cities with a warm climate
• clean up air pollution
• absorb rain and drainage water 
• can (when planned correctly) diminish crime in residential areas 
• relieve stress and mental fatigue.
Park planning
• Parks should be located near other activities so that they 
have users round-the-clock.
• Parks and other green areas should form a tight network 
and a whole that encourages people to move about on 
foot. Isolated parks do not function as well.
• Parks should be maintained regularly so that they give an 
impression of a safe and clean environment.
• A park should be not only an attractive place in itself but 
also an optional route for moving from one place to anoth-
er.
• Each park should have a functional purpose. Different ac-
tivities attract different user groups.
• In order to create common places where people want to 
spend time, citizens should always be included in the plan-
ning and maintenance of parks.
             [36] [3]
Fig. 32. Parks must be maintained 
in order to keep them tidy and 
attractive. Graffiti, for example, 
can cause playground users to 
abandon the park. 
Fig. 33. Parks should offer various 
activities attracting various people.
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Pedestrian conditions in residential areas
In a pedestrian-friendly residential area, there are many services within 
a 10-minute (800 metre) walking distance. However, walking can also 
replace driving longer distances of up to 2 kilometres. People can be 
encouraged to walk by locating the various activities in the residential 
area so that most of the inhabitants can perform their everyday activities 
on foot. [16] [21]
Connections to existing services must be taken into account when plan-
ning new dwellings. People should be able to move about on foot, by 
bike or on public transport. [16] [21]
Dense building can be used to guarantee appropriate walking distances 
in a residential area. Compactness enables short walking distances and 
makes it easier to provide various services for more people. And with 
enough potential users, offering more services makes more sense. In 
the UK, national guidelines state that there should be 30 homes per 
hectare (10,000 m3) in a residential area [37]. [16] [21]
Promoting walking in residential areas
• The pathways should be unobstructed and continuing, and 
the street plan well defined.
• The area should include versatile services and points of in-
terest within walking distance.
• The pathways should be well lit and they should inspire 
confidence. The traffic-orientated environment must also 
be safe.
• The area should have clear, straightforward and accessible 
routes to shops, services and public transport stops. 
• A compact residential area with good connections means 
short distances that promote walking.






























Fig. 34. A densely developed 
residential area (figure on the right) 
and services located to benefit all 
the people living in the area shorten 
walking distances and encourage 
people to go on foot. [38]
Fig. 35.  There should be services 
within short walking distances 
from houses in the residential area. 
Public transport possibilities should 
also be close by, to reduce the 
need for private cars. [39]
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Fig. 36. In a pedestrian-friendly residen-
tial area, the streets have been planned 
so they are safe for pedestrians. Motor-
ists are visitors here. (Odense)
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Attractive and safe walking and cycling facilities right under your window encourage to move outside using  your 
own feet. New residential area Kangas in Jyväskylä, Finland could be enjoyable place to move and stay. 
Urban Space Illustration: Tiia Ruutikainen
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With small steps towards the goal
From street for cars to space for people
In recent years, the development of New York City has gone in a much 
more pedestrian-friendly direction by improving the quality of the urban 
spaces through limitation of motoring. One significant decision was to 
convert the world-famous Times Square from a congested street to a 
square for people. However, it wasn’t easy to convince the decision-
makers of the usefulness and necessity of the changes. Therefore, the 
city decided to start by closing part of the street to motorists and giv-
ing more space to pedestrians. The street surface was painted red, and 
movable chairs and sunshades were scattered all over the square. Even 
through these small actions, the result was remarkable. People quickly 
took the space for themselves, using it to spend time and meet other 
people. After this, it was easy to convince the decision-makers of the 
benefits of the changes. [40]
This proves that urban space development can start from relatively 
modest actions. Once the citizens and decision-makers have been con-
vinced on the benefits, it is easier to justify larger scale actions and in-
vestments. When everybody has a common overall view of the result, 
urban spaces can be developed towards the final goal step-by-step.
44 PlaNYC Progress rePort 2010
Herald square - Before green Light for Midtown
Herald square - After green Light for Midtown
times square - Before green Light for Midtown













































































CASE STUDY: GREEN LIGHT FOR MIDTOwN
the Mayor and Dot recently announced that the 
changes made to times square and Herald square  
for the “green Light for Midtown” pilot project will be 
made permanent. Launched in May 2009, the pilot 
created expanded pedestrian plazas in both areas and 
made changes to traffic patterns as part of a program 
for reducing congestion and improving pedestrian 
safety in Midtown. overall, the City has seen 
improvements for both pedestrians and traffic.  
gPs tracking data collected from taxicabs showed  
a 7 percent overall improvement in taxi speeds in the 
area. In addition, the program produced a 63 percent 
reduction in injuries to motorists and passengers  
and a 35 percent reduction in pedestrian injuries. 
According to a times square Alliance survey, 76 
percent of all New Yorkers and 68 percent of area 
retailers surveyed are supportive of the project.  
the City is currently initiating a capital process  
for a permanent world-class design.
Improve transit service on existing 
infrastructure
DOT, in partnership with the MTA, has continued 
to make progress on SBS and other improve-
ments to the bus system. Planning is underway 
for an SBS route along First and Second Avenues 
in Manhattan, with Phase 1 to be completed in 
fall 2010. Currently served by the M15 bus route, 
which carries more than 57,000 weekday riders 
over an 8.5 mile stretch of the East Side, SBS 
will provide faster and more reliable service to a 
route that in recent years has seen reduced bus 
speeds and ridership. 
Progress is also being made on the Nostrand 
Avenue and Rogers Avenue SBS in Brooklyn, as 
well as the second phase of the 34th Street SBS 
in Manhattan. The Nostrand-Rogers route will 
begin service by mid-2012, and the transitway 
proposed for 34th Street will be implemented be-
tween 2012 and 2013. With dedicated bus lanes, 
strategically placed stops, real-time information 
displays, easy transfers to multiple subway lines 
and off-board fare collection, these SBS services 
are expected to make bus transit more conve-
nient, faster, and more comfortable. 
The City originally anticipated using federal Ur-
ban Partnership Agreement funds tied to the im-
plementation of congestion pricing to develop 
these services. Instead, the City is now pursu-
ing federal “Small Starts” grants to develop the 
Nostrand-Rogers and 34th Street projects. This 
more deliberate pursuit of funding has allowed 
the incorporation of a full “complete streets” 
design into the projects, which will incorporate 
improvements for cyclists and pedestrians while 
also preserving on-street parking on these busy 
commercial corridors.
In addition, in August 2009, the MTA and the City 
announced a pilot program to provide real-time 
bus arrival information at eight bus shelters serv-
ing two bus routes on 34th Street in Manhattan, 
which carry 17,000 passengers daily. The real-
time information signs, which will also be a fea-
ture of future SBS projects, are updated every 30 
seconds and display the number of minutes until 
the next bus arrives using computer-assisted 
GPS satellite technology installed on the buses. 
In addition to SBS routes, the MTA has outlined 
a plan for bringing real-time travel information to 
bus and subway stations throughout the system 
to ease rider uncertainty. In 2010, the MTA will 
activate Customer Information Signs in 75 sub-
way stations and will expand the system to all 
stations on the numbered lines in 2011. The MTA 
plans to test bus arrival information from several 
Urban spaces can be developed towards the final 
goal step-by-step.
Fig. 37. Times Square before and 
after th  chang s made. Small 
ch nges had a big impact. [41]
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The five steps in developing pedestrian areas
To support planning, you need to know 
where the pedestrians are, who they are 
and what they do. Without this informa-
tion, it is impossible to plan a working 
pedestrian environment. 
The citizens are experts on their own ar-
eas, and also the end users of the urban 
spaces designed. A working dialogue 
with various interest groups guarantees a 
satisfying result for everyone.
It is not necessary to implement every-
thing at once. Instead, you can take small 
steps to test how the area develops and 
how it should be developed in the future.
Public spaces need to be continuous-
ly developed. People and their needs 
change, and the city should change ac-
cordingly. A functional public space can 
be altered and developed in the future.
Develop continuously 
Start with small  
actions
Include interest 
groups in the plan-
ning process
Study the pedestrians 
Set goals and vision
Design goals and visions should be de-
fined before starting planning. It is diffi-
cult to achieve any goals without a clear 
objective.
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Five visions to improve the pedestrian environment
Several actions are needed to create a vibrant city centre. A functional 
pedestrian centre with a surrounding transport system does not appear 
by chance. It requires meticulous background planning and visioning, 
refined strategies and bold decisions and actions. Organisational opera-
tions behind the vision and strategy are also important: it would be chal-
lenging to implement the actions included in the vision and strategy wit-
hout effective and viable working methods. This study determined the 
basis for successful pedestrian environments and functional pedestrian 
arrangements in five European cities. 
In this section, we look at the cities involved in the study, namely Delft 
in the Netherlands, Linköping and Lund in Sweden and Sheffield and 
Peterborough in the United Kingdom. Delft, Linköping and Lund were 
included in the study based on transport system changes already imple-
mented. Peterborough and Sheffield were selected due to their excellent 
transport plans and the challenging conditions under which they promo-
te pedestrian traffic. For the purpose of the study, eight city transport 
planners and university researchers that have studied the subject were 
interviewed. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]
Fig. 1. A thoroughly envisioned city 
and transport vision forms a basis for 
the strategy, while a viable organisa-
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Fig. 2. Profiles and characteristics 
of the studied cities [1] [2] [4] [5] 
[7] [8]
Profile Transport mode share% 
 
Incentive Vision Strategy Actions 
Delft 43/27/26/4 Congestion in the 1970s, 
preservation of the 
historical city centre 
Centre for the people, 
sustainable traffic 
Pedestrian centre 
development in four 
stages 
Motor traffic excluded from the 
streets, parking rearrangements 
Linköping           27/-/60/13 Oil crisis and helth 
hazards in thr 1970s 
Sustainable transport 
system, city centre 
accessible to all, improving 
the quality of urban life, a 
carbon dioxide-neutral 
municipality by 2025 
Pedestrian plan and 
route development, 
promoting cycling, 
improving the centre 
parking ring route 
 
Travel centre relocation on a 
more centralised area, 
converting the public transport 
street in the centre into a 
pedestrian and cycling street 
Lund 26/16/42/16 Municipal ballot: no to a 
street splitting the 
centre into two. 
Emphasis on a plesant 
environment 
Sustainable transport 
system, support for urban 





Improving the urban 
environment by converting the 
biggest streets into boulevards 
and the main street into a 
public transport and pedestrian 
street 
 
Sheffield 1/18/59/22 Decline of the city´s 
steel industry 
To attract business and 
enterprises to the city, a 
vibrant and pleasant city 
centre, regional business 
hub 
High quality urban 
spaces, pedestrian 
routes and business 
areas 
 
Building of wide and pleasant 
pavements, design and lighting, 
branding of pedestrian 
connections 
Peterborough           1/4/91/4 Desire to shrug off the 
image of being a car 
city, preservation of the 
historical city centre 
To become the UK´s 
Environmental Capital, 
growth inside the city, 
improving the urban life 
Reducing motor traffic 
on the fringes of the city 
centre, prioritising the 
pedestrian routes 
 
Converting the main motor 
vehicle street into a boulevard, 
improving the pedestrian 
environment beyond the 
pedestrian centre 
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Motorway through the city centre
Located in southern Sweden, Lund is a university town of approximately 
110,000 inhabitants and 40,000 students. The medieval street plan has 
been a challenge for the city’s traffic planning, and changes to impro-
ve cycling, pedestrian and public transport environment in the city have 
been made ever since the 1950s.
In 1969, a transport and environment committee was established in 
Lund. This was due to a plan to build a wide motor traffic street through 
the city centre. There had been discussions about the four-lane street 
for 30 year, and visions of growing car use in the future fuelled the plans.
However, opinions about the future of the city centre were varied among 
both the inhabitants and the political parties. Finally, the majority of the 
inhabitants and politicians decided to oppose the street, which was ne-
ver built. [1] [9]
Emphasis on environment and comfort 
In 1971, driving through the city centre was prohibited by closing the 
Stortorget area and the centre main street, with a daily traffic flow of 
21,000 vehicles. After that, the main street has supported a flow of ap-
proximately 3,000 vehicles per day, half of them buses and the rest ot-
her vehicles subject to permit. The city centre was divided into four sec-
tors, between which direct traffic was prohibited from moving. 
Closing the street through the city centre for motor traffic with the ex-
ception of public transport paved the way for modern traffic planning 
and preservation of the streets in Lund city centre. The city also decided 
that traffic in the centre should be environmentally sound. As a conse-
quence, the cycleway network was expanded and public transport de-
veloped during the 1970s. [9]
Lund – innovative traffic planning
Fig. 3. Before and after: (1) Kyrko-
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Lund’s vision 2030: toward sustainable development
In the future, traffic will be an important factor influencing the quality of life of 
the citizens. The urban environment is attractive.
Important points in the vision:
• Preservation and development of the city’s nature and green areas.
• Further promotion of walking, cycling and public transport.
• Decrease in car traffic.
• Significant decrease in factors causing climate change, pollution and traf-
fic noise.
• Elimination of traffic fatalities and serious injuries once the transport sys-
tem has adopted the requirements.
The most ambitious development plans for Lund city centre are the pedest-
rianisation of the main street currently in public transport use and redesigning 
the area around the railway station. [1] [10] Fig. 4. The narrow streets in Lund 
city centre are reserved for pedes-
trians and cyclists
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Rapid growth, precise planning
With approximately 150,000 inhabitants, Linköping is one of the fastest 
growing cities in Sweden. The fifth largest city in the country, Linköping 
hosts a university with 27,000 students and a leading European techno-
logy park. 
The development of Linköping city centre is driven by traffic-related 
health hazards and general comfort in the centre. The oil crisis of the 
1970s and the subsequent increase in fuel prices helped to turn the 
minds of the planners from cars to public transport, walking and cycling. 
The city got its first pedestrian street in 1967 and the second in the 
1970s.
City centre development started for real in 2008–2009 with the emer-
gence of topics like climate change and comfort and the amount of mo-
tor traffic in the centre. Subsequently, in 2009 Linköping’s centre was 
named Sweden’s pedestrian centre of the year. [2]
Power of cooperation
In traffic planning and implementation, Linköping has joined forces with 
the neighbouring city of Norrköping. The idea of the cooperation is to 
keep the cities compact and to develop the small villages along the rail-
way line connecting the two cities. There are a lot of commuters in the 
area, and the local train system has been a success. [12]
Pedestrian-specific goals
The City of Linköping has realised that there is not enough space in the 
centre to facilitate all transport modes, and that it is not necessary, ei-
ther. Based on this, the city has decided to prioritise some modes of 
transport. The order of priority used by the city is as follows:
1 Pedestrians and cyclists.
2 Public transport.
3 Vehicular traffic. [2] [11]
Linköping – motivated by health hazards
Fig. 5. A questionnaire taken in 
2010 by 2,500 Linköping-born in-
dividuals aged 16–79 on three city 
development scenarios. [13]
Not all travel modes can be prioritised 
at the same time
20% of the city dwellers 
want the city centre to be 
more accessible and have 
more space for cars 
30% want lower speed 
limits in the city centre 
50% want to prioritise 
walking, cycling and public 
transport in the city centre 
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Fig. 7. Linköping city centre has a 
peaceful pedestrian area
Linköping’s vision: good city, good life
Linköping calls itself the city “where ideas become reality”. In cooperation 
with the inhabitants and neighbouring municipalities, Linköping aims to 
develop a sustainable transport system that is
• competitive
• resource-efficient 
• versatile in terms of options.
In its traffic planning, Linköping systematically favours walking and 
cycling. The city aims to be a carbon dioxide-neutral municipality by 2025. 
At the moment, the focus is on compact building design, biofuel buses, 
developing the car parking facilities and expanding the pedestrian area. 
[11] [13]
New location for the travel centre
The growing city of Linköping aims to expand in a sustainable manner 
with the overall picture in mind. The city is divided by the Stångån river 
running through it, and to bring the two halves together, there are plans 
to integrate the river as part of urban life in the city centre. As the desi-
red direction for expansion is to the east across the river, new pedestri-
an and cycling bridges are designed to ensure comfortable connections.
There are plans for a high-speed railway connection, Ostlänken, bet-
ween Linköping and Stockholm. As the number of passengers is likely 
to increase significantly from what it is now, the railway station facilities 
need to be updated. To accommodate the increased passenger flow, 
the new travel centre is planned in a more favourable location within the 
expanding pedestrian area, on the east side of the river. The new area 
also incorporates several large companies that are potential users for 
the high-speed train. Compared to the old location, the new location is 
better for the potential users living in the surrounding residential areas, 
too. Furthermore, the new travel centre facilitates growth in the planned 
direction. [2] [15]
Fig. 6. (Right) Linköping city cen-
tre and travel centre today (Left) 
New travel centre located within 



















Medieval scenery and canals
Located between Rotterdam and The Hague, Delft is a densely popula-
ted (4,000 people/km²) medieval city with population just shy of 100,000. 
Delft is also the home of the Delft University of Technology, with appro-
ximately 16,000 students. 
Pedestrian area planned in stages
There are many streets built to run parallel to the numerous canals in 
the historic city centre, and these straight and fast routes facilitated 
the growth of traffic through the centre. As congestion increased in the 
1970s, the straight routes through the city were converted into one-
way streets. This meant that driving through the centre was no longer 
the fastest route to the other side of the city. This approach decreased 
tourist traffic, but the residents quickly learnt to navigate the one-way 
streets and the problem persisted. 
In the beginning of the 1990s, the politicians acknowledged the pressing 
need to preserve the culturally and historically valuable areas in the city 
centre. In 1998, a vision emphasising improvements to the urban envi-
ronment in the city centre was drafted. The aim was to restrict motor 
traffic and to free urban space for pedestrians and cyclists. Regardless 
of the opposition, in 2000 the city decided to convert the centre into a 
car-free zone. The conversion took place in four stages, starting with the 
creation of several small pedestrian areas by restricting car parking. In 
total, the conversion took 10 years to implement. The stages included 
investments to develop the urban space as well as parking facilities on 
the fringes of the centre. [4] [5] [16] [17]
Delft – urban space for people, not cars
Fig. 9. The market area in the city 
centre used to serve as a car park 
(above), Figure [18]. Now it serves 
as a market and common space 
(below).
Fig. 8. Delft city centre consists of 
narrow streets and canals.
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Delft’s vision 2020: safe, accessible and thriving
In 2020, the densely populated cycling city of Delft aims to be a healthy, accessible, inspiring and safe city. The city has a traffic vision to promote accessibility, th-
riving business and traffic safety. In the shorter term, the goal is to increase the volume of cyclists and public transport passengers, to decrease traffic through the 
city centre and to continue transport planning with close regard to land use and new construction projects. The new organisational structure of traffic planning has 
already improved the efficiency of the planning.
Besides the organisational changes, the city has major plans for an underground railway station in order to free up land for new urban space and connect the new 
and old city centres together. [4] [5] [21] 
Removing substantial barrier effects
The city centre of Delft consists of the old historical centre and new resi-
dental area, separated by the railway. There is no good pedestrian connec-
tion from the residential area across the tracks. Started in 2009, a 10-year 
project aims to relocate the current railway station area and the tracks be-
low ground in order to create new urban space and to unite the new and old 
Delft. 
With the tracks below the ground, there will be new street-level space avai-
lable. Even though Delft is densely built up and desperate for space, there 
are no plans to construct new buildings in this area. Instead, the street level 
will be converted into a pedestrian area benefiting all citizens. Furthermore, 
the busy street running alongside the tracks will be converted into a pedest-
rian-friendly street. The new four-rail track will run underground for over 2 
kilometres, and the current two-rail track will be removed. There will also 
be a car park located underground, with approximately 650 bays, bicycle 
parking facilities for 8000 bicycles and the new station. The old station will 
be reused, and new office and residential buildings and a park will be built 
in the area.
Besides the city centre, the new railway will serve the 16,000 students stu-
dying at the relatively large university campus in Delft. Even now, many 
students use the train to get to the university, and the passenger flow is 
expected to grow. In connection with the building of the new underground 
railway, there will be improvements done also at station located at the uni-
versity, meaning Delft will continue to have two major stations in the centre. 
The purpose of the university station is to relieve some of the passenger 
load from the main railway station.
In total, the project will cost some 650 million euro before its estimated 
completion in 2020. [19] [20]
Fig. 10. Railway project locations with re-
spect to the new residential area and the 





The rise and fall of the steel industry
Located in South Yorkshire, United Kingdom, Sheffield is a city with ap-
proximately 500,000 inhabitants. One of the fastest growing business 
centres in the country outside London, Sheffield hosts two universities 
with almost 60,000 students.
Sheffield is famous as a city of steel, and as such has excellent rail links. 
The topography of this distinctly green city is varied. There is a national 
park next to the city, and almost 80 parks within the city.
The rise of the steel industry in the 19th century saw the city grow ex-
ponentially. There were problems with air quality in the centre. The de-
velopment of public transport started in the 1950s and 60s, and with 
more people using buses, air quality improved. Following the decline of 
the steel industry in the 1970s, reuse of the industrial facilities became 
topical as there were concerns that the city was in danger of withering 
away. Also, the attractiveness of the city centre had to be addressed as 
it did not fare at all well in comparison with those of neighbouring cities. 
However, public transport regulation decreased the public transport 
passenger volumes in the city that once had a successful public tran-
sport system, causing congestion and a return to poor air quality. [8] [22]
High-quality pedestrian connections
Development of the old industrial areas brought about new shopping 
centres and various activities, giving the city’s economy a much needed 
push. Once pleasant environment was acknowledged as an important 
factor promoting economic growth and attracting businesses to the city, 
serious attention was paid to the cityscape.
The explosive growth of the city had created slums on the fringes of the 
city centre. After the decline of the steel industry, poorly maintained re-
sidential areas were renovated with government subsidies, and in 1999 
the city got a tram line. Between 1990 and 2000, the city got EU fun-
ding to promote business in the city centre. The funding was used to 
implement significant urban space and pedestrian environment impro-
vements. [8] [22]
Fig. 11. One of many high-quality 
common spaces in Sheffield.
Sheffield – an industrial city renewed
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Sheffield’s vision: new role
Sheffield’s vision for 2020 is to revitalise the economy of the city and to find a new 
role as a competitive, innovative and creative technology city as opposed to the old 
image of traditional steel town. Sheffield wants to come across as an inventive city 
and to attract new businesses and investors to the city by creating an attractive ur-
ban environment of high quality. The streets are of high priority with regard to urban 
life, and the pedestrian’s experience of mobility is of the utmost importance. In 2020, 
Sheffield wants to be
• a city standing proud among other cities
• a regional economy and technology hub
• a non-discriminatory and accessible city
• a cultural, sports and innovation hub
• a sustainable, low-carbon, low-waste city.
In the urban plan of 2000, the vision was divided into smaller and more manageable 
projects. These projects included new urban spaces like the Winter Gardens and Mil-
lennium Square, along with plans to improve the pedestrian centre and options. [23] 
[24]
Fig. 12. Sheffield invites new 
businesses and investors through 
attractive surroundings.
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Development in a car city
Located in eastern England, Peterborough is a rapidly growing city with 
approximately 173,000 inhabitants and a relatively young building stock. 
The population, however, is expected to increase by one-third by 2026. 
At the same time, the city aims to claim the title of UK's Environment 
Capital by ensuring sustainable growth and development.
Peterborough is located next to excellent road links at a motorway junc-
tion and is on the UK’s East Coast Mainline. The location and city struc-
ture encourage private motoring, creating a challenge for the city. [7] [25]
Fig. 13. Small changes have made 
Peterborough city centre more 
pedestrian-friendly
Peterborough – bold plans Focus on comfort in the centre
In recent years, Peterborough has acknowledged the need to maintain 
its city centre. In 2008, the city launched a Public Realm project which 
aimed to create more urban life and comfort in the centre area. Walking 
and cycling have been placed alongside motoring as equally valuable 
modes of transport, and buildings renovated in the 1960s to the style 
of that decade have had their frontages restored to the original designs.
Planned for motor traffic, the busy main street right next to the city cent-
re is a formidable barrier to pedestrians. Regardless of the challenges 
of being a car city and going through economic hardship, Peterborough 
has managed to edge the city into a more pleasant and pedestrian-fri-
endly direction. [7] [25] [26]
Peterborough’s vision: sustainable growth
Peterborough’s vision for 2026 is to improve the quality of life of the citizens by 
growing in a sustainable and environmentally friendly way. The four targets set by 
the City of Peterborough are:
• to create opportunities
• to become a strong city supporting the surrounding municipalities
• to become the UK’s Environment Capital
• to grow the city in a sustainable manner.
Based on the vision, Peterborough has improved the pedestrian environment in 
the city centre, eliminated barrier effects and prepared plans to further promote 
pedestrian traffic. The city has made organisational changes to improve planning 
procedures, and brought together the strategies of the different city traffic sectors 
for a comprehensive overall picture. [25]
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Mobility brand: Travel Choice
Established in 2004, Travel Choice is a branded mobility information 
campaign in Peterborough. Peterborough is one of three sustainable 
travel towns in the United Kingdom. The city has received a five-year 
funding package of about 4 million euro for the branding project.
The aim is to gather all transport modes under one brand in order to 
promote and market sustainable mobility in the city. However, the brand 
is not based on environmental arguments. Instead, it tries to convince 
the citizens by focusing on the freedom of movement and financial sa-
vings gained. The brand includes traffic information (travel plans, kiosks, 
maps, applications, travel centres), marketing efforts (car sharing, bran-
ding of routes, Travel Choice Week), route planning (residential area rou-
te plan, school route plans, My Travel Choice service) and other actions 
(cycle training for adults, cheap PLUSBUS bus and train pass). [7] [27]
Funding for the campaign ended in 2009, after which the impact was 
evaluated by a questionnaire survey of the transport habits of the citi-
zens. For reference, a similar survey had been conducted in 2004, befo-
re the campaign. The sample for the travel log survey was 4,000 indivi-
duals on both occasions. The survey showed that travelling by walking 
and cycling had increased while travelling by car had decreased, even 
though car ownership was not affected in anyway. [28]
Fig. 14. Peterborough travel 
centre obeys the travel choice 
campaign brand, even though 
public transport in the city is run 
privately.  [27]
Fig. 15. A Travel log survey taken 
before and after the campaign 
showed that the citizens were 
travelling in a more sustainable 
manner. [28]

























































LundaMaTs – improved city centre transport system
Starting from 1999, the city of Lund has been implementing a plan for 
a sustainable transport system in a novel and comprehensive manner. 
The plan is called LundaMaTs, a strategy to develop the city’s transport 
system. It is also the first Swedish Sustainable Urban Transport Plan 
(SUTP). The goals are set for 2030, and the principles and follow-up 
procedures are in wide use throughout the entire city organisation.
In Lund, climate change and environmental impacts were already dis-
cussed in the mid-1990s. Transport issues were found to be one of the 
most important ways to regulate the impacts. Local politicians realised 
that by adopting a proactive approach to traffic within, to and from the 
city, it was possible to create a sustainable and pleasant city. By the 
end of the 1990s the politicians had reached an agreement on Lunda-
MaTs, today utilised throughout the city government in order to achieve 
the sustainable economic and social goals and to monitor any negative 
impacts on the environment. [1] [29]
Fig. 16. The LundaMaTs wheel, with 
the vision at the centre, two inner 
rings representing the organisational 
components for achieving the vision 
and two outer rings containing the 
reform areas and actions [30]
Comprehensive strategy to implement the vision
One vision, six reform areas, 18 goals
The goal of the LundaMaTs is to create a city with consideration for environmental, eco-







The strategy also contains 18 goals, such as plans for pedestrian and bicycle traf-
fic, accessibility, noise reduction, transport safety, parking strategy, low car use and 
intermodal travel. The LundaMaTs goals are reviewed through annual reports. The list 
clearly shows the goals that have been advanced, goals that have not changed at all 
and goals that require stronger actions in order to be achieved. [30]
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Source:   [30]
 
FULFILMENT OF GOALS
14       
Detail of the School of Art and Design in Lund's decoration of the 
pedestrian and cycle paths at Sparta.
Goal                  Goal 2013   Goal 2030   Outcome 2008 (base year 2004)       Signal
                 
1 Increase proportion of inhabitants in the local authority who live in 'CP circles' within built-up areas.       increase    increase    increased
 (CP circles = priority areas for expansion and utilisation according to the Comprehensive Plan).
     
2 District programme with development needs, proposed measures and focus will be produced for all built-up areas/districts.   all    -    follow-up in progress
      
3 The physical traffic environment will be designed to increase the average speed of city bus traffic       22 km/h    23 km/h    18 km/h
 from 18 km/h to 22 km/h by 2013, and 23 km/h by 2030. 
          
4 Increase the number of pedestrian and cycle paths by 10% by the year 2013, and 30% by the year 2030.     +10%    +30%    + 5% 
        
5 The proportion of safety-adapted pedestrian and bicycle crossings should be 30% by 2013 and 100% by 2030.    +30%    +100%    + 46%
        
6 Increase pedestrian traffic per inhabitant.            increase    increase    reduced
7 Bicycle traffic per inhabitant will increase by 5% by the year 2013 and by 10% by the year 2030.      +5%    +10%    ± 0
           
8 Continually increase travel by public transport per inhabitant.           increase    increase    +15%
9 Reduce motorvehicle traffic per inhabitant on the state and municipal road network.       reduce    reduce    increased
          
10 Reducemotor vehicle traffic per inhabitant on the municipal road network by 2% by the year 2013 and 5% by the year 2030.   -2%    -5%    + 3%
      
11 After new constructions, the travel time index for bicycles/cars will be less than 1.5 for journeys to district centres and    75% of future    75% of future   follow-up in progress
 built-up areas (relates to both housing and workplaces).          buildings   buildings
12 After new constructions, the travel time index for public transport/cars will be less than 2.0 for journeys to district centres    75% of future    75% of future   follow-up in progress
 and built-up areas (relates to both housing and workplaces).          buildings   buildings
13 Increase physical accessibility for disabled people, children and older people.         increase    increase    increased
14 Reduce proportion of people who feel that the traffic environment is unsafe.         reduce    reduce    increased
15 Reduce the number of serious injuries and deaths on roads by 25% by the year 2013 and 50% by 2030 (relates to both the    -25%    -50%    ± 0
 municipal and state road network and the basic data comprises road accidents reported to police). 
    
16 Reduce emissions of carbon dioxide per inhabitant from traffic in the municipality by 10% by the year 2013 and 40% by 2030.   -10%    -40%    +12% (data from 2007)
      
17 By 2013, all properties located along the municipal road network that are exposed to noise levels exceeding 61 dBA will have   100 % with equiv. noise  100 % with equiv. noise  Offer according to plan. Since 2004
 been offered grants towards noise reduction measures. By 2030, all properties exposed to noise levels exceeding 54 dBA    level exceeding 61 dBA  level exceeding 54 dBA  the number of residents affected by    
 will have been offered a grant. Noise levels relate to the Community Noise Equivalent Level, CNEL.              noise levels has decreased by 33% 





























Peterborough’s Public Realm Strategy
In 2008, Peterborough announced the Peterborough Public Realm Stra-
tegy, which aimed to develop the cityscape in the city centre. The goal 
of the strategy is to improve the pedestrian environment and links in the 
centre, create comfortable and functional urban spaces and restore the 
frontages of the city centre buildings to their former glory. The actions 
to achieve the goals include calming vehicular traffic, improving the pe-
destrian environment, and the building of more comfortable urban spa-
ces. It is hoped that new urban spaces and improved pedestrian com-
fort will unify the centre, attract new business to the city and increase 
the use ratio of the centre in the evenings. [7] [26]
Pulling down buildings to create new urban spaces
Most of Peterborough’s city centre was built in the 1960s, with little or no 
attention paid to matching the frontages of the new buildings with those 
of the medieval buildings. 
Located next to the cathedral, an eight-storey office building from the 
1960s, ill-fitting in the cityscape, was pulled down from the Cathedral 
Square in the city core. The office building obstructed city views and 
drew attention away from the cathedral next to it. By demolishing the 
building, the city gained an extra 620 m² of green urban space for recrea-
tional use and events.
The area around the cathedral was developed by adding seating and wa-
ter elements, new paving and by removing the kerb stones. The adjacent 
street was closed to what little vehicular traffic there was. Completed in 
2010, funding of approximately 7 million euro was reserved to demolish 
the building and develop the area. [31]
Fig. 17. The forecourt of the cathedral 
before (above) and after (below) the 
building was removed [31].
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Fig. 18.  Currently, the multi-lane Bourges 
Boulevard is not so much a city street but a 
major thoroughfare. To cross it, pedestrians 
need to use the overpass or take a long 
detour to get to the underpass (right).  The 
street will be converted into a boulevard 
with convenient crossings for pedestrians 
(left). [32].
From ring road to boulevard
Bourges Boulevard was built in the 1970s, at the same time as the buil-
ding of the city centre expansion and the ring road, to establish a link 
between the new and old parts of the city. Since then, the centre has 
expanded, and now Bourges Boulevard runs between the pedestrian 
area and the railway station, creating a significant barrier effect. At the 
moment, it is more like a thoroughfare rather than a city street. 
To match its name, the street will be converted into a more comfor-
table and greener boulevard with lower traffic flow, and several natural 
and convenient pedestrian crossings. After changing the nature of the 
street, fast flowing through-traffic will be directed to the ring road. [7]
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Fig. 19. In Peterborough, strate-
gies and plans are compiled in 
an easy-to-use format under the 
same cover. [25]
Transport plans under single covers
Every five years Peterborough publishes a Local Transport Plan, the cur-
rent one being based on the transport strategy for 2026. To avoid over-
laps, the city has brought the plan and the strategy under the same co-
ver. The publication brings together the visions and goals for transport, 
transport strategies for various transport modes, priorities, challenges 
and options for plans.
Covering all transport modes, the document pays attention to the 
following:
• plans for the city core
• transport policy
• transport strategies (including all transport modes, new innovations, 
urban life, accessibility, safety, traffic management...)
• innovations




Containing a lot of tables and summaries, the publication provides a 
good overall picture and acts as an everyday tool for the city traffic plan-
ners. The planners can use it as a reference book, eliminating the need 
to search for information in separate transport mode-specific strategy 
documents. The publication is also an agenda and check list for various 
operators for the next 10 years, ensuring city-wide development. [7] [25]
ImprovIng transport for everyone who lIves,  
works or travels In peterborough...
(2011 to 2016)(2011 to 2026)
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Sheffield’s Public Realm Works
Sheffield’s urban spaces have undergone a dramatic change over the 
last 15 years. Despite the economic insecurity of recent years, the de-
velopment plans (1994, 2000, 2008 and 2013) have made a difference in 
the city centre. Sheffield implemented a series of urban space develop-
ment schemes. Good-quality spaces were created using public art, wa-
ter elements and lighting in the evenings and through pedestrian-friend-
ly changes. Different spaces were planned to have different functions. 
The aim was to create pleasant and clear pedestrian routes through the 
various urban spaces. In most cases, the pedestrian routes run separate 
from the centre’s vehicular traffic, and the good-quality street crossings 
are planned with pedestrians in mind. The principle of the city has been 
that plain pedestrian routes are not enough, they also need to be com-
fortable and interesting in order to attract more pedestrians and other 
users.
During the Millennium Public Realm Works development project of 
1998–2003, not only did the city core get new residential and office buil-
dings but also new urban spaces like the Peace Gardens, Millennium 
Square and Winter Garden. The combined budget for these develop-
ment projects was approximately 20 million euro. Of the city centre pro-
ject costs, the city paid 25% itself and got another 25% from investors. 
Almost half of the money came from the National Lottery fund. Besides 
major projects improving vehicular traffic and public transport, the UK 
government also significantly funds projects that improve the pedestrian 
environment and attractiveness of the city.
In the 21st century, the city development has continued systematical-
ly with the improving of pedestrian links, entry to the station, university 
and shopping districts. [8] [33]
Fig. 21. In the past decade, Shef-
field’s urban spaces have been 
developed intensely.
Fig. 20.  According to a survey con-
ducted following the numerous urban 
space and pedestrian environment 
improvements implemented in Shef-
field city centre, the number of shop-
ping trips to the centre has increased 
significantly. [34]
Frequency of shopping visits to Sheffield city centre 
Peace Gardens survey 
Activity Before redevelopment After redevelopment 
Less than once a year 16,4% 5,9% 
Once a tear 3% 1,2% 
Once a month 40,3% 49,4% 
Weekly 37,3% 36,5% 
Daily 3% 7,1% 
An overall 35% uplift in the number of visits for shopping 
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Fig. 22. Before redevelopment: Peace 
Garden and the Winter Garden area 
dominated by the City Hall annex. [35] 
[36]
Fig. 23. City centre after rede-
velopment: new seating, lighting, 
water elements and the Winter 
Garden where used to be a city 
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Fig. 25. Howard Street before and 
after redevelopment.  [73]
Fig. 24. Station forecourt before 
and after redevelopment. [34]
The all-important first impression
In Sheffield, the single most important project in recent years has 
been the Sheaf Square redevelopment. Earlier, the station fore-
court was used for parking, and taxi cabs occupied the foreg-
round of the station entrance. A busy four-lane street ran alongsi-
de the area.
The city decided to improve the forecourt environment in order to 
give travellers a positive first impression. Therefore, the car park 
was removed and the area was made more pedestrian-friendly by 
prohibiting driving from the area with the exception of taxi cabs.
Good-quality seating, fountains and a water wall illuminated at 
night were built to create an area on a pedestrian-friendly scale, 
protected from the traffic noise of the adjacent busy street. [8]
Route to the station
The natural route from the station to the city core goes through 
Howard Street. The street was already the most popular pedest-
rian route from the station to the centre, but the environment 
did not facilitate significant pedestrian flows. Combined with the 
substantial pedestrian flow, vehicular traffic on the street caused 
conflicts. In conjunction with the station redevelopment, the street 
was pedestrianised to form a link between the station, university 
and city core.
The redevelopment of Sheaf Square and Howard Street cost ap-
proximately 27 million euro in total, half of which was funded by 
the government. [8] [34]




























Organisational models and redevelopment
Under one roof in Peterborough
In Peterborough, city transport planners and the city engineer's office moved into 
joint office premises within the same building. The offices were previously located 
in separate buildings, and there were problems in cooperation and sharing of in-
formation. Lack of relevant information led to disagreements, especially when de-
legating responsibilities from one unit to another or when the original plans were 
not followed as intended, due to insufficient information.
Joint premises improved dialogue between the offices and facilitated cooperation 
in project management. There have also been fewer conflicts between the two 
offices. In Peterborough, there were no need for major restructuring because the 
desired results were achieved by simply relocating the offices. [7]
Sheffield One
After the decline of the steel industry, Sheffield decided that in order 
to prosper the city needed to be redeveloped and find other strengths. 
The redevelopment was considered so important that the city did not 
want to add it to the burden of any of the existent organisations. The-
refore, in 2000 the Sheffield One city centre redevelopment organi-
sation to regenerate the cityscape was established. The organisation 
received government funding, and Sheffield was one of three cities to 
participate in the experiment.
The Sheffield One organisation operates in cooperation with both the 
regional city and the national redevelopment offices. The main purpo-
se of the organisation is to find funding and partners for the city centre 
redevelopment projects in order to ensure sustainable development 






In 2007, the successful Sheffield One organisation was merged into 
Creative Sheffield city development organisation, the first city deve-
lopment company in the United Kingdom. [7] [37]
Results through organisational restructuring
The implementation of the city’s vision and plans and the development of the 
city depend heavily on the efficiency of the planning organisations. Therefo-
re, efforts have been made to rationalise and facilitate city development and 
working methods as well as cooperation between the various planning teams. 
Cooperation and sharing of information between specialised teams is often 
challenging, with problems within a unit or, in particular, between the various 
planning teams. This causes delays and problems in following the projects 
through to completion. What is more, lack of relevant information may lead 
to undesired results. The various sectors do not always have the time needed 
for systematic city development. Therefore, separate development units may 
also be required. Organisational models that increase information sharing and 
cooperation between experts in different fields have a proven positive influen-
ce on following the projects through to completion. The changes are not al-
ways easy to implement, but teams combining multiple sectors do seem to 
have a positive impact on cooperation and performance in work.
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Organisational changes in Delft
The organisation of Delft’s city government underwent major restructuring in 
the autumn of 2011. The aim of the organisational changes was to reorgani-
se the existing highly specialised teams in order to rationalise city planning 
and working methods. Communication and cooperation between the various 
sectors had been challenging with the traffic planning, urban planning, envi-
ronmental issues and legal expertise in separate units of 10–15 individuals. 
In total, the planning organisation consisted of 40–50 employees. Each sec-
tor was found to operate too independently with insufficient cooperation and 
sharing of information.
In the restructuring, the planners were organised by areas instead of the ear-
lier designated homogeneous teams based on training and skills. Separate 
planning teams were established for southern and northern Delft and for the 
overall plan covering the entire Delft planning area. Each new planning area 
got a mix of transport, urban planning, environment and legislative experts. In 
the new teams, the transport planners, urban planners, environmental plan-
ners and legislation experts work together every day. This way, the plans can 
better incorporate the special characteristics of each sector, and an uninter-
rupted flow of information between the experts is possible.
In the beginning, the new organisation was found to be challenging. There 
were differences in the working culture and practices so it took some time to 
establish new methods and internal work flows. Despite the challenges, the 
cooperation is better now. The employees are happy with the ease of coope-
ration, how the projects are followed through and plans implemented. [4] [5]
Fig. 26. In Delft, the city’s organisa-
tional changes included a thorough 
restructuring of the planning teams.
Traffic planning 
Urban planning 
Statues and regulations 
Environmental planning 
Planning of  
southern Delft 
Planning of  
northern Delft 
Overall planning  
(the whole of Delft) 
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Pedestrian environment
Combining areas and functions
To successfully promote walking as a transport mode, the whole city 
centre transport system must support pedestrian traffic. The pedestrian 
environment can be improved through many actions, like making the pa-
vements wider and by creating motor vehicle-free zones. When creating 
a good-quality pedestrian environment, it is important to create safe and 
fluent links between the city centre and other areas within the city. The 
links should connect the pedestrian areas, shopping districts and other 
areas in which trips on foot originate, including the residential areas.
Changes in four stages
Delft city centre was redeveloped in a very systematic manner in four 
stages carried out in 2000–2010. Before the project, there were some 
unconnected pedestrian streets in the centre. In the middle of the his-
toric centre there was a large parking area for cars. In the four stages, 
the pedestrian streets were linked, parking was arranged in the surroun-
dings outside the pedestrian area and new areas and pedestrian routes 
were defined better.
Since the redevelopment, there are three types of urban area in Delft: 
• pedestrian-only zones, with cycling allowed in some parts
• car-free zones for pedestrians and cyclists, cars allowed only as 
guests in the area
• other zones with no traffic restrictions.
A car-free zone requires well-planned entrances for delivery traffic, 
short-term parking near the centre, and long-term parking on the fringes 
of the centre. [16] [17]
Fig. 27. Citizens of Delft are happy 
with the new car-free look of the 
city centre and improved acces-
sibility.
Fig. 28. (Next page). The different 
stages of Delft city centre change.
Satisfaction with the centre
An Internet questionnaire survey of 1,700 individuals conducted in Delft in 
2009 after the city centre redevelopment determined the citizens’ satisfac-
tion with the centre. [38]
• 70% wished for an even larger car-free zone
• More than 70% thought the car-free zone improved the city centre
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Source: edited [16] [17]
Stage 0: Initial state 
 
In 2000, the pedestrian areas in the city 
centre were not connected logically and 
movement from one area to another was 
neither safe nor fluent. Furthermore, 
there was a large and busy car park in the 
middle of the centre. 
Stage 1: Connecting the pedestrian 
streets 
 
In stage 1 (2001–2002), the pedestrian 
streets of the shopping district were 
connected. At this stage, the emphasis 
was to remove pedestrian barrier effects. 
Stage 4: Pedestrian route 
improvements 
 
In stage 4 (2006–2010), parking bays 
were removed from the streets and 
squares around the pedestrian centre. 
Overall comfort and functionality of the 
common places and the pedestrian 
routes from the parking facilities to the 
centre were also improved. 
Stages 3a and 3b: Connecting the 
pedestrian streets 
 
In stage 3a (2004–2005), the southern 
part of the area and the market zone 
were improved. In stage 3b (2004–2006), 
the southern pedestrian area was 
incorporated into the northern 
pedestrian area. Stage 2: Parking removed from the market area 
 
In 2003–2004, car parking was removed from the market area and 
the streets leading up to the market were reserved for public 
transport and urban logistics. This caused friction with businesses, 
as they were worried that the change would harm their trade. 
Subsequently, three underground parking facilities with 



















Sheffield has emphasised good pedestrian connections in the city cent-
re. Besides the pedestrian streets, several squares in the city are used 
as pedestrian areas. The squares and pedestrian streets are linked by 
pedestrian-oriented streets. The pedestrian environment has been imp-
roved with wider pavements and convenient crossings. The city centre 
is a good example of how to create a city environment more pleasant 
and pedestrian-friendly without making dramatic changes to the tran-
sport system.
The city has also branded high-quality pedestrian links to make them 
known to both the locals and visitors. A high-quality and well-known pe-
destrian link encourages walking and also brings design in the citysca-
pe in the form of the various common spaces, benches, street art and 
events. [7]
Even small improvements can make a street  
environment more pedestrian-friendly
Fig. 29. Peterborough has also 
successfully linked various city 
centre areas using wide pave-
ments. The pavements are made 
wider by taking space from the 
cars and converting two-way 
streets into one-way streets.
Fig. 30. In 2013, Peterborough 
prohibited on-street parking from 
Cowgate to create a more pedes-
trian-oriented street. The pavement 
on the street linking the city centre 
and railway station is similar to a 
pedestrian area. This way, the mo-
torists know that they are entering a 
pedestrian-oriented shared space 
street. The cost of the conversion 
was approximately one million 
euro. [39]. Left figure: [26].
Vision
A friendly little street, with light car 
traffic, that allows bicycles and 
pedestrians to move comfortably 
from Cathedral Square through to 
the station.
Design Objectives
The historic character of the street 
and its connections to the station 
and the city centre should be drawn 
out in the public realm by broadening 
the pavements and narrowing 
the carriageway to the minimum 
acceptable width; coordinating 
and minimising regulatory signage; 
improving the quality of lighting; 
providing on-street parking on a 
single side of the street only; 
radically rethinking the Crescent 
Bridge roundabout to create a signal 
controlled junction and capitalising 
on the space freed up to create 
development plots which can 
orientate the pedestrian towards the 
station; and rearranging the layout of 
King Street to incorporate on-street 
car parking.
Cowgate Design Characteristics
Design principles  Improve sense of connection to station and role of Cowgate as key pedestrian link
 Shift emphasis along the street from vehicles to pedestrians with narrowed carriageway and 
wider footpaths
 Create function along King Street through reorganisation of parking
 Address issue of poor termination at end of street and poor pedestrian links to station
Design components  High quality natural stone paving materials, carefully and beautifully detailed relating to 
Cathedral Square and other parts of historic core
 Carriageway to be resurfaced in natural stone materials
 Shift in emphasis along street through new parking layout, narrowed carriageway and widened 
footways
 New lighting scheme to relate to other areas of the historic core and highlights to feature 
buildings
 Revised layout to King Street to create on street parking for cars to provide function to this area
 Removal of road signage and clutter where possible
Cars and on street parking currently dominate Cowgate
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The Gold Route – branded pedestrian route
Built in 1996–2006, the approximately 1.3 kilometre-long Gold Route links 
Sheffield railway station to the city’s central shopping district. The com-
bination of various urban spaces along the route make for an interesting 
walk. Each urban space is characterised by unique water elements, light-
ing or urban art. The 47 million euro project (including the urban spaces 
like the Peace Gardens and Millennium Square mentioned above) sym-
bolises the city’s cultural and economic life. Typical of the city, steel is a 
recurring theme element along the route. The route takes visitors arriving 
at the station through one of the city’s two university campuses and then 
on through various gardens and squares to the new shopping district. [40]
The route contains several street crossings, the first one right in the sta-
tion forecourt crossing the busy four-lane Inner Relief Road. The high-
quality street crossings are made of uniform revetment and equipped 
with convenient traffic lights, allowing for smooth and safe passage.
Following the success of the Gold Route, Sheffield is now planning to build 
more pedestrian routes. After the redevelopment, there has been an annual 
increase of 3% in turnover in city centre businesses, and office rents have 
also increased. The Steel Route is a new branded route through the major 
commercial and business area, linking the business districts and hotels. [35]
Fig. 31. The Gold Route at night. Aesthetic 
lighting makes the route pleasant and safe, 
even when it is dark.
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Fig. 32. The approximately 1.3 kilometre-long Gold Route linking the city core with 
major sites like the railway station, university campus, cultural facilities and central 
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Attractive to walk in throughout the year
The winter maintenance of the cycleways and pedestrian areas was stu-
died in more detail as a sub-project of the Pykälä II project. The target of 
the study was winter maintenance in the cities of Oulu, Linköping, Umeå 
and Copenhagen, and the aim was to establish how the cities have 
achieved high level winter maintenance that enables cycling and walking 
throughout the year. 
Each of the studied cities have invested in the winter maintenance of 
the city centre pedestrian area. In Umeå, Linköping and Oulu, a heating 
system keeps the pedestrian areas clear of ice. In Linköping, proper-
ty owners participate in covering the heating costs by paying a certain 
monthly sum. Copenhagen uses salt to keep the pedestrian area free of 
ice. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46]
Pavement maintenance
In all of the cities studied, pavement maintenance is the responsibility of 
the property owner. However, the level of pavement winter maintenance 
quality varies, as not all the property owners take care of their obligations 
as per the required standards. Hence, Linköping started a project in the 
winter of 2012–13 with the aim of encouraging the property owners to 
use local contractors for the winter maintenance of their respective pa-
vements. This way, the pavements could be maintained at the same time 
as the other parts of the routes, thus improving quality levels. Though 
just started, the project shows promising results. [46]
Fig. 33. To keep the city centre 
pedestrian area clear of ice, Oulu 
(left) uses a heating system and 
Copenhagen (right) salt.
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Umeå invests in safe under- and overpasses
In Umeå, the most important cycling and pedestrian under- and 
overpasses are heated. The aim is to create safe routes, like 
the entrance to the underpass to the railway station (Figure 34). 
In some cases, heating is used in order to minimise the risk of 
ploughing damage to the surface material. The heating system 
utilises district heating circulating water. [41] [42]
Heating costs about 2.5–3 times more than standard winter 
maintenance, but the city wants to invest more in the mainte-
nance of particular sites. The benefits of the de-icing system 
are deemed to outweigh the higher costs. [41] [42]
Fig. 34. In Umeå, some under-
passes, like the one leading to the 
railway station, are heated. Lighting 
is also carefully designed.
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Four approaches to a pleasant city centre
Based on the desired outcome, available resources and current conditions, there are different ways to approach the development of the 
city centre pedestrian environment. The approaches vary, and not all of them are suitable for all cities. Among the example cities, however, 
it is possible to distinguish between the following four operational models that can be used to calm city centre traffic, to make the area 
more pleasant and to improve the pedestrian environment:
1. Separate pedestrian areas are created in stages and then combined to form a single whole.
2. Pedestrian routes are created one by one by linking major sites to each other.
3. A pedestrian-oriented area is expanded, starting from a single origin in the city core, like a market area, street section by 
street section.
4. Reducing vehicular traffic through changes in the transport system so that the pedestrian environment improves “natural-
ly” as the traffic in the city core decreases.
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Cycling to support walking
The city core must be accessible by bicycle
The focus for bicycle traffic supporting the pedestrian centre is the ac-
cessibility of the centre. In order to have fluent bicycle traffic suppor-
ting business and other activities in the pedestrian centre, bicycles must 
have access to the centre. Besides fluent routes to the pedestrian cent-
re, it is important to have short-term bicycle parking to enable shopping 
trips by bike. The layout of the city centre, space arrangements and pe-
destrian and cyclist flows dictate whether cycling should be allowed and 
whether there should be restrictions based on time, for example.
Fig. 35. In Delft, the cycleway network 
supports fast and fluent access to the 
centre and central shopping district for 
shopping trips. The comprehensive net-
work links the residential areas directly to 
the pedestrian centre [47edited].
Centre must be accessible by bicycle by way of 
fast and direct routes.
                    Regional cycleway network 
                    City cycleway network 
                    Pedestrian area 
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Fig. 36. In Lund, different materials 
indicate transport mode-specific 
spaces (left). This causes minor 
conflicts every now and then. In 
Odense (right), cycling is allowed 
during the shops’ closing time from 
9 pm to 9 am. 
Allowing cycling on the pedestrian street
In European cities, cycling in pedestrian areas is allowed case-specifi-
cally, often based on the centre’s layout and the availability of alterna-
tive routes. Cycling can be permitted if the alternative route around the 
centre is particularly laborious. When cycling is allowed, a separate 
cycling area can be indicated with the use of different materials. How-
ever, the separation can be indicative only, allowing the pedestrians to 
use the area designated to the cyclists. Using material separation can 
clarify the division of space, but it can also lead to conflicts between the 
pedestrians and cyclists. When using common space, various transport 
modes tend to pay more attention to each other. In the Netherlands, 
there are often traffic signs informing the cyclists that they are guests 
in the pedestrian area. This means that the cyclists must navigate and 











yes Material used to separate the areas, 
cyclists adapt their speed to that of the 
pedestrians 
Too long a detour if prohibited: could lead 
to increase in motor traffic 
Linköping 
(SE) 
no Cyclists walk their bikes within the 
pedestrian area 
Detour around the pedestrian street via 
the cycleway is reasonable 
Delft  
(NL) 
yes No material used to separate the areas: 
cyclists are permitted to ride their bikes 
as guests in the area, adapting to the 
movements of the pedestrians 
Cyclists represent a substantial share of 
the spending power within the city; the 
aim is not to lose that. 
Groningen 
(NL) 
no/yes No cycling during the daytime, 
permitted in the evening after shop 
closing hours 
Pedestrian streets during the day, but 
cyclists can use the streets as a short cut 
through the city centre in the evening, 
night and morning 
Odense  
(DK) 
no/yes No cycling during the daytime, 
permitted in the evening after shop 
closing hours 
Pedestrian streets during the day, but 
cyclists can use the streets as a short cut 
through the city centre in the evening, 
night and morning 
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Fig. 37. Guarded parking in the 
vicinity of the Delft pedestrian area, 
free of charge.
Bicycle parking near the shopping district
In the centre, there should be both short- and long-term bicycle parking available. 
Short-term parking is in demand right on the fringes or within the pedestrian area. It is 
important that the bicycle parking areas are located sufficiently close to the pedest-
rian area and that they are easy and quick to use. Even when cycling is prohibited in 
the pedestrian centre, cyclist expect to be able to park their bikes close to the shops. 
According to an estimate, cyclists prefer to walk within a 100–150 metre range from 
their parked bicycle. Any further than that, and they will take the bike with them. The-
refore, it is important to have guarded and unguarded bicycle parking facilities avai-
lable at sufficiently frequent intervals. [48]
Fig. 18. Linköping has prohibited cycling in the pedestrian centre. 
However, there are bicycle parking facilities available in the immediate 
surroundings. [49, edited].
Pedestrian street, no cycling 
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Fig. 38. (Delft also has paid and 
guarded parking facilities for bicy-
cles (right). The boxed bicycle con-
tainers in Delft have been located in 
residential areas to make up for the 
lack of bicycle parking facilities in 
the old residential buildings (left).
Paid bicycle parking
Bicycle thefts are a problem in the Netherlands, so guarded bicycle parking is needed. In principle, even the guarded parking facilities 
should be free of charge, but this is not always possible due to costs. As a cycling city, Delft offers both paid and free of charge guarded 
parking options. Paid parking is available on the fringes of the pedestrian centre, by the railway station and in connection with the car 
parking facilities. Paid parking is usually available from dawn to dusk. In Southpoort, for example, the guarded paid bicycle parking in 
connection with the car parking facility is managed by the long-term unemployed. This way, the service also provides social benefits to 
the society.
The other paid alternative in the city are the boxed bicycle containers (Tromos), built by the municipality but operated by a private com-
pany. The boxed containers are located in the residential areas, and cyclists can purchase, for example, a monthly pass to use them.
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Principles of bicycle traffic
The bicycle is an excellent mode of transport in a city centre without vehicular traffic. Fast and quiet, it does 
not pollute or need much space. When planned the right way, bicycle traffic does not create problems in a pe-
destrian centre. Instead, it can support the centre’s business activities as one of the main transport modes to 
the centre. Planning principles for a functioning bicycle traffic:
1. The centre must be accessible by bicycle (well-functioning infrastructure and network)
2. When arranged properly, functional bicycle traffic is also possible in pedestrian areas 
(cyclists as guests)
3. There must be bicycle parking in the city core (short- and long-term)
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Functioning public transport in the city centre
Accessibility and unobstructed passage are of the  
highest priority
Public transport to the central shopping district must be able to reach 
the centre quickly and with ease. Good accessibility and a comfortab-
le journey are beneficial for passengers and business life in the centre. 
A sufficient interval of good-quality stops combined with sufficient line 
frequency and good connections increase the competitiveness of public 
transport and encourages travellers to use it when coming to the centre.
The volume of public transport in the city core determines whether the 
public transport street acts as a barrier to the pedestrian area or not. 
Therefore, it must be decided whether the emphasis should be on ac-
cessibility or comfort, or if some kind of compromise is possible.
Fig. 40. Public transport street 
crossing located between two 
pedestrian areas in Lund (above). 
The same high-quality pavement 
outside the pedestrian area creates 
an image of extension to the area. 
Sheffield’s Leopold Street, for 
public transport (below), is of the 
shared space type, with no barrier 
effect to pedestrians.
Fig. 39. In Lund, public transport 
bus services provide good access 




Public transport can be used to achieve a  
compromise between comfort and longer  
walking distances
Fig. 41. The bus street dominating 
the pedestrian area in Linköping 
will be pedestrianised. Above: 
before, below: after. [13]
Balancing between barrier effects
Planning a pedestrian centre requires balancing between comfort and 
efficient and accessible public transport. In Linköping, a public transport 
street divides the pedestrian area in the city centre. At the moment, the 
street is of great significance to the city’s public transport but, on the 
other hand, the buses create a strong barrier effect for pedestrians. The-
refore, the street will be pedestrianised and the buses will be moved 
further south to another parallel street.
The decision will create a more unified pedestrian area. However, it will 
also have an effect on the city centre’s accessibility as the bus traffic will 
move away from the immediate city core. The arrangement means that 
the walking distance from the pedestrian area to public transportation 
increases. However, the pedestrian centre will be more coherent and 
comfortable.
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Free transport link between the shopping districts
Sheffield has several shopping districts at different locations, linked 
with each other through pedestrian-oriented streets. Even so, Sheffield 
wanted to increase the level of service in order to support business life. 
To this end, a free of charge FreeBee bus line between the shopping 
districts was established in 2007. Beside the shopping districts, the line 
also connects other popular city centre sites, like the university and Win-
ter Gardens. The buses run every seven minutes from 7 am to 7 pm. 
The success of the first year of free service surpassed all expectations. 
Instead of the estimated 350,000 passengers, more than 400,000 pas-
sengers used the service. And out of them, more than 80% were very 
happy with the level of service. [51] [52]
Fig. 42. The free bus service in 
Sheffield links several shopping 
areas together, promoting the city 
centre’s attractiveness and acces-
sibility. [53]
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Vehicular traffic in the city centre
Smoothly along the ring road, to the city centre only on 
demand
Organising vehicular traffic around the pedestrian area calls for bold de-
cisions. To build a pedestrian-oriented city centre, vehicular traffic must 
be restricted to certain areas. To have a functional pedestrian area, ve-
hicular traffic circulating the city core must be calmed with slow streets 
and car-free zones. The important thing, however, is to create a func-
tional parking ring route encircling the area and a high-speed ring road 
outside the city to take the bypass traffic away from the city and the 
centre. Furthermore, motoring in the city centre should be decreased 
by making the other modes of transport more competitive and ensuring 
good-quality travel chains. Delivery traffic to the pedestrian area should 
also be taken into account.
Fig. 43. In Peterborough, the fast 
bypass around the city centre 
reduces and calms traffic through 
the centre. [25] Fig. 44. Organisation of vehicular 
traffic in the centre.
Motorway 
Primary Route Network 
Major Principal Road Network 
Secondary Roads 







• Traffic calming 
• Reducing motor traffic 
• Functional parking 
• Slow streets 
• Car-free zones 
• City centre ring road 
• Competitive alternative transport 
modes 
• Park and Ride 
• Parking ring route 
• Delivery traffic 
• Regulatory pricing 
• Observing various parking 
requirements 
• Trip chains 
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Parking ring route location and traffic relocation
The location of the parking ring route around the city core must be deci-
ded with care. Due to the substantial traffic flow, the ring should be not 
be too close to the pedestrian area. At the same time, it should be close 
enough to allow fluent parking.
At the moment, the Lund city centre parking ring route runs from the 
station foreground to the fringes of the central shopping district. The 
traffic flow is too great for a street located between the pedestrian area 
and railway station. Therefore, the street will be converted into a public 
transport street. Changing the ring road will direct traffic elsewhere, and 
this must be compensated for through structural changes, by readjus-
ting the traffic light control and by building noise barriers in residential 
areas. Closing the street running along the railway station forecourt to 
car traffic will increase traffic flow on the surrounding transport network, 
but the overall traffic flow in the area may also decrease. Relocating the 
ring road to a more suitable location improves connections to the rail-
way station and removes the pedestrian barrier effect. In addition, car 
traffic will flow more quickly and smoothly, and the parking ring route 
will be more efficient and functionally improved. [1]
Fig. 45. In Switzerland, a street 
through Zurich city centre with 
a peak hour traffic flow of ap-
proximately 960 vehicles an hour 
in 2004 was closed. The street was 
converted into a public transport 
street allowing cycling. Two years 
later, the traffic flow in the area had 
decreased by 8%. [54]
Fig. 46. In Lund, the parking ring 
route is relocated to better serve 
the city centre.. Blue  dash line: 
new parking ring route location , 




































Uusi osa pysäköintikehää 
        Die Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai für den durchgehenden Verkehr 4
Reisezeiten des öffentlichen Verkehrs
2Jahr nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai waren die durchschnittlichen Reisezeiten des öffentlichen Verkehrs 
in der Abendspitze, über alle gemessenen Linien und über die gesamten Messstrecken gesehen, praktisch gleich 
gross wie vor der Sperre, trotz den Baustellen 2 Jahre nachher. Auch auf den einzelnen Teilstrecken der Linien 
waren die Reisezeit- Differenzen klein. 
Vergleich unmittelbar nach der Sperre/2 Jahre nach der Sperre 
Baustellen
Das mittlere Limmatquai war unmittelbar nach der Sperre und 2 Jahre nach der Sperre gesperrt, vergleichbar war 
nur der Einfluss unterschiedlicher Baustellen. Unmittelbar nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai wurde am 
Bahnhofplatz, an der Sihlbrücke/Sihlstrasse und an Stockerstrasse/Bleicherweg gebaut, 2 Jahre nach der Sperre 
an der Walchebrücke, am Limmatquai und an der Gessnerbrücke/Usteribrücke. 
Fahrzeugfrequenzen
Unmittelbar nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai wurden in ein r A endspitze an allen Messstellen in der I -
nenstadt (ausgenommen auf der Walchebrücke) durchschnittliche Fahrzeugfrequenzen von 31’649Fz/h gemessen, 
2 Jahre nach der Sperre waren es 29’016Fz/h, um -2633 Fz/h oder um -8.3% weniger als unmittelbar nachher. Die 
Fahrzeugfrequenzen in der Abendspitze entsprachen etwa der Leistung, das Strassensystem in der Innenstadt war 
deshalb 2 Jahre nach der Sperre um ca. -8.3% weniger leistungsfähig. Sowohl links wie rechts der Limmat wurden 
die benachbarten und entfernten Alternativrouten zum Limmatquai w niger befahren. 
Fahrzeugstau
Unmittelbar nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatqu i standen in iner Abendspitze in den kritisch n Knoten der 
Innenstadt im Durchschnitt 1347 Fahrzeugen im Stau, 2 Jahre nach der Sperre waren es 1624 Fahrzeuge, um 277 
Fahrzeuge oder um ca. 20.6% mehr. 
Fahrzeugbelastung
Die Fahrzeugbelastung 2 Jahre nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai in der Innenstadt war um -2356Fz/h oder 
um ca. -7.1% kleiner als unmittelbar nach der Sperre. Demnach wurde durch die unterschiedlichen Baustellensi-
tuationen Fahrzeugverkehr in hohem Mass und weiträumig aus der Innenstadt verdrängt. 
Reisezeiten des öffentlichen Verkehrs
2 Jahr nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai waren die durchschnittlichen Reisezeiten des öffentlichen Ver-
kehrs in der Abendspitze, über alle gemessenen Linien und über die gesamten Messstrecken gesehen, wesentlich 
kleiner als unmittelbar nach der Sperre. Auch auf den einzelnen Teilstrecken dominierten neben den unveränder-
ten Reisezeiten die Reisezeit- Reduktionen, es gab keine statistisch signifikanten Reisezeit- Zunahmen. 
Fazit
Der Verkehrsablauf in der Innenstadt unmittel-
bar nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai: 
- Leistung, und Belastung des Fahrzeugver-
kehrs waren leicht höher als vorher, der Stau 
war etwas kleiner. Mit der neuen Wegwei-
sung über die benachbarten Alternativrouten 
und den angepassten Lichtsignalanlagen 
wurde der Fahrzeugverkehr bewältigt und 
nicht verdrängt. 
- Reisezeiten des öffentlichen Verkehrs waren 
leicht höher als vorher, aber links der Limmat 
gab es vorher noch keine Baustellen- Behin-
derungen, rechts der Limmat führte der zu-
sätzliche Verkehr auf den Alternativrouten zu 
Behinderungen. 
Der Verkehrsablauf in der Innenstadt 2 Jahre 
nach der Sperre im mittleren Limmatquai: 
- Leistung und Belastung des Fahrzeugver-
kehrs waren deutlich niedriger, der Stau 
deutlich höher als vorher. Gegenüber vorher 
wurde Fahrzeugverkehr weiträumig verdängt. 
Die Ursachen waren neue Baustellen an Lim-
matquai und Gessnerbrücke/Usteribrücke, 
aber vor allem an der Walchebrücke. Das be-
legt der Vergleich unmittelbar nach der Sper-
re/2 Jahre nach der Sperre. 
- Reisezeiten des öffentlichen Verkehrs waren 
etwa gleich wie vorher, weil auf den Alterna-
tivrouten rechts der Limmat der zusätzliche 
Verkehr fehlte. 
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Fig. 47. Lundalänken provides a 
commuting service to and from 
the employment areas outside the 
centre by train or bus. [57]
Competitive transport modes
Passenger car traffic in the city centre can be redu-
ced by offering competitive alternatives and travel 
chains for commuter traffic, for instance. In Lund, 
the pride of the public transport system is the effi-
cient bus line Lundalänken, covering almost half of 
the workplaces in Lund. The route, consisting of 6 
kilometres of separated bus streets, serves appro-
ximately 6,000 passengers each day. Most of the 
commuters arrive by train to the Lund railway sta-
tion and take the Lundalänken to their respective 
workplaces. Commuter passengers use the same 
travel pass on the train and the bus, making for a 
smooth travel chain. There are plans to build a tram-
way line on the route. [55] [1]
Park and Ride offers an alternative for the private 
motorist visiting a city centre. In Sheffield, it is pos-
sible to combine private motoring and public tran-
sport in several locations outside the city centre. 
The majority of the safe parking facilities are free 
and have CCTV and service personnel. The users 
park for free and only pay for the bus or tram fare 
to the centre. Public transport intervals on the Park 
and Ride stops is approximately 10 minutes. With 
the service, it is possible to avoid parking fees in 
the city centre, congestion and the time required to 
park. [56]
Fig. 48. The Park and Ride service 
in Sheffield reduces private motor-
ing in the centre by providing 
commuters with a smooth public 
transport link from the fringes of 
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1 Middlewood
Daytime frequency: 
Every 10 minutes to and from the city centre. 
Open 24 hours. Day ticket valid to 2359.
Day Week Month Quarter




Trains: Direct services to Barnsley, Doncaster, 
Huddersfield, Leeds, Lincoln, Rotherham, Sheffield, 
Worksop (see individual timetables for frequencies). 
Trams: Up to every 10 minutes to and from the city 
centre.  
Buses: Up to every 10 minutes to and from 
Doncaster, Rotherham and Sheffield.
Open: 24 hours. 
Free parking for public transport users only. Pay for 
bus and tram on vehicle, pay for train at kiosk or 





Every 10 minutes to and from the city centre.
Daily parking £1.00. Pay for travel on tram.
Open: 0545-2359. 




Every 10 minutes to and from the city centre. 
Open: 24 hours.




Every 10 minutes to and from the city centre.
Open 24 hours. Day ticket valid to 2359.
Day Week Month Quarter




Every 10 minutes to and from the city centre.
Every 30 to 60 minutes to and from the Hallamshire 
Hospital and University of Sheffield.
Open: 0600-1900. 




Every 10 minutes to and from the city centre.
Open 24 hours. Day ticket valid to 2359.
Day Week Month Quarter
£4.50 £18.00 £60.50 £150.80
200  
1 MiddlewoodMiddlewood Road  S6 1TQ 
4 Valley CentertainmentAttercliffe Common  S9 2EP
3 Malin Bridge Holme Lane  S6 4JR 
5 Nunnery Square Sheffield Parkway  S2 5BD 
6 AbbeydaleTesco Supermarket,  Abbeydale Road  S7 2QB
7HalfwayEckington Way  S20 3GW  
2 MeadowhallBarrow Road S9 1EP 
Number  Sheltered Cycle  Park Disabled CCTV ‘Car Care  Bus Tram Train
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Fig. 49. Left: Automatic bollards recognise 
buses and passenger and delivery cars with 
an appropriate permit. Middle: An electric Car-
gohopper delivery vehicle is used in the city 
core [61]. Right: In Groningen, delivery traffic 
access to the pedestrian centre has been 
restricted by time limits.
Delivery of goods into and out of pedestrian centres
Although motor vehicular traffic in the pedestrian area should be prohi-
bited, delivery vehicles must have access to the area. Actions to com-
bine smooth delivery traffic and comfort in the city centre include the 
following: [58]
• time windows
• low emission zones
• vehicle-specific restrictions
• load factor control
• measures related to unloading and parking
• cooperation between enterprises.
In the Netherlands, the city of Utrecht created an environmental zone 
in 2007. Only vehicles with engines and emissions that meet the requi-
rements are allowed to enter the area [58]. In Sweden, the city centre of 
Lund is also an environmental zone. The zone imposes restrictions on 
vehicles entering the zone based on the weight (over 3.5 tonnes), age 
and emissions of the vehicles [59].
Furthermore, in Utrecht there is a consolidation centre in the city centre, 
combining freight for different operators into one delivery vehicle. A con-
solidation centre decreases the amount of unladen delivery traffic in the 
city centre [60].
Access to Delft’s pedestrian centre is restricted using automatic bol-
lards. For distribution and feeder services and other specialist traffic, 
there is an intercom system installed at the entrances to the pedestri-
an area to have the bollards retracted. Emergency and delivery vehicles 
have transmitters that retract the bollards automatically on approach. 
Rules within the pedestrian area: [16]
• maximum driving speed restricted to foot pace
• passenger pick up and drop off at the entrance points
• goods are loaded at the entrance points
• a special permit allows driving into the area for 30 minutes except 
on Friday nights from 6 pm to 9 pm and on Saturdays from 11 am 
to 5 pm.
• it is prohibited to drive a vehicle into the pedestrian centre when 
events are taking place.
In Lund, vehicle owners are permitted to drive in the pedestrian centre 
provided they are residents of the pedestrian street and have a designa-
ted parking bay within the pedestrian area. Without a personal parking 
bay, you are not allowed to drive in the centre, even to pick up or drop 
off something. [1]
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Accessibility is essential for a city centre
It is important that the city centre is also accessible by car. A proper 
parking policy can be used to minimise the amount of cars cruising for a 
parking space, to avoid long-term parking in areas where it would redu-
ce private business traffic, and to optimise the usage of the parking ca-
pacity to the fullest. When planning parking, it is important to consider 
the target group. Residents, visitors and employers all require specific 
parking solutions. Comfortable and interesting pedestrian routes make 
the walk seem shorter than it actually is, even from a parking facility a 
little further away; which makes these facilities more attractive. The qua-
lity of the parking facility in terms of the service level is also significant. 
Parking restrictions are often seen to have a negative impact on the bu-
siness life in the city centre. However, a proper parking policy will make 
the centre more accessible.
Car parking arrangements
Fig. 50. Through parking manage-
ment, it is possible to reduce the 
need for parking by up to 30%.  
[62] [63]
Fig. 51. Different ways to meet 
parking requirements in the centre.
Decrease in parking bays required 
Low Medium High 
Alternating unilateral 
parking 
10% 20% 30% 
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• Paid on-street parking/1 bay per household 
(limited availability) 
• Paid parking bay in a parking facility 
• Not necessarily next to the dwelling 
Employers 
• Businesses have scarcely any parking bays in the 
city centre 
• On-street parking time limits do not allow 
parking for the duration of the workday: 
employer parking in parking facilities 
• Encouragement to enter the city centre using 
alternative transport mode 
Visitors 
• Short-term on-street parking 
• Long-term parking in parking facilities 
• Efficient parking ring route facilitating fast 
parking 
Parking arrangements  
in the case cities 
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Fig. 53. Disabled parking and 
short-term on-street parking in 
Lund
Fig. 52. Alternating unilateral 
parking can be used to reduce the 
need for parking by some 10–30%, 
compared to a situation where 
all residents and employers have 
designated bays. [62] [63]. The fig-
ure describes the variation of daily 
parking by functions.
Time limits and alternating unilateral parking
Most of the few on-street parking bays available in Lund city centre are 
paid bays with a 15- or 30-minute time limit. This solution allows goods 
and people to be collected from the vicinity of the pedestrian centre but 
prevents long-term parking. Long-term parking is available at the city-
owned parking facilities. Disabled parking is also limited to three hours 
at a time in Lund city centre. Residential disabled parking issues are 
reviewed case-specifically. [1]
Car parking in Lund city centre is mainly reserved for residents and vi-
sitors. Most of the bays are in facilities, which are also recommended 
for the employers’ cars. After all, the majority of the on-street bays are 
unsuitable for long-term employer parking, due to the time limits. 
Parking is more efficient when the same bay serves multiple users, user 
groups or functions. If all users were offered dedicated parking bays, the 
need for general parking would increase. [62] In Linköping, for examp-
le, there are no designated paid on-street parking bays in the residen-
tial areas. Instead, residents must look for a bay within radius of a few 
blocks from their home. Any resident wanting a designated parking bay 
must rent one from a parking facility a little further away. [2] In Lund, the 
resident parking bays that are free in the night time are available for visi-
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Parking plays a key role in traffic calming
The role of parking is significant in calming traffic in the city centre or 
creating car-free zones. Car-free zone must also be reachable by car. 
Properly located parking facilities can improve the accessibility of the 
city centre within the car-free zone.
In the planning and implementing of Delft’s pedestrian centre, par-
king was considered the second most important factor in calming the 
traffic after the introduction of the pedestrian area. The priority app-
lied was as follows: 
1. Building of the car-free zone.
2. Building of the parking facilities.
3. Expanding the car-free zone area.
4. Improving the pedestrian and cycling environment at 
each stage.
Without proper parking arrangements, the existing parking facilities 
in the pedestrian centre surroundings are congested, the number of 
cars cruising for free parking bays increases, and accessibility and 
comfort in the city centre suffers. In conjunction with the Delft cent-
re redevelopment, three new parking facilities with more than 1,400 
bays between them were built on the fringes of the central shopping 
district to improve accessibility and to reduce unnecessary cruising 
for parking spaces. [4] [5] Fig. 54. In Delft, the new parking 
facilities are located on the fringes 
of the shopping district. [18]
City centre parking 
facilities
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Fig. 55. The signs by the Delft 
parking ring route indicate free 
parking bays in the facilities in the 
area.
Parking guidance
The feeder streets from the busy parking ring route guide the traffic di-
rectly to the parking facility without interrupting the city centre traffic. 
Message signs by the ring indicate the nearest free parking bays, and 
unambiguous road signs guide the motorists directly to the parking fa-
cility. It is important that the information about free parking bays is avai-
lable at a sufficient distance on the ring road to allow the drivers to plan 
their route. For more efficient parking, a message sign indicating the lo-
cation of the free parking bay inside the parking facility can be installed 
at the entrance to the facility. The estimated walking time from the facili-
ties to the centre is also indicated. [2]
Fig. 57. In Linköping, the parking 
facility of choice must be selected 
while on the ring. You cannot drive 
from one facility to another through 
the centre, only via the ring. This 
calms the parking traffic in the 
centre area. [13]
Vaihtoehtoiset reitit ydinkeskustan 
pysäköintilaitoksiin 
Fig. 56. Delft parking facilities have 
signs indicating the walking time to 
the centre.




Free or affordable parking does not promote vitality in the centre. 
Instead, it increases the volumes of motoring and long-term parking and 
discourages the use of alternative modes of transport. Affordable fees 
and lack of time limits decrease parking bay turnover and makes it har-
der to find a bay. Parking bay pricing and time limits can be used to 
control motoring in the centre and to decrease long-term on-street par-
king. In order to direct the long-term parking to the car parks, the prices 
in the city- and, if possible, private-owned parking facilities should be 
made more affordable than the on-street parking fees. This will calm the 
vehicular traffic in the city centre streets. [63] [64]
Fig. 58. Affordable pricing is used 
to encourage motorists to use the 
parking facilities instead of the 
more expensive and time limited 
short-term on-street parking bays. 
[2] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71]
Parking pricing can either give strength or weaken 
the vitality of the centre
Parking facility On-street 
Linköping €1.35/hr (SEK 12) from 8 
am to 10 pm  
€0.10/hr (SEK 1) from 10 
pm to 8 am  
 
€4.5/hr (SEK 40) 
 
 




Residents: €56/year (SEK 500) 
Eco car: €56/year (SEK 500) 
Employer parking permit: €560/year (SEK 5,000) 
Lund  €1.1–1.4/hr (SEK 10–12) €1.8/hr (SEK 16) (city core)  
€1.1/hr (SEK 10) (areas surrounding the city centre) 
 
Residents €1.7/24 hrs (SEK 15) outside the city core  
Residents €35/month (SEK 300–315) outside the city core  
Employer parking permit SEK 5,000 








                   €51.60/3 hrs (guests) 
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Stimuli to increase willingness to walk
The most popular parking facilities are often those located in the city core. 
However, the perception of distance from the parking facility to the destina-
tion also depends on the pleasantness of the route. If the route is pleasant 
and interesting, people are more willing to walk further than they would on a 
shorter but uncomfortable route.
In Lund, the utilisation rate of the parking facility located right on the fringe 
of the city core is lower than that of the other facilities located almost the 
same distance from the shopping street. Therefore, the city has decided to 
improve the pleasantness of the route from the facility to the centre with new 
plantings, street-level stores and a better pedestrian environment. The city 
believes that this will increase the utilisation rate significantly. [1]
By design, shopping centres are often more pleasant and interesting than city 
centres. An interesting environment takes one’s mind off how far one is wal-
king. The distance from a shopping centre parking lot to a specific store is 
often further than would be considered acceptable in a city centre.
Fig. 60. In a comfortable and 
interesting environment, people 
are ready to walk over 70 per cent 
further [72, edited].
Fig. 59. By locating the Lempäälä-
based Ideapark shopping centre 
on top of the Tampere city core, it 
becomes clear that people walk a 
distance equal to half the length of 
Hämeenkatu from Ideapark’s park-
ing areas to the shopping centre 
without giving it a second thought. 
The figure contains material from the Topographic database provided by the National Land 



































An exemplary transport system around the city centre
An exemplary city centre transport system ensures smooth, comfortable 
and safe mobility in the centre, be it in a car-free zone or amid public 
transport and cars. Car-free zones create a safe common space in the 
centre, providing smooth and unobstructed passage to the shopping 
district, for example. However, car-free zones are not necessary every-
where. Walking and comfort in the centre can also be promoted in other 
ways. Fast links, smooth parking, good-quality pedestrian crossings on 
busy streets and traffic calming in the city centre can be used to create 
a centre where each transport mode has its proper place.
By restricting car traffic on certain areas and on the 
other hand prioritizing it on other routes creates 
smoothness and comfort.
Fig. 61. An exemplary city trans-
port system consists of a pedestri-
an-oriented city core with restricted 
vehicular traffic, surrounded by a 
low-speed zone, a public transport-
oriented zone designed to ensure 
access to the centre, and a parking 
ring route with feeder routes on the 
fringes of the centre. 

























A: Pedestrian area 
B: Core area, 30-zone 
C: Public transport area 
D: Parking ring route 
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B Fast bicycle street, DelftB Restricted traffic street, Peterborough
D: Pedestrian crossing over ring road, 
Sheffield
C: Pedestrian crossing over public trans-
port street, Sheffield
A: Viable pedestrian area, Linköping
B Efficient parking information, Delft
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Top 10 solutions for the case cities
1. Creation of continuous routes or areas for pedestrians
2. Pedestrian environment can be improved by taking small actions
3. Accessibility to the city centre through a public transport street
4. Cycling should be promoted in the pedestrian centre with pedestrians in mind
5. Functional car parking ring route 
6. Pricing and time limits to direct parking into the desired facilities
7. Instead of banning vehicular traffic, make the other transport modes more fluent
8. Visionary plans for the centre attract investors
9. City organisation restructuring from individual efforts to teamwork
10. Mediocre plans will provide mediocre results: courage in decision-making!
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Development of pedestrian areas  
and its influence on business
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Literature review: previous studies
Relationship between walking and business
Our cities have changed. Traditional industry and factories have become 
scarce in cities, and consumer society is booming. Vibrant city centres 
live on retail trade and consumerism. Businesses and investments are 
drawn to the city centre, and various events, public transport and other 
such factors bring consumers to the centre. The city centre is at the heart 
of an operation that is based on the economy.
Pedestrian streets and areas are becoming ever more common around 
the world. The reason for this is not purely to do with infrastructure. Cities 
are engaged in what is called place-making. It is no longer enough for 
cities and city centres to fulfil their functional requirements. The city core 
is perceived as a “product” to be sold to residents, businesses, investors 
and tourists. Those cities that manage to turn themselves into a product 
and create an attractive image will win the contest over investment and 
tax money available to the municipalities. The competition for residents, 
businesses and taxpayers is on.
Walking and business have gone hand-in-hand from the beginning of 
time. In modern urban planning this positive relationship was recognised, 
at the latest, with the building of the first modern shopping centres in the 
United States in the 1950s. The shopping centre environment was desig-
ned to combine the maximum flow of customers, a versatile and abun-
dant mix of businesses as well as pleasant shopping conditions.
The same applies to pedestrian areas. Instead of the number of vehicles, 
the focus is turned on the “density of wallets” with respect to which pe-
destrian streets compare well. Nevertheless, all ideas about converting a 
typical main street built in the 1950s, 60s or 70s into a pedestrian street 
is likely to be objected to in any given city or country. Usually those op-
posed to it are the entrepreneurs in the area in question, worrying that 
they will lose their customers who drive with the arrival of a pedestrian 
street. This is one of the reasons why the relationship between walking 
and commerce is studied. The aim is to find out whether these fears are 
justified.
In general, studies tend to concentrate on gathering information about 
the impacts of the actions based on predicting the economic and mar-
ket-related reactions. However, the research activity available is quite 
scarce, as most studies are conducted privately and the influences are 
fairly difficult to study. Studying the economic impacts of the actions is 
challenging because it is difficult to definitively isolate the impact of a 
single action from the overall economic development, for example. 
Thus, it is advisable to consider the study results as indicative informati-
on that does not reveal the value of any single action. On the other hand, 
the existing studies on the impacts of pedestrian environment improve-
ment actions on the vitality of an area show quite consistently that the 
investments made benefit the consumers significantly. In addition to the 
economic impacts, improving the pedestrian environment brings forth 
proven benefits through improvements in the environmental and health 
conditions. 
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Figures 1 (above) and 2 (below). 
These photographs of two street 
views are taken from a Sheffield 
street corner. The picture below is 
of a street where on-street park-
ing bays have been converted 
into pedestrian use and where the 
environment encourages drivers 
to decrease their speed, even 
though the street still is two-way. 
Shoppers can cross the street 
wherever they choose to.   
Room for shopping
In San Francisco, the car lanes on Valencia Street were made narrower and 
pavements wider in order to calm the traffic. After these actions, 40% of 
the shopkeepers reported an increase in their turnover. 60% noticed that 
the residents shopped more locally due to the short walking distance and 
convenience. Two-thirds of the shopkeepers stated that the pedestrian en-
vironment improvements had a positive impact on their business and sales. 
[1]
Pedestrians and cyclists are a significant customer group
According to an Auckland University of Technology study on the Takapuna 
shopping precinct [2], 65.8% of customers came to the area by car. Re-
gardless of the transport mode, the customers spend approximately 20 
NZD dollars on average per visit. However, pedestrian and cyclist custo-
mers visited the area twice as regularly as customers who arrived by car. 
Pedestrian and cyclist shoppers visited the area to shop 12 times a month, 
the motorists only six times. The sample for the study was 325 customers. 
Therefore, even though they only made up about one-third of the custo-
mers, the pedestrians and cyclists bring more money to the area than the 
motorists who form two-thirds of the customer base. 
In Copenhagen [3], 32% of the turnover of the shops and supermarkets 
comes from motoring customers, another 32% from cyclists, 23% from pe-
destrians and 13% from public transport users. Cyclist spend less per visit, 
but they are more frequent shoppers. This is likely to be true of the pedest-
rians as well. 68% of shopping trips in Copenhagen are made by cycling or 
walking, 20% by car and 12% by public transport.
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Figure 3. Some twenty years ago, Sheffield 
was one of the poorest cities in the UK. The 
city wanted to promote new businesses, 
growth and tax revenue in the city centre by 
investing in the urban environment.  
Walking, interaction and creativity
In a study by the Collaborative Economics consulting company, the kinds 
of built environments modern knowledge-intensive and service-oriented 
businesses prefer to settle in were surveyed. These kinds of businesses 
were found to cluster in the city core areas where the environment supports 
street-level stores and walking. The areas also had a mix of restaurants, of-
fices and residential quarters. These factors were found to create interactivi-
ty that is of key importance in the new economy emphasising accessibility, 
networking and creativity.     
[4]
Impacts of improving public facilities and the pedestrian 
environment
Pedestrian flow is an indicator that depicts the attractiveness and quality 
of the pedestrian environment of an area or a street. The information is par-
ticularly valuable in cases where the pedestrian flow is studied even before 
implementing the improving actions. 
• International studies indicate fairly incontestably that improving the pe-
destrian environment increases the pedestrian flow. In this respect, the 
pedestrian routes obey the same law of supply and demand as all ot-
her modes of transport: supply increases demand. However, pedestri-
an flow analysis is highly case-specific, and the increase in flows varies 
greatly between cities and times of applicability. According to interna-
tional case studies, the increase can vary from approximately 30% in 
the first years to up to 70% later on (Aachen).
Footfall evaluation provides more accurate information on the amount of 
business conducted.
• International studies have shown that on average, footfall increases by 
approximately 20–40% following improvements to the pedestrian and 
urban environment. In addition to the increase in the number of visitors 
from further afield, local residents have been found to shop more lo-
cally. 
Spending power is a term used in economics to describe the spending 
behaviour of individual consumers. When studying pedestrians and busi-
ness, spending power usually refers to the amount of money the custo-
mers using various modes of transport spend in a certain area per month, 
for example. In other words, the aim is to determine the “value” of different 
customers to the shopping area. Some studies have also looked at the tax 
revenues collected from businesses in a certain area for any changes. 
• Based on the studies, it can be concluded that although the monetary 
value of single purchases in the studies varies between different mo-
des of transport, pedestrians and cyclist seem to have more spending 
power due to their more frequent visits. Pedestrians shop more often 
and also spend more time in the city, even if the value of their single 
purchase is less than that of the motorists.
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Figure 4. Although many studies show that rent lev-
els go up following improvements to the pedestrian 
environment and attractiveness of an area, it does 
not have to be a fatal blow to local specialised trade. 
The pedestrian centre of Lund, Sweden, contains 
a colourful mix of local shops, and the rise in rent 
levels is not considered a problem.  
Pedestrians attract businesses
In the Californian City of Lodi, with 60,000 inhabitants, the pedestrian envi-
ronment in five city centre streets was improved through a combined pub-
lic-private investment of 4.5 million US dollars (about 3.5 million euros). The 
improvement work included the widening and paving of pavements, the res-
toration of building frontages and the planting of 140 trees on the roadsides. 
After the improvements, 60 new businesses moved to the centre, the share 
of vacant rental properties dropped from 18% to 6% and the tax revenues 
from the centre’s sales proceeds increased 30%.          
[5]
The UK government recognises the spending power of 
pedestrians
In the United Kingdom, the Local Sustainable Transport Fund tool, establis-
hed in 2011, acknowledges the promotion of walking and cycling for shop-
ping trips as a means to improve economic growth and decrease carbon 
dioxide emissions. According to the studies, improving the street environ-
ment on shopping streets increases turnover in the area by 5–15%. The stu-
dies also show that the spending power of pedestrians, cyclist and public 
transport users is equal, if not greater, than that of the motorists.          
[6]
Rent level is an indicator often used in the studies. It is known to be a 
reliable way to determine the attractiveness of an area. Provided that 
there is no surplus of rented spaces, the more demand there is for 
rented spaces in a certain area, the higher the asking prices for rent. 
Improving the pedestrian environment can raise rents through increa-
sing the attractiveness of the area for business. The level of rent, or the 
change in value of an area, is the single most studied key figure in busi-
ness studies.
• Studies show that improved pedestrian environment often lead to 
an increase in the attractiveness of the area and, subsequently, to 
an increase in the rent level. Based on the case study mean value, 
rents rose on average 20% (average range 10–30%). Office rents 
have seen above average increases.
• However, rising rents can prove to be too costly for businesses that 
are not able to compensate for the extra cost through increased pe-
destrian/customer flow. This is one reason why pedestrian streets’ 
economic structure tends to change as time goes by. In addition, 
fear of rising rents is likely to raise objections to pedestrianisation.  
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A pedestrian-friendly environment is attractive
According to a comprehensive literature survey into European and US befo-
re-and-after studies conducted by the universities of Oxford and Cambrid-
ge, pedestrianising a street had the following effect on retail trade:
• Footfall up 20–40% (10 cases in total). 
• Turnover up 10–25% (22 cases in total). 
• Commercial property rents up 10–30% (420 cases).  
With regard to the office sector, the survey covered five studies on the 
influence of improvements in the walking environment on office rent levels. 
The environments studied were made more pleasant by including water 
elements into the street environment and by improving the walking envi-
ronment alongside the waterways. The survey concluded that the above-
mentioned actions had the following effect:
• Office rents rose 15–35% (10 cases).     [7]
The utilisation rate of the properties also reveals the level of attracti-
veness of an area. From the utilisation rate, it is also possible to evaluate 
how well the business facility supply and price level corresponds with 
the demand.
• The utilisation rate of the properties and the amount of the increase 
are highly case-specific, but the changes can be significant. The 
case studies in the literature survey showed that the utilisation rate 
rose to at least 80% following the improvements.  
Customer and entrepreneur satisfaction studies reveal more about 
just what the customers want from their shopping environment and, on 
the other hand, what factors are important to the entrepreneurs.
• Entrepreneur surveys often emphasise the importance of the cus-
tomer parking facilities, but customers feel that the quality of the 
urban environment is important with respect to the area’s attractive-
ness, and tend to favour pedestrian-friendly shopping environments. 
According to the studies, proprietors overestimate the importance 
of motor traffic with respect to other modes of transport.
The connection between the value of an area and the urban environ-
ment has been studied in various ways. The studies typically try to es-
tablish explanatory causal connections between the value of an area 
(usually in the form of value of the homes) and city structure.
• A pleasant and pedestrian-friendly urban environment is one factor 
explaining the value of an area. According to some studies, a wide 
range of functions within walking distance and good parks nearby 
increase property values.
Investments in the area reflect the potential, expectations and gene-
ral attractiveness that the area in question holds in the eyes of various 
operators looking for profitable investment targets. Investments are im-
portant for development, but follow-up research information is scarce. 
According to some studies, public development investments have at-
tracted additional private funding, too.
It is impossible to separate the impact of walking on the economy from 
other circumstantial factors, like global and local economic trends. Ho-
wever, the studies do show that there is a positive connection between 
a pedestrian-friendly environment and a boost in economic life, and that 
the impact can be significant.
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Investments attract investments
Despite its central location, one of Dublin’s oldest areas, the 30-hectare 
Temple Bar, was a “backwater” at the beginning of the 1980s. Properties 
had fallen into decay, the old industrial buildings were empty and the area 
had a questionable reputation as a place exclusively for young people, artists 
and nightlife. Therefore, there were plans to raze the Temple Bar area to the 
ground and rebuild it into a terminal for bus and railway traffic. 
However, the city saw value in the alternative culture that had sprung up in 
the area and decided otherwise. There was a desire to protect the Temple 
Bar area from development driven by property value increases, which often 
leads to ruin for local small-scale entrepreneurs. Local entrepreneurs and or-
ganisations founded a development council and used it to lobby actively for 
the idea of a cultural quarter. 
Founded in 1991, the government-owned temporary development compa-
ny TBPL (Temple Bar Property Ltd.) with 20 employees was responsible for 
implementing the development plan. The TBPL, for example, bought some of 
the city centre properties before the centre renewal projects in order to en-
sure that there would be a mix of versatile activities and both large and small 
businesses. Rent incomes were used to develop the properties and support 
cultural projects. 
In total, the Temple Bar cultural development project received public funding 
in excess of 40 million Irish pounds (about 51 million euro). In addition, ap-
proximately 60 million pounds (about 76 million euro) of loaned funding has 
been paid back. Furthermore, from 1991 to 2001, public investments and 
development in the area attracted approximately 100 million pounds (about 
127 million euro) of private investment money into the area.
The impacts of the development actions were as follows (1991–1996):
• Number of restaurants: +50% (40 in total)
• Number of retail traders: +100% (200 in total)
• Number of hotels: +50% (5 in total)















Author and year Target country Nature of the study Results
Hass-Klau,
1993 [9] Germany
A case study on the number of users visiting the street after 
pedestrianisation. Figure in brackets indicates the number of years after 
which the comparative study was made.
Pedestrian flows: 
Aachen +25% (+ 12 y. after building), Bamberg +28–40% (+ 1 y.)
Darmstadt +18% (+3 y.), Nuremberg +69% (+ 5 y.)
Hertford +31% (+1 y.), Hertford +40% (+4 y.)
Osnabrück +26% (+2 y.)
Sandahl & Lindh,
1995 [10] Sweden
A before-and-after study (1990–1992). Impacts of actions aimed to 
increase comfort in a city centre, carried out in five Swedish cities. No 
actions took place in the sixth city used as a reference.
Retail trade turnover +5–9%
Rent level increase potential +SEK 84/m2 (avg)
Attractiveness of the area +13% (avg)
Changes in the reference city: approximately 0%.
Santasalo & Heusala,
2002 [11] Finland
Specialised trade industry survey on the economic value of various places 
of business.
Rent per square metre on the pedestrian streets and shopping centres +15% and 
+40% respectively in comparison to the median rent. 
Sales per square metre on the pedestrian street approximately +23% and in the 
shopping centres +15% in comparison to the median sales.
Drennen, E.,
2003 [1] United States of America
A before-and-after study. Actions: making the car lanes narrower and the 
pavements wider on Valencia Street.
40% of entrepreneurs reported an increase in turnover
60% of entrepreneurs reported an increase in local shopping by residents
66% of entrepreneurs reported that improving the pedestrian and cycling 
environment increased business and sales
Ryan, B.,
2003 [12] United States of America
A before-and-after study. Action: 4.5 million US dollar investments to 
improve the pedestrian environment on five main streets in the city of 
Lodi.
The utilisation rate of the properties increased from 82% to 94%.
Sixty new companies moved into the city centre
The city centre tax revenues increased by +30%
TSU & David Simmonds Consultancy,
2003 [7] Several
Literature survey of studies investigating the effects of improved 
pedestrian conditions on the retail trade.
Footfalls +20–40%, avg 32.3% (sample 10)
Turnover +10–25%, avg 17% (sample 22)
Retail trade rent level +10–30%, avg 21.7% (sample 420)




Action: changing Zona Rosa into a pedestrian street
Property value +22%
(cf. other streets +6%)
Cabe Space,
2005 [14] United Kingdom
A comparative case study of home values near high quality parks 
compared to similar homes in the same market area but with no park 
nearby (10 cases from around the United Kingdom). Material used: 
independent estate agent estimations and expert interviews with city 
developers.
Homes located near high quality parks were on average 5–7% more valuable than 
corresponding homes beyond the sphere of the park. Significant dispersion in 
material, difference in home value up to approximately +34%.
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Author and year Target country Nature of the study Results
Kumar & Ross,
2006 [15] Thailand
A questionnaire survey. Impact of the part-time pedestrian street (closed for 
traffic from 5 pm to 3 am and all day Monday) on companies on Khao San 
Road in Bangkok.
44% of respondents reported that the pedestrian street increased their 
turnover, 30% of respondents did not notice any change.
Whitehead, Simmonds & Preston,
2006 [16] United Kingdom
A modelling of impacts of city environment development on business in the 
Manchester city core, including comparison to impacts caused by other 
actions.
Literature survey: Retail trade rent level +21.7%
Rent level of other business facilities +24.2% (range 10–30%)
Modelling: Retail trade turnover +10–25% (avg 17.5%)
Footfall +32%
(Impacts are of the same magnitude as the estimated benefits achieved by 
developing public transport)
Cortright,
2009 [17] United States of America
A study of the connection between the quality of the pedestrian conditions 
and home values (study material: 95,000 housing transactions) using the Walk 
Score algorithm. Algorithm value 0 indicates a car-dependent area where 
amenities are not within walking distance from the target, and value 100 
indicates an area where there are versatile amenities within short distance. 
One point more in a Walk Score value meant a 700–3,000 dollar increase in 
the value of the homes.
Genecon,
2010 [18] United Kingdom
Time series analysis. Evaluation of the effects of the urban environment and 
pedestrian improvements in Sheffield city centre. Total investments 
approximately 72 million pounds.
Number of hotel rooms +120% (2000–2010)
Footfall in the centre +9% (2004–2009)
Office prime rents +30% (2000–2010)
Café/restaurant rent level +40–100% (1995–2010)
Shopping trips to the city centre +35% (2000–2010)
Recreational trips to the city centre +45% (2000–2010)
Rush et al.,
2010 [19] United States of America
A before-and-after study. Action: renewing the infamous West Palm Beach city 
centre.
The utilisation rate of the properties increased from 20% to 80%.
The property price per square metre (value) increased from $64 to $430.
Wooller, L.,
2010 [2] Australia
A questionnaire survey of spending power in the Takapuna shopping precinct. 
Sample: 325 individuals visiting the precinct.
Average purchase regardless of transport mode: NZD 20 per visit
Pedestrian/cyclist visiting frequency approximately 12 times/month
Motorist visiting frequency 6 times/month
Yiu,
2010 [20] Hong Kong
Impact of the pedestrianisation on the retail trade rents compared to the rent 
trend on the reference street. Retail trade rent level 17
Transport for London,
2011 [21] United Kingdom
A shopping survey conducted in Central London and town centres (15 pcs), 
total sample 4,746 visitors (about 300/centre).
Average spend per visit by mode of transport:
car £41, train/tube £38, bus £32, walk £26 and cycle £21.
Average spend per week by mode of transport:
walk £93, bus £70, train/tube £59, car £56 and cycle £47.
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Jyväskylä (pop. 134,500) 
 
Kokkola (pop. 47,000) 
 
Oulu (pop. 140,000)
Sample: 144 street-level stores, response rate 29% (41 responses)
Sample: 91 street-level stores, response rate 34% (31 responses)
Sample: 121 street-level stores, response rate 22% (27 responses)












Information required on conditions in Finland
There is relatively little information available on the impacts of pedestri-
an areas on business in Finland, but there are some studies on changes 
in the pedestrian centre’s business structure [11] [22]. Much like around 
the world, there is a debate in Finnish municipalities going on for and 
against pedestrian areas. In some cases, the public and media discus-
sions can be quite colourful. In order to add surveyed information to the 
opinion-based discussion, a need to determine the views of the entrep-
reneurs on the development and the impact of city centre projects has 
been expressed.
For this purpose, a questionnaire study was conducted among street-
level store operators in the following five Finnish cities: Jyväskylä, Kok-
kola, Oulu, Pori and Tampere. Of these, Jyväskylä, Oulu and Pori have 
had pedestrian main streets for a long time now, and they have been 
deemed successful. In Tampere, the pedestrian street is located besi-
de the city core, the core being particularly busy with public transport. 
Representing a more recent conversion, Kokkola’s main street was pe-
destrianised a few years ago. The selection of cities in the study include 
those with both established and new pedestrian streets of various struc-
tural composition. Therefore, the survey reveals similarities and differen-
ces between the two groups.
Although only conducted in the cities involved, the results of the survey 
can well be applied to other municipalities. The purpose of the survey 
was to chart the entrepreneur’s estimations, hopes, fears and suggesti-
ons with regard to city core development. The results can also be app-
lied and utilised in discussions with entrepreneurs in other municipali-
ties, as many of the findings were similar regardless of the municipality. 
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The maps indicate the location of the street-level businesses surveyed. 
Pedestrian streets are marked in yellow. 
Sample: 200 street-level stores, response rate 33% (65 responses)
Sample: 156 street-level stores, response rate 32% (50 responses)
Implementation of the study
The study method used was a questionnaire survey answerable by mail 
or on the Internet. The selected sample area included the pedestrian 
street and one or two blocks next to it. Tampere was an exception to 
this, for its major pedestrian street is not the city’s main street. Tampere 
is also an exception with regard to the fact that the survey was con-
ducted there in May 2013 instead of November 2012.
The questionnaire was delivered personally in all street-level shops open 
for business. In total, it was delivered to 712 street-level shops, 213 of 
which returned it (response rate 30%). In Jyväskylä, Kokkola, Pori and 
Tampere the entrepreneurs were also informed of the survey through 
the city centre association.
The questions put forth were:
• Level of satisfaction with the business’ street environment.
• Factors valued by the entrepreneur in the current location.
• Business challenges related to the urban environment.
• Willingness to relocate.
• Estimation of customers by transport mode.
• Estimation of the impact of the pedestrian street location on the tur-
nover.
• Importance of various development actions.
• Entrepreneur’s personal view of what an attractive city core should 
be like.
• Level of satisfaction on one’s own possibilities to influence on the 
city core development (added into the Tampere questionnaire form).
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The amount of dissatisfaction a constant?
Even though additional research and analysis would be needed before 
drawing any definite conclusions, it would seem that there are certain 
similarities between the case cities regarding satisfaction. Respondents 
on a pedestrian street are somewhat less satisfied with on-street par-
king than other respondents, which is surely rather understandable on 
a street dedicated to walking. Parking facilities get a neutral grade from 
pedestrian street respondents; on average the respondents are neit-
her satisfied nor dissatisfied. As for the respondents on a motor vehicle 
street, they are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with attractiveness of 
the street environment. Satisfaction with street functionality would as 
well seem to be constant between the case cities.
When it comes to the other qualities, there is more divergence. Satisfac-
tion with the attractiveness of a pedestrian street and with the amount of 
people passing by varies a little bit. Satisfaction with on-street parking 
varies considerably on a motor vehicle street. In the light of the results, 
one might assume that on-street car parking has been restricted in Jy-
väskylä and especially in Oulu. The only motor vehicle street respon-
dents on average satisfied with on-street car parking are from Tampere 
and Kokkola. There are differences between motor vehicle street res-
pondents also regarding satisfaction with multi-storey car parks.         
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Pedestrian street
Grades:
4 = Very satisfied
3 = Somewhat satisfied
2 = Somewhat dissatisfied
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parking
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The challenges faced by the entrepreneurs were similar in all cities. Re-
curring themes were ease of access by motor vehicles, store visibility, 
social protection, functionality of the street, lack of pedestrians and non-
optimal mix of businesses. Ease of access by car and parking received 
less attention in Tampere. Instead, the local businesses emphasised so-
cial protection as a challenge for them. Functionality of the street was 
emphasised as a challenge on Kokkola’s pedestrian street in particular. 
To increase ease of access by motor vehicle, more affordable or free 
parking facilities and extra parking bays were on the wish list, and pre-
ferably as close to the store as possible. On the other hand, when asked 
to describe an ideal business centre, the top three attributes were ease 
of movement and good pedestrian environment, attractiveness and 
cleanliness. A pleasant and attractive centre was a particular favourite 
among motor vehicle street respondents, particularly in Pori. A versatile 
mix of businesses came up in responses related to Kokkola’s pedestrian 
street in particular. In Tampere, protection was emphasised.
Setting small inconsistencies aside, it is possible to come up with a fair-
ly uniform idea of what an entrepreneurs’ dream centre would entail. 
Figure 6. An ideal centre from an en-
trepreneurial point of view. The figure in 
brackets indicates the share in terms of 
the total number of answers (n = 148). The 
city-specific sections indicate the propor-
tional volume by cities (in proportion to 
the number of answers from each city).
Green (20%)
Versatile mix of businesses (22%)
Ease of movement on foot (39%)
Easily accessible by car (21%)
Easily accessible in general (9%)
Clean and tidy (26%)
Safe (14%)
Pleasant and attractive (27%)
Includes pedestrian streets (10%)
Events (22%)
Figure 5. Challenges related to loca-
tion and urban environment. The graph 
indicates the number of answers related 
to each issue (n = 129). The city-specific 
sections indicate the proportional volume 
by cities (in proportion to the number of 






Ease of access 
by car
Visibility Social protection Functionality Sufficient pedes-
trian flow
Mix of businesses Attractive  
environment
From the entrepreneurs’ point of view, a perfect centre is attracti-
ve, easy to move in and around, and it is pedestrian friendly, with 
a versatile mix of businesses and plenty of small shops in particu-
lar. There are events to attract customers to the centre as a who-
le, and those who visit the centre also know the shops on the side 
streets. The green, clean and safe centre is also easily accessible 
by car. 
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Visibility was valued in pedestrian streets,  
transport connections on non-pedestrianised streets
The most valued factors for entrepreneurs were reputation and visibility of 
the area, easy access by car, good business facilities and substantial pe-
destrian flow. Proportionally, pedestrianised street entrepreneurs value the 
reputation and visibility of the area, substantial pedestrian flow, versatile 
mix of businesses, pleasant street environment and good cycling conditions 
more highly. On non-pedestrianised streets, the proportion of entrepreneurs 
who value ease of accessibility by car (traffic conditions and parking) or pub-
lic transport and affordable rents was higher. The pedestrian street respon-
ses were more divided between several factors, whereas non-pedestrianised 


























































Figure 7. Things that the entrepreneurs value in their current location (three 
main options). The size of the column indicates the importance of the 
factors among all respondents, with pedestrian and motor vehicle street 
responses separated. For example, the reputation and visibility of the area 
was valued by 45% of the respondents. Out of these, approximately three-
fifths were located on the pedestrian street (proportional importance within 
respondent groups).
Reputation and visibility of the area
Good business facilities Substantial pedestrian flow
Ease of access by car
Versatile mix of businessesGood public transport connections
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Pedestrianisation changes the commercial structure 
The publication “Erikoiskauppa kaavoituksessa” (“Specialised stores and 
town planning”) by Tuomas Santasalo and Heli Heusala [11] describes the 
changes taking place in a city core when a shopping street is converted into a 
pedestrian street. The material used in the publications includes, for example, 
changes that took place on seven different pedestrian streets in Finland.
• Pedestrian streets attract fashion and telecommunications shops, 
restaurants and other specialised stores like gift and interior design 
boutiques and opticians. Respectively, service providers like post offi-
ces, banks and insurance companies tend to move away. The more the 
commercial structure of the street already resembles that of a typical 
city core, the smaller the changes.
In a nutshell, according to the publication the most significant factors and 
planning principles to remember include the following:
• City centres should be developed actively into shopping districts so that 
there is no need to move outside the central business district.
• There should be uniform and original yet versatile store concentrations in 
the city centre, and psychological barriers between the customers and 
the stores should be minimised.
• There should be a versatile range of differently-sized business facilities 
available in the city core, including small ones that enable new business 
and newly-founded specialised stores to move to the centre.
• The best business locations enjoy the greatest flow of customers (up to 
fourfold on pedestrian streets). Clothing and book stores, florists, cafés 
and restaurants get the greatest number of buying customers.
• Women are the most important customer group for specialised stores (up 
to 80% of all customers). This should be taken into account in planning 
the commercial environment.
• There should be enough business facilities available to create competiti-
on that keeps the rents as low as possible. 
• Using the street space for marketing and sales purposes enlivens the 
centre and creates a pleasant commercial environment.
• The city core should be developed constantly in cooperation with the 
interest groups, like property owners and trade associations.    
Impact on the turnover
A good quality pedestrian environment attracts customers. Out of all 
respondents, 64% thought that location on a pedestrian street is po-
sitive or very positive with regard to the business’ turnover. 20% of the 
respondents thought the impact was negative or very negative. Looking 
at the differences between the cities, there are significant statistical dif-
ferences between the “old” pedestrians cities (Pori, Jyväskylä and Oulu) 
and the two other cities (Tampere and Kokkola). 
Also, there are significant statistical differences internal to these groups 
when the businesses located on the pedestrianised and non-pedestria-
nised streets are studied separately. In the old pedestrian street cities, 
responses estimating the impact of location on the pedestrian street 
most positively were given by those located on the pedestrian street. 
The second most positive responses were given by businesses on the 
non-pedestrianised streets in these cities. These are followed by pe-
destrian street respondents from the “developing” pedestrian cities and 
non-pedestrianised street respondents, who were the most negative in 
their estimations.
All in all, a little over 60% of the respondents estimate the impact to be 
positive, and a little under 20% think that it has no bearing on turnover.
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Figure 8. Estimated impact of the busi-
ness’ location on a pedestrian street on 
the turnover.
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Location, location, location
Location, as we all know, is one of the most important factors of busi-
ness success. In their current locations, the respondents valued reputa-
tion and visibility the highest, the latter also being the factor that many 
of them would have liked to see improved. The respondents also valued 
good business facilities, substantial pedestrian flow, good public tran-
sport connections and a versatile mix of businesses around their loca-
tion. Of the motor vehicle street businesses, a little more than one-third 
would like to relocate given the chance. Out of these, 53% would like 
to operate on a pedestrian street. Of the pedestrian street respondents, 
approximately one-quarter would like to relocate, and most of them 
(67%) to a better place on the pedestrian street. 
Therefore, the study clearly showed that the cities have a rather strictly 
defined business “hotspot”, typically a certain street corner or address 
on the city’s pedestrian street. This conclusion is connected to the fact 
that the businesses would like to see the “hotspot” and the flow of cus-
tomers distributed across a wider area. 
Tampere is the only exception to this rule, as there the most sought-after 
location is not on the pedestrian street but on Hämeenkatu, which is the 
main street. Based on the survey findings, the reason for this is better 
visibility and flow of customers due to the superior number of passers-
by. Furthermore, answers to the open questions show quite irrevocably 
that Kuninkaankatu pedestrian street in Tampere is not considered to 
be a particularly successful pedestrian street. This may also explain why 
so many respondents in Tampere had a negative view of the impact of 
pedestrian street on turnover. 
Figure 9 (above). In Tampere, Hämeenkatu is the 
most sought-after business location. On a summer  
weekday, the diurnal pedestrian flow on Hämeenkatu  
is approximately 1,300 per hour (as of 2011).
Figure 10 (below). Pori’s pedestrian street was com-
mended by the entrepreneurs. The diurnal pedestrian 
flow on a summer weekday on Yrjönkatu is also 1,300 
per hour (as off 2011).
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Mode of transport and spending power: personal views 
vs. reality
Entrepreneurs, or the loudest of them at least, object to pedestrianisa-
tion virtually without exception in those cities that do not yet have a pe-
destrian centre. The greatest concern for entrepreneurs is that the pe-
destrianisation of the city’s core streets would cost them customers who 
traditionally reach them by car. In international studies, this problem has 
been approached by studying the spending power of the customers by 
modes of transport and then comparing the views of the businesses to 
the actual transport mode of their customers. This is also true of the sur-
vey conducted in Finland. 
Jyväskylä was found to be the only city where there were significant 
differences between the answers from pedestrian and non-pedestrian 
street respondents. In general, the importance of pedestrians is unde-
restimated and that of cars overestimated. The role of public transport is 
also overestimated. 
Figure 11. Age and sex ratio of shopping trip trav-
ellers in the Tampere region [23]. The trend should 
be applicable to other cities. Already from an early 
age, women make more shopping trips than men. 
Differences between the sexes even out over the 
age of 55, or are even reversed. Shopping trips 
make up a significant part of all daily trips made by 
those over 65.  
These findings conform to those made in international studies. Motorists 
are considered to be the most significant customer group even though 
the role of pedestrians and cyclists is also significant. Probably the best 
way to see this significance is to look at the daily shopping, commer-
cial and pleasure- and hobby-related trips made to city centres by diffe-
rent modes of transport (Figure 14). It is also worth noticing that women 
make more shopping trips than men, and that shopping trips make for a 
considerable part of trips made by those over 65 (Figure 11). It is essen-
tial to understand the shopping visitor profiles when planning the mobili-
ty environment of shopping areas.     
Figure 12. This photograph of 
Copenhagen’s Strøget seems to 
validate the studies indicating that 
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The more pleasant the environment, the further we are 
prepared to walk 
What is the distance that motorists are prepared to walk from the car park 
to their destination? This has been studied by measuring the distances mo-
torists walk from shopping centre car parks. In Tampere, the issue can be 
studied by comparing Ideapark shopping centre, which is favoured by mo-
torists, with the city centre. At Ideapark, cars are often parked approximate-
ly half a kilometre away from the shops. When the environment is pleasant 
and pedestrian-friendly, people are prepared to walk further without giving 
it a second thought. Therefore the City of Lund in Sweden, for example, has 
invested in making the routes from the parking facilities to the centre more 
pleasant. In Lund and Linköping, many parking facilities have connections 
to shopping centres from which there are exits leading directly to the pe-
destrian centre. 
Figure contains material from the Topographic database provided by the NLS, 10/2013.
Figure 14. Number of weekday shopping, 
commercial and pleasure- and hobby-re-
lated trips to the centre by main modes of 
transport in Jyväskylä, Pori and Tampere 
(Jyväskylä Regional Travel Survey, 2009; 
Oulu Regional Travel Survey, 2009; Tam-
pere Regional Travel Survey, 2012).
Figure 13. The length and strenuousness of 
travelling distance is determined not only by 
how demanding it is physically but also by 
its “mental length”. In Lund, attempts have 
been made to reduce the mental length from 
the fringes of the city core to the commercial 
by improving the pedestrian environment, 
for example. Different kinds of functions are 
located in connection to the parking facilities, 




















































Cycling in the centre
Importance of various actions
The respondents were asked to evaluate the importance of various city 
centre development actions in their respective cities. In general, all de-
velopment in itself is probably considered important, but by comparing 
the cities with each other it is possible to estimate whether some ac-
tions are considered more important in one city than another. 
In general, improving cycling conditions was considered relatively im-
portant in all of the cities. In Oulu, Pori and Tampere, improving cycling 
conditions was considered to be most important. In Tampere, there was 
an emphasis on improving mobility conditions, while in Oulu the empha-
sis was on the development of bicycle parking facilities. However, 10% 
of respondents in Tampere did not consider improving the cycling mobi-
lity conditions important at all.
Improving the cycling
Improving the bicycle parking facilities
Very important Fairly important Not very important Not at all important
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Ease of movement
In Kokkola, improving information and guidance and considering the 
needs of disabled people more were considered more important actions 
than in other cities. In all the cities, at least three-quarters of the res-
pondents felt that considering the needs of disabled people more and 
improving traffic safety were important. 
Improving traffic safety More consideration for the disabled people
Better information and signage
Very important Fairly important Not very important Not at all important
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Level of pedestrian orientation in the centre
Respondents in Kokkola and Tampere objected most strenuously to 
suggestions to restrict motor traffic. 61% of the respondents in Tampe-
re did not consider motor traffic restrictions in the centre to be impor-
tant, although half of the respondents felt that expanding the pedestrian 
centre was an important development action. 
Respondents in Pori were the most adamant about retaining their cur-
rent pedestrian streets, and 61% of all respondents also felt that the 
pedestrian centre should be expanded. Jyväskylä and Oulu were also 
sympathetic towards their current pedestrian streets. In Jyväskylä and 
Oulu, 56% and 74% of the respondents respectively felt that the pe-
destrian centre should be expanded. Providing more space for pedest-
rians was considered the most important issue in Oulu and the least im-
portant in Kokkola and Tampere.
Increasing the number of common spaces was considered the least im-
portant issue in Kokkola and Tampere. However, increasing the number 
of trees and plants was considered the most important issue in Tampe-
re. Events and markets were on the wishlist of cities in the open ended 
questions and this can be seen here as well. At least one third of res-
pondents considered increasing the amount of events very important in 
all of the cities. In Oulu and Tampere up to 50% considered increasing 
the number of waste bins very important. 
Expanding the pedestrian centre
More space for pedestrians
Other: allowing motor traffic to the existing pedestrian streets
Tampere: no motor traffic limitations in the city core
Very important Fairly important Not very important Not at all important
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Comfort in the centre
Increasing the number of trees and plants More waste bins
More events, market days etc. More seating and common places
Very important Fairly important Not very important Not at all important
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Figure 17 (next page). Sheffield’s 
propositions for better city centre 
on display in the Winter Gardens. 
Citizens and business owners are 
given a chance to comment on the 
plans and to discuss with the city 
officials. 
Figure 16 (on left). The most 
typical businesses utilizing street 
space are  florist’s and fashion 
stores. This makes the street look 
interesting and lively as long as 
there is enough space for pedestri-
ans as well.
My business’ immediate surroundings 
have a clear area and shopping identity
0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
I feel that I can have an influence on how 
the centre is developed
I can utilise the street space in my 
business activity
It is easy to give feedback on the 
development projects
I get enough information regarding 
various city centre projects
I keep in contact and cooperate with the 
businesses in the immediate surroundings
Cooperation with other entrepreneurs, but not with the city
In Tampere, the survey was conducted approximately half a year later than 
in the other cities, and the form had an extra question enquiring about the 
entrepreneurs’ opinions on their opportunities to contribute and coopera-
te. Less than one-fifth of the respondents felt that they had good chances 
to give feedback on the development projects. However, the most nega-
tive overall score was given to their perceived opportunities to contribute 
on the development of the centre. More than half of the respondents were 
adamantly of the opinion that they cannot influence the way the centre is 
developed. The results are quite worrying for interest group cooperation, 
and they demonstrate that there is plenty of room for improvement in enga-
ging with entrepreneurs and getting them involved.
On the positive side, the street-level stores seem to cooperate with each 
other and feel strongly about the identity of the surroundings of their own 
businesses. More than three-quarters of the respondents did not feel that 
they can utilise the street space in their business. This is, however, not 
surprising, bearing in mind that half of the respondents were located on a 
non-pedestrianised street. The questions are based on the expert findings 
regarding attractive shopping environments including street-level stores 
and cafés “sprawling” onto the street, and a clear and identifiable identity. 
I agree I somewhat agree I somewhat disagree I disagree
Figure 15 (above). The Tampere 
survey, conducted half a year later 
than in the other cities, asked the 
respondents to comment on some 
statements regarding their opportu-
nities to impact on decision-making.
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Balancing the external and internal accessibility of a city 
core
Thull and Mersch [26] have studied the significance of accessibility and the 
quality of the urban environment on the city core’s economic regeneration in 
Christchurch, New Zealand. There are three factors to be considered when 
studying the accessibility of a centre: distance between offices (travel time 
by various transport modes), transport modes available (options and servi-
ces offered by the transport system) and socio-economic factors (like eco-
nomic situation, physical condition, attitudes and opinions).
The attractiveness of a centre can be determined by the “quality and quan-
tity of time utilisation possibilities”. Therefore, the attractiveness of a centre 
can be guaranteed with a comprehensive mix of high quality activities. At-
tractiveness is strongly linked to traffic safety and social protection, noise 
and air pollution and the aesthetic character of the built environment.
City core attractiveness and accessibility are very closely linked to each ot-
her. Good accessibility by car requires a high class road network offering 
quick and easy access to parking facilities in the centre. However, the clo-
ser the cars get to the city core, the more the traffic causes negative urban 
environment problems, like congestion, lack of safety and noise and air pol-
lution. High city core motor traffic volumes decrease comfort in the centre 
and make fluid pedestrian traffic more difficult.
Therefore, the accessibility of a centre can be divided into external and in-
ternal accessibility. Internal accessibility refers to the pedestrian environ-
ment within the city core. External accessibility refers to the ease of ente-
ring the city core from outside the centre. The challenge is to find a way 
to balance the attractiveness of the city core and internal accessibility with 
external accessibility.
[26] 
Supply increases demand, and demand means purcha-
ses on pedestrian routes.
“Wallet density” increases turnover, and the density is at its highest 
where there are pedestrians. In the city core, in particular, the most eco-
nomically sound option is to invest in pedestrian routes that allow for 
a significantly greater capacity in the confined environment than non-
pedestrianised routes. Though “supply creates demand” also applies 
to pedestrian routes, a pedestrian street is usually a good solution in 
places that already have substantial pedestrian traffic due to some fac-
tor attracting pedestrians. The analogy is similar to that applied when 
building motor vehicle routes: motorways are built in places where there 
are already busy main routes, in order to improve the existing services.
The most sought-after business location in the city centre is also the 
place where there is the biggest number of customers. A pleasant wal-
king environment attracts people to stay longer in the city core, and this 
is positive to the entrepreneurs in the area. The significance of this on 
the city core economy should not be underestimated. It is also worth 
noting that significant positive effects have 
Deliberation
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The city centre as a shopping centre
Unfortunately, the law of supply and demand applies here, too: the rents 
of business facilities are often higher. The development actions should 
be planned in advance to ensure that the centre will have a diverse se-
lection of businesses and that small local businesses can operate in the 
centre. An imbalanced mix of businesses, an impersonal street scene 
and a lack of individual identity in a city centre do not promote the 
centre’s attractiveness and competitiveness. The business facilities of-
fered should be varied in terms of size and price level. 
One way to control rent levels is to ensure the visibility and versatility of 
the business facilities. If the identity and ownership base of a city core 
are still in the forming stage, development companies can be used to 
manage and develop the city core into a busy commercial and cultural 
hub. In Finland, we have different kinds of city centre associations. El-
sewhere in the world there are examples like centre management ser-
vices that have the power to develop and manage the city core as if it 
were a shopping centre. The aim is to achieve, among other things, an 
optimal mix of businesses. To do this, the management must be subtle.
As studies show, pedestrian streets best serve businesses and activities 
of a certain type. Therefore, the reality is that some types of businesses 
are simply excluded when planning the pedestrian centre. These busi-
nesses might later find themselves relocated on the fringes of the cent-
re. Pedestrian streets or areas are just not equally suited to all kinds of 
businesses. This is a good thing to remember in case there is pressure 
to try to accommodate all parties.
Security is a part of pleasant city centre
City core management also has to do with factors that undermine so-
cial protection, like the disadvantaged and groups of youths that may 
cause disturbances. Even if the feeling of insecurity is not necessarily 
connected to actual vandalism or attacks, it is a significant factor in-
fluencing on the attractiveness of an area. Therefore, the city should 
discuss the matter with property holders and businesses. Planning the 
environment, including lighting and fields of view, with safety in mind is 
one way to control the situation. Some of the survey responses show 
signs demanding, for example, that the amount of seating should to be 
reduced because it seems to attract the disadvantaged. The problem 
should, however, be solved by some other way than taking away com-
fort-increasing services from all people using the centre.  
Furthermore, it is important to remember that young people and the 
disadvantaged are also groups that use the services of the city. If they 
are evicted from one area, they will simply move to another. In the case 
of substance misusers, it would be advisable to utilise the know-how 
and experience of the police and social services on substance misuse 
treatment facilities. The problem does not go away merely by treating 
the symptoms, nor can the authorities simply remove the substance mi-
susers from the city. However, security guards and camera surveillance 
has been used in  the UK, for example, to improve security in certain 
areas. In the case of groups of youths, a dedicated facility for young 
people near the city centre might work.
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Motor vehicle street converted to a common area
In Zürich, the busy Limmatquai, carrying motor and tram traffic along the 
banks of the Limmat, was converted into a shared space public transport 
street, and the pavement facilities were improved. Following the changes, 
the number of people spending time in the area rose 121%, while the num-
ber of cyclist rose 18% and that of pedestrians 17%. Cyclists in particular 
began to use the Limmatquai route by the river. However, the amount of pe-
destrian flow on the adjacent streets only dropped by few per cent. Further-
more, the number of seats available in the street cafés increased by 45%, 
with utilisation rate increasing from 21% to 30%; this without any changes 
to the adjacent streets. According to a survey, 94% of the visitors and 60% 






Seeing the forest for the trees
A city core must be seen as a whole, not just as a single market or a 
street corner. Although each city might have a point of interest or a 
centre point, it is a good idea to remember that businesses are located 
all over the centre.  Visibility, which is closely linked to location, is ext-
remely important for business. It is also beneficial to visitors in the city 
centre that they should know about services outside the main street. 
Here too, a working analogy would be a shopping centre where there 
are maps that guide you to find what you are looking for. Events are 
used to draw people to the centre, allowing diverse use of various urban 
facilities situated at different locations.
Strengthening the identity of the various areas in cooperation with the 
street-level storekeepers and property owners is one way of increa-
sing the visibility of the side streets. Through uniform appearance of the 
street spaces and frontages, street events, advertising and branding, it 
is possible to turn certain quarters into products with a strong identity. 
The city can help by cooperating with the entrepreneurs and property 
owners. Examples of this kind of place-making include Tori Quarters in 
Helsinki, Carnaby Street in London, Temple Bar in Dublin and Old Por-
voo. All these areas have dedicated web pages providing information on 
shops, restaurants, hotels, events and other points of interest.   
Figure 18. Pedestrian flow on the 
Limmatquai in Zürich increased by 
17% after the street was converted 
into a shared space public transport 
street, increasing the overall comfort 
in the area. [27]
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Figure 20, 21, 22 ja 24. Carnaby 
Street in Soho, London. Small bou-
tiques in the back alleys area easily 
found thanks to shopping maps 
displayed in the area. Marketing and 
branding have been centralized in 
the benefit of all of the shopkeepers.
Pedestrian culture development takes time
Based on the survey, cities with a successful and established pedestrian 
street tend to view improvements in the pedestrian environment more 
positively. Good examples bring good publicity, and good experiences 
do not go unnoticed among the other entrepreneurs in the area. Howe-
ver, good examples in other cities do not necessarily convince every-
body that a pedestrian street would work in their own city. This is par-
ticularly true in the case of earlier negative experiences with pedestrian 
streets. In general, respondents with a negative outlook on pedestrian 
areas think that pedestrian streets only attract substance misusers. Pos-
sible reasons for the negative views expressed in “young” pedestrian 
cities may be that the pedestrian centre is still looking for its identity or 
that feeder services and winter maintenance are not implemented pro-
perly. A pedestrian centre can be seen as a self-developing ecosystem, 
and a pedestrian culture is not created overnight. 
Communication: stumbling stone or support?
Development of the city centre should be discussed among city officials 
and various interest groups, especially business owners, rather than on 
the pages of newspapers. Open and active communication and engage-
ment with business owners and property owners as part of the develop-
ment project should be an integral part of any development project. 
Based on the survey, the entrepreneur’s dream centre is not such a far 
cry from that which cities in general want their centres to be. Information 
gaps cause conflicts. Lack of information can lead to false assumptions, 
dissatisfaction based on uncertainty and feelings of disrespect. After 
all, what is at stake here is the business’ immediate operating environ-
ment that should, ideally, be an asset for the entrepreneur. This is the 
entrepreneur’s “turf”. In addition to what is about to be done, it is just as 
important to impart how and why it is done. 
Mutual understanding can be greatly facilitated by having a vision for 
the city centre, based on the views of the city core interest groups. The 
principles of sustainable development are not necessarily the driving 
factors for entrepreneurs, nor do they need to solve local government 
finance, congestion or transport system problems. Although business 
people are not necessarily experts in urban and traffic planning, they are 
an essential city core interest group.
In its most basic form, establishing a line of communication can mean 
visiting the stores located on the main shopping street. It would be very 
dangerous to assume that the most vocal interest group member should 
represent and reflect the opinion of all of entrepreneurs. 
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To summarize
Communication between entrepreneurs 
and city officials without any go-bet-
weens is crucial for fluent development 
schemes.
Strenghtening the originality and identity 
of different areas in the city core serves 
both shopkeepers and customers as well 
as the legibility of the city.
City centre may be seen as a shopping 
and experience centre, which too requi-
res co-ordination and systematic deve-
lopment in order to function in the best 
manner. In that case it is worth being 
aware of ones most important customer 
groups.
Finding balance between attractiveness 
and inner and outer accessibility is chal-
lenging but rewarding. Good accessibili-
ty benefits everyone, pedestrians are an 
important customer group and attractive-
ness raises the value of an area. 
It is possible to produce positive effects 
on pedestrian and customer flows even 
with smaller measures.
Comprehensive planning creates condi-
tions for success in the long run. Pedest-
rian culture does not emerge over night.
Vision, consensus, communication, com-
prehensive management, originality and 
identity, both small and large measures, 
prioritizing, balance between accessibili-
ty and attractiveness.
Cultural change  
takes time Key words
Recognizing  
the facts
Small, too,  
can be beautiful
City centre as a 
shopping centre










The ideals of city administration and 
shopkeepers aren’t far from each other. 
Preconditions for fruitful collaboration 
exist.
Even though the city core always has 
its focal points, one should not forget 
the shopkeepers earning their living two 
blocks from the main street either.
A pedestrian street serves shopping and 
city life well, but it is not the optimal loca-
tion for all kind of businesses.
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Cycling potential and geographic 
information
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Main routes to where the potential users are
The best cycling cities in Europe all have a top-notch cycling infrastruc-
ture. A good cycling infrastructure consists of a safe, logical and hie-
rarchical cycleway network, functional cycle parking, clear signage and 
high-quality services. The good thing about the cycling infrastructure in 
these cities is a result of decades of transport policy promoting fluent 
urban traffic. 
A well-implemented cycleway network is hierarchical and serves the 
users as efficiently as possible. This means that the cycling connections 
are implemented and maintained with care to where the demand is the 
greatest (Dill, 2004). The core of a cycleway network consists of a main 
route network connecting the most important destinations. The main 
network must be supported by a lower level regional network. The re-
gional network channels cyclists together from various destinations and 
directs them onto the main routes. The main routes ensure that the ma-
jor cyclist flows can move fluently. 
Information on decisions promoting sustainable mobility
For a long time now, transport policy has been dominated by motor 
traffic. Therefore, the cycleway network has been developed where it 
has been easy to build. The emphasis of transport policy is slowly being 
transformed to promote walking, cycling and public transport. This has 
also brought on a change at the level of principles. Cycleway networks 
are no longer designed as by-products of motor traffic. Instead, the ten-
dency is to plan cycleway networks where the demand is.
An analysis of cycling potential reveals areas with demand for high-
quality cycling conditions. At the same time, the analysis reveals those 
Why is analysis of cycling potential so important?
Fig. 1. Typically short and regular, 
journey to school is a potential cycling 
journey. (’s-Hertogenbosch, the Neth-
erlands)
areas which are not so relevant from a cycling point of view, providing 
information that can be used when allocating resources.
Like walking, cycling as a mode of transport is usually a fairly unknown 
territory for cities. The traffic models used as basic information when 
planning the routes, for instance, are typically only prepared for passen-
ger traffic and public transport. Traffic models for cycling are still relati-
vely rare. The municipalities usually have a good overview of the qua-
lity of the cycling infrastructure, but precise route-specific information 
is often lacking. Some municipalities, of course, do conduct condition 
surveys on their transport network. In some municipalities, cyclist flows 
are counted, but the systematic utilisation of the results is still in its in-
fancy. When analysing cycling potential, new information is gathered by 
collecting data from various sources and then combining it, for example.
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Fig. 2  Besides individual determinants, bicycle use is determined by factors like political 
will and the travel impedance of cycling and other modes of transports. (From Rietveld & 
Daniel, 2004)
There are many determinants of bicycle use
There are several factors determining the use of bicycles as a mode of 
transport, and these have been studied by Rietveld and Daniel (2004, 
Figure 1), among others. Individual factors, like significance of gender, 
age, activity and income level are important when studying the cycling 
potential. Income level, for example, correlates with vehicle ownership 
and therefore has an impact on the mode of transport chosen. Age can 
affect physical fitness. Here, activity refers to the individual habitual tra-
vel behaviour determined by the location of the work or study place and 
the domiciles of friends and relatives. Socio-cultural factors determine, 
for example, how one views the importance of cycling on a national le-
vel. In the United States, for instance, cycling is not considered a part 
of everyday mobility but more of a recreational activity (Pucher et al., 
1999). In India, on the other hand, the amount of cycling is strongly re-
lated to social class. According to a study carried out in Delhi, the share 
of cyclists out of all transport modes in the high income group is only a 
few per cent compared to that of almost 40% in the low income group 
(Tiwari, 2002).
There are also costs involved in cycling, referred to in a broader sense 
as travel impedance. Cycling travel impedances include, for example, 
financial costs (purchase of the bicycle), travel time, level of comfort and 
feeling of safety, and physical strain of cycling. In cycling, travel time is 
determined by factors such as the geometry of the terrain and the struc-
ture of the city. In some advanced cycling cities in the Netherlands, the 
city has been divided into sectors between which free access is pos-
sible only on foot or by bicycle. Cars have to use the ring road to get 
from one sector to another. Thus, the travel time by bicycle is competi-
tive when compared to that by car. Another important factor is comfort, 
determined by factors such as the quality of the cycling infrastructure, 
weather conditions and topography. The risk of accident and feelings of 
safety are partly individual factors, but the day and time in question and 
urban infrastructure also matter. (Rietveld & Daniel, 2004)
Besides improving the infrastructure, a local authority can make cycling 
more attractive by other means, such as making the city structure 
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more compact or by regulating the cost of private motoring. To impro-
ve cycling, it is important that costs should be lower than that of priva-
te motoring. This way, cycling would be an attractive, comfortable and 
quick mode of transport as opposed to cars. 
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Short journeys are potential cycling journeys
Pedestrian and bicycle journeys, though typically relatively short in 
length, are made in great numbers. According to the Finnish National 
Travel Survey, 32% of all journeys are made on foot or by bicycle. In 
kilometres, however, they represent only about 5% of distance travel-
led each day. (Finnish Transport Agency, 2012). Based on the Tampere 
region travel survey, as a mode of transport, cycling is at its most popu-
lar on journeys to work, school or place of study. The combined share 
of walking and cycling of all shopping and pleasure- and hobby-related 
journeys is over 40%. (Kalenoja et al., 2012, figure 3)
Cycling is a significant mode of transport, especially among school 
children. Cycling retains its significant role among the younger working 
population, but the share of cycling as a mode of transport clearly starts 
to diminish after the age of 30. Among the elderly, the share of cycling is 
less than 5%, but the share of walking as a mode of transport is respec-
tively higher than among the working population. (Kalenoja et al., 2012, 
Finnish Transport Agency, 2010; Figure 4)
Hilliness is a significant travel impedance
Topography is a major factor in the attractiveness of cycling. Steep or long 
gradients are often perceived to be difficult to cycle up. Longitudinal gra-
dient usually refers to a per cent value that indicates the steepness of the 
slope on the route section in question. A longitudinal gradient of 2%, for 
example, means that the difference in altitude over 100 metres is two met-
res. 
The Finnish pedestrian and cycleway planning guide recommends that 
longitudinal gradient should not exceed 3%. Longitudinal gradient is a ma-
jor factor decreasing the attractiveness of cycling. For some cyclists, even 
a longitudinal gradient of 5% means that they have to walk their bicycle on 
the slope. (Finnish Road Administration, 2008). The impact of longitudinal 
gradient on the attractiveness of cycling has been studied. According to a 
study analysing journeys to and from work, the flexibility factor between 
longitudinal gradient and journeys to work is –0.839. Therefore, a 10% in-
crease in hilliness decreases journeys to work by 8.39%.
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2.5.3 Kulkutavat ikäryhmittäin 
 
Kulkutapojen käyttö on eri ikäryhmissä hyvin erilaista. Kuvassa 2.17 on esitetty Tampereella asu-
vien kulkutapajakauma ja kuvassa 2.18 matkaluku ikäryhmittäin. Alle 14-vuotiaat tekevät Tampe-
reella lähes 60 % matkoistaan kävellen tai pyörällä. Myös joukkoliikenteen matkaluku on lapsilla 
melko suuri. Eniten joukkoliikennettä käyttävät kuitenkin 15–17-vuotiaat, jotka tekevät noin puo-
let matkoistaan joukkoliikenteellä. Mopon osuus on suhteellisen suuri 15–17-vuotiaiden tekemis-
tä matkoista. 
Myös nuorten aikuisten keskuudessa joukkoliikennematkustus on yleistä – 18–24-vuotiaat tekevät 
noin kolmanneksen ja 25–29-vuotiaat noin viidenneksen matkoistaan joukkoliikenteellä. Vähiten 
joukkoliikennettä käyttävät 30–64-vuotiaat miehet, joiden matkoista joukkoliikenteen osuus jää 
6–8 %:iin ja päivittäinen henkilöautomatkojen määrä on 1,7–2 matkaa päivässä. Joukkoliikenteen 
käyttö on kuitenkin yleistynyt myös työikäisten miesten keskuudessa, sillä vuoden 2004–2005 
liikennetutkimuksessa osuudet olivat selvästi pienemmät. Yli 55-vuotiaat naiset käyttävät joukko-
liikennettä yhtä paljon kuin 25–29-vuotiaat.    
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Fig. 4. Example of the transport mode ratio of Tampere residents by age group. 
(Kalenoja et al., 2012)
Fig. 3. Transport mode ratio of journeys to Tampere city centre by travel group. (Kale-




Kuva 2.46 Tampereen keskustaan suuntautuvien matkojen kulkutapajakauma matkaryhmittäin. 
 
 
2.10 Kotitalouksien autollisuus ja autonkäyttötottumukset 
 
Tampereella asuvista 28 % asuu autottomassa kotitaloudessa, 54 % yhden auton kotitaloudessa ja 
17 % moniautoisessa kotitaloudessa (kuva 2.47). Autollisuus on yhdyskuntarakenteen osissa hyvin 
erilaista. Pientalovaltaisissa asumisympäristöissä autollisten talouksien osuus on suurempi kuin 
alueilla, joissa aluetehokkuus on suuri. Omakotitaloissa asuvista vain 5 % on autottomia, ja moni-
autoisissa talouksissa asuvien osuus on lähes 40 %. Lapsiperheet ovat tyypillisesti melko autoistu-
neita, sen sijaan nuorten aikuisten talouksissa on paljon autottomia talouksia ja muita ikäryhmiä 
enemmän myös yhden auton talouksia.  
Muissa tutkimusalueen kunnissa yhden auton talouksissa asuvien osuus on 50 % ja moniautoisissa 
talouksissa asuvien osuus 41 %. Vain 9 % asukkaista asuu autottomissa talouksissa. Kuvassa 2.48 
on esitetty asukkaiden jakautuminen autollisiin ja autottomiin talouksiin ikäryhmittäin ja asuin-
talon tyypin mukaan. Varsinkin Tampereen ympäryskunnissa lapsiperheiden autollisuus on havait-
tavissa moniautoisissa talouksissa asuvien suurena määränä. Omakotitaloissa asuvista 55 % asuu 
taloudessa, jossa on enemmän kuin yksi auto. 
Kuvassa 2.49 on esitetty kulkutapajakauma Tampereella, kaupunkiseudun muissa kunnissa ja tut-
kimusalueen muissa kunnissa autollisuuden mukaan jaoteltuna. Autottomissa talouksissa suurin 
osa matkoista tehdään jalan, joukkoliikenteellä ja pyörällä. Usean auton talouksissa henkilöauton 
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2.10 Kotitalouk ien autollisuus ja autonkäyttötottumukset 
 
Tampereella as vista 28 % suu au ott mas a kotitalou ss , 54 % yhden auton kotitaloudessa ja 
17 % moniaut ises a kotit loudessa (kuva 2.47). Autollis us on yhdyskuntar kenteen osissa hyvin 
erilais . Pientalovaltaisissa asumisympäristöissä a tollisten talouksien osuus on suurempi kuin 
illa, joissa aluetehokkuus on suur . Omakoti loissa asuvist  vain 5 % on autottomia, ja moni-
autoisissa talouksissa asuvien osuus on lähes 40 %. Lapsiperheet ovat tyypillisesti melko autoistu-
neita, sen sij an nuorten aikuisten talouksissa on paljon a tottomia talou sia ja muita ikäryhmiä 
e mmän myös yhden uton talouksia.  
Muissa tutkimus lueen kunnissa yhden auton talouk issa asuvien osuus on 50 % ja moniautoisissa 
talouksissa asuvien osuus 41 %. Vain 9 % asukkaista a uu utottomissa talouksissa. Kuvassa 2.48 
on esitetty asukkaid  j kautuminen autollisiin ja autottomiin talouksii  ikäryhmittäin ja asuin-
talon tyypin muka n. Varsinkin Ta pereen ympäryskunnissa l psiperheide autollisuus on havait-
tavis a moniautoisissa talouksissa asuvien suurena määränä. Omakoti loissa vista 55 % asuu 
taloud ssa, jossa on enemmän kuin yksi auto. 
Kuvassa 2.49 on esitetty kulkutapajakauma Tampereella, kaup nkise dun muissa kunnissa ja tut-
kimusal een muissa kunnissa autollisuuden mukaan jao eltuna. Autottomis a talouksissa suurin 
osa matkoista tehdään jalan, joukkoliikenteellä ja pyörällä. Usean auton talouksissa henkilöauton 
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2.10 Kotitalouksien autollisuu  ja utonkäy tötottumukset 
 
Tampereella asuvista 28 % asuu autottomassa kotital ude sa, 54 % yhden auton kotitaloudess  ja 
17 % moniautoisessa kotitaloudessa (kuva 2.47). Autollisuus on yhdyskuntarakenteen osissa hyvin 
erilaista. Pientalovaltaisissa asu isympäristöissä autollisten talouksie  osuus on suurempi kuin 
alueilla, joissa aluetehokkuus on suuri. Omakotitaloissa a uvi ta ai  5 % on autott mia, ja moni-
autoisissa talouksissa asuvien osuus on lähes 40 %. L ps perh et ov t tyypillisesti elko a toi tu-
neita, sen sijaan nuorten aikuisten talou sissa on paljo  autotto ia tal uksia ja m ita i r iä 
enemmän myös yhden auton talouksia.  
Muissa tutkimusalueen kunnissa yhden uton talouksissa a uvien osuus on 50 % j moniautoisissa 
talouksissa asuvien osuus 41 %. Vain 9 % asukkaist  asuu autottomissa talo ksissa. K v ssa 2.48 
on esitetty asukkaiden jakaut min  a t llisii  ja a ttomii  talo sii  ikä yhmittäin ja asuin-
talon tyypin mukaan. Varsinkin Tampereen ympärysk nn lapsiperheiden autolli uus on havait-
tavissa moniautoisissa talouksissa asuvien suurena määrä ä. O akotitaloissa as vista 55 % as u 
taloudessa, jossa on enemmän kuin yksi auto. 
Kuvassa 2.49 on esitetty kulkutapajakau a T mp reella, kaupu ki e dun m issa kunniss  ja tu -
kimusalueen muissa kunnissa autollisuuden mukaan jaoteltun . Au ttomiss  talouksissa suurin 
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2.10 Ko italouksien autollisuus ja a ton äyttötottumukset 
 
Tampereella suvis  28 % su  autottomassa k titaloudessa, 54 % yh n uton k titaloudessa ja 
17 % mon autoisessa k ti aloudes a (k va 2.47). Autollisuus on yhdyskuntarakenteen osissa hyvin 
erilai t . Pientalovalt i sa a u is mpäristöissä au llisten talouksien os us on suurempi kuin 
alueil a, jo ssa al etehok  on uur . Omak titaloi sa asu is a va n 5 % on autottomia, ja moni-
autoisissa talo ksi sa asuvien osuus on lähes 40 %. La sip rhee ovat tyypillisesti melk  autoistu-
neita, sen sijaan nu r en i uisten talo ksissa on paljon utottomia talouks a ja muita ikäryhmiä 
enem än myös yhden a to talouksia.  
Muissa tutkimusalueen kunnissa yhden auto talo ksi sa asuvien suus n 50 % ja mon autoisissa 
talo ksi a asuvien osuus 41 %. V in 9 % asukk i t asu  autottomissa talouksissa. Kuvassa 2.48 
on esi etty sukkaiden jaka tuminen autollisiin ja autottomiin talouksiin ikäryhmittäin ja asuin-
talo yypin muka . Varsinkin T mpereen ym äryskun issa lapsiperheiden autollisuus on havait-
t vissa mon autoisissa talouksi sa asuvien suurena määränä. Omak titaloi sa asuvista 55 % asuu 
taloudes a, j ssa on enemmä  kuin yksi auto. 
Kuvassa 2.49 on esitetty kulkutapaj kauma Tampereella, kaupunkiseud n muissa kunnissa ja tut-
kim salu en mui sa ku nissa autollisuuden muk an jaoteltuna. Autottomissa talouksissa suurin 
osa matkois a tehdää  ja an, j u koli kent ellä ja pyörällä. U e n auton tal uksissa henkilöauton 
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Kuva 2.46 Tamp reen keskustaan suuntautuvien matkojen lkut paj kauma matkaryhmittäin. 
 
 
2.10 Kotitalouksien utol isu s j  autonkäyt ö ottum k et 
 
Tampereella asuvista 28 % asu  au ttom ssa kotitaloudessa, 54 % yhden auton kotit loudess j
17 % moniautoi essa kotitaloudessa (kuva 2.47). Aut lli uus on yhdyskunt rakenteen o issa hyvin 
er laista. Pientalov ltai iss  asumisympäristöis ä autollisten talouk ien su s on suurempi k in 
alueilla, joissa aluetehokkuus on suuri. Omakotitalois a suv t  vain 5 % on au ottomi , ja moni-
autoi iss  talouk issa asuvien o uu  on lähes 40 . La sip rheet ov t tyypilli est  melko a o tu-
neita, sen sijaan nuorten aikuisten talouk issa on paljon au tomi  tal uksi ja mui  ikäryhmiä 
nemmän myös yhden auton talouksia.  
Muissa utkimusalueen kunnissa yhden auton talo k issa vien osu s o  50 % ja moni utoi issa 
talouk issa asuvien osuus 41 %. Vain 9 % asukkai ta su  u t omi s  t lo is a. K v ssa 2.48 
on esi etty asukkaiden j kautumi en autollisi j  u ttomiin t louksi n ikäryh ittäin j  asuin-
talon tyypin mukaan. Varsi kin Tampereen y päryskunniss  l siperh iden a o li uus on h vait-
tavissa moniautoi iss  talouk issa asuvien suurena mä r ä. Om kot t l i s  asuvista 55 % a uu 
taloudessa, jossa o  nemmän kuin yksi auto. 
Kuv ssa 2.49 on esi etty lkut paj aum  Tampereell , a punkise d n mui sa k nn s ja -
kimusalueen muissa kunniss  autollisuuden muk an ja eltuna. Au tomiss  ta ou is a suuri  
osa matkois a tehdään jalan, joukkoliikenteellä ja pyör llä. Usean auton talo k issa he il auton 
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Level of research
Cycling potential has been studied from various perspectives. Most of 
the studies are conducted regionally from the point of view of cycling 
potential and studies analysing the accessibility of specific destinations. 
On the following pages, some of the cycling potential evaluation met-
hods described shortly above are looked at in more depth.
• To evaluate the share of the daily journeys that could be cycled or 
walked, a method developed in London was used to analyse travel 
survey material gathered between 2005 and 2007.  Potential cycling 
and walking journeys were evaluated based on criteria such as tra-
vel length, day and time or age of the traveller. The study concluded 
that the share of cycling and walking out of all modes of transport in 
London would increase by up to 50% if half of the potential cycling 
and walking journeys were to be cycled or walked.
• The Cycling Potential Index developed in the UK reveals cycling la-
tency. The method acknowledges three factors, namely the topo-
graphy, the socio-demographic structure of the area, and the mean 
length of journeys to work. The method can be used, for example, 
to evaluate the potential usage of an existing or planned cycleway.
• The Cycle Zone Analysis developed in Portland, United States, is 
used to create regional models of cycling potential. It can be used 
to provide versatile information on the conditions and potential of 
cycling. The method can, for instance, provide a city-wide map of 
potential cycling areas that can be used when allocating cycling inf-
rastructure investments and so on.
• The Bikeshed Analysis can be used to evaluate the accessibility of 
various destinations by cycling based on the travel impedance ac-
cording to the cyclist's energy consumption. Factors contributing to 
energy consumption are hilliness, air resistance, rolling resistance 
of the tyres, speed and the combined weight of the bicycle and the 
cyclist. The method has been used in the United States in Montgo-
mery County, Maryland, where cycling accessibility areas were for-
med based on the planned light railway stations.
Bikeability – quality index for cycling conditions
The Bikeability Index is a quality index for cycling condi-
tions, and it can be used to evaluate cycling potential. 
Based on the analysis, it is possible to create maps that 
describe potential cycling areas, similar to a heat map. 
The index is composed of the following five sub-factors 
(Winters, 2011):
1. Amount/density of cycleways
2. Separation of cycling from motor vehicle traffic
3. Connectivity of the cycleways to the rest of the traffic 
network
4. Topography, or slope of terrain



























Fig. 5. Example of Bikeability Index analysis of the Vancouver metropolitan 
area in Canada. Green areas represent high-quality cycling potential condi-
tions, yellow represents average quality and red represents low quality. 
(Figure: Winters, 2011)
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Huge potential for cycling or walking journeys
London aims to have a 5% cycle mode share by 2026, a fourfold inc-
rease to that of 2001. As a base for the target, the daily potential cycling 
journeys in London have been evaluated. The material for the analysis 
was travel survey material gathered in London between 2005 and 2007. 
The material was studied for cyclable journeys that are made using 
some other mode of transport. (TfL, 2010)
Potentially cyclable journeys were determined based on factors like tra-
vel length, day and time and age of the traveller. Furthermore, potential 
journeys that were estimated to take over 20% more time by cycling 
than by the original mode of transport were ruled out. Out of the 18.5 
million daily journeys, 6.1 million were made by cycling or on foot, and 
the number of potential cycling journeys was 4.3 million. If all current 
and potential journeys were made on foot or by bicycle, it would mean 
10.4 million journeys in total, bringing the share of the combined mode 
of cycling and walking up to 56% instead of the current 33%. (TfL, 2010)
Currently, two-thirds of cycling journeys made in London take place wit-
hin the inner city, but more than half of the potential journeys are located 
in the suburban areas. Therefore, there is significant potential for pro-
moting cycling in suburban areas, and this can be activated by building 
good cycleways, for example. (TfL, 2010)
Fig. 6 (above). According to the 
potential analysis, 10.4 million of 
the 18.5 million journeys made in 
London could be made by cycling 
or walking. (Original figure: TfL, 
2010)
Fig. 7 (below). Origins of potential 
cycling journeys. Most cycling 
journeys start in Central London, 
but the number of potential cycling 
journeys in the suburbs is also 
significant. (Figure: TfL, 2010)
Analysis of cycling potential in London
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Source: Analysis of Cycling Potential, London Travel Demand Survey 2005/06 to 2007/08 
Figure 2.4  Potentially cyclable trips by trip origin, London residents 
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Fig. 8 (above). Since 2010, London 
has had a cycle hire system, cur-
rently offering 8,000 bicycles for 
hire at 600 docking stations.
Fig. 9 (below).  Out of the potential 
journeys, 3.45 million, or 80%, are under 
5 kilometres in length. With an average 
speed of 15 km/h, the cycling time for 
this average journey is 20 minutes maxi-
mum. (Figure: TfL, 2010)
Important findings from the London survey
• Out of all journeys made by motor vehicles in London, 4.3 
million could have been made by bicycle, which would be 
23% of all journeys. If all the potential cycling journeys 
were made by bicycle, the combined transport mode share 
of walking and cycling would be 56%.
• Two-thirds of the potential cycling journeys are made by 
passenger cars. 
• Out of the journeys, 40% are shopping and recreational 
journeys. Approximately one-quarter of the potential jour-
neys are work-related.
• Out of the potential cycling journeys, 3.5 million would 
have lasted 20 minutes or less by bicycle.
• Central London is a major hub of origin and destination 
points for potential cycling journeys.
• 54% of potential cycling journeys take place within outer 
London, the incorporation of which requires large-scale in-
vestment in cycling infrastructure.
• The typical London cyclist is male, aged between 25 and 
44, and has a good income. Typical travellers on the po-
tential cycling journeys consist of women, people from eth-
nic minorities, young people, the elderly and people on low 
incomes.
1.66 million jour-
neys with a length 
of under 2 km
1.79 million 
journeys with a 
length of between 
2 and 5 km
860,000 journeys 
with a length of 
between 5 and 
8 km
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Analysis reveals hidden potential
The cycling potential index developed in the UK provides a method, 
based on objective and numerical data, for analysing the geographical 
potential of cycling. The analysis can be used to give recommendations 
based on which investments should be allocated. With the method, it is 
possible to calculate a national cycling index allowing comparison bet-
ween different districts or even cities. (Steer Davies Gleave, 2010)
The cycling potential index considers the following three factors: topo-
graphy, socio-demography and mean length of the cycling journeys. The 
method is designed to determine hidden potential, with less attention 
paid to the current infrastructure. The areas are compared to each other 
by ranking them by each of the three factors. If there are, for example, 
30 cities in the comparison, the best city gets 30 points per section and 
the worst one gets one point. (Steer Davies Gleave, 2010)
Flat cities have greater potential
Topography is evaluated based on the SRTM (Shuttle Rada Topo-
graphy Mission) data provided by NASA in a regular grid of altitudes at 
a 90-metre resolution. The cities are compared by determining the dif-
ferences in the topography of the city regions. From a cycling potential 
point of view, it is only natural that flat city regions top the survey and 
receive higher points than hilly city regions. (Steer Davies Gleave, 2010)
Users based on socio-demographics
The analysis utilises the MOSAIC dataset, which divides consumers into 
different groups based on socio-demographics. The MOSAIC dataset 
includes information like household size, income, employment and car 
ownership. For the analysis, the consumer groups are classified into the 
Distance is a factor in potential cycling to work
Besides hilliness, the length of the journey is an important factor in 
cycling potential. According to the London travel surveys, the share of 
cycling journeys drops considerably when the journeys are in excess of 
5 km. However, journeys of up to 8 km are considered cyclable.  The 
regional potential of cycling to work has been evaluated by comparing 
the ratio of journeys to work with a distance under 8 km (distances as 
the crow files) to all journeys to work. Also from this point of view, the 
areas with the shortest distances to work have the greatest potential for 
cycling. (Steer Davies Gleave, 2010)
Fig. 10. The MOSAIC dataset 
consists of the following six 
components: demographics, 
socio-economics and con-
sumption, financial measures, 
property characteristics, 
property value and location. 
(Figure: Steer Davies Gleave, 
2010) 
Cycling Potential Index
FIGURE 3: COMPONENTS OF MOSAIC 
1.12 We have added to this classification data on the propensity to cycle for each MOSAIC Type 
from a variety of survey data sources from across the country.  Using travel survey data we 
have categorised each of the 64 Types as having very low, low, average, high or very high 
potential to cycle. We have then calculated the average potential to cycle for each urban 
area by applying the following weighting factors to the populations: 
I very low = 50 
I low = 75 
I average = 100 
I high = 150 
I very high = 200 
1.13 Note that more precise factors could be used, but would require more data (a limitation 
being the typical survey sample sizes of cyclists).  
1.14 The output of this is an average population factor (index) for each urban area, which has 
also been converted to a rank for each category of urban area. The results of this for 
Major Urban Areas is shown in Table 1.1. This shows the population based ranking, with 
Cambridge at the top (the population with the greatest propensity to cycle), and 



























following five cycling potential categories: very low, low, average, high 
and very high. (Steer Davies Gleave, 2010)
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Fig. 11. The figure in the upper left-
hand corner presents the cycling 
potential index in hexagonal areas. 
The red areas have the lowest and 
the green areas the highest cycling 
potential. The yellow areas indicate 
average potential. The potential in-
dex consists of three factors: terrain 
(above right), demography (bottom 
left) and distance to the workplace 




























































































60 - 80 (well below average)
81 - 100 (below average)
101 - 110 (average)
111 - 130 (better than average)
131 - 160 (much better than average)
P:\CGG\Projects\22431901\Bournemouth CPI.mxd
Bournemouth, Poole and Christchurch
Figure 2.2 Cycle Potential Index
© Crown Copyright Reserved
    Ordnance Survey
© 2009 TeleAtlas N.V.s-Hertogenbosch.  



























































































0 - 50 (very hilly)
51 - 75 (hilly)
76 - 100 (average)
101 - 150 (quite flat)
151 - 200 (very flat)
P:\CGG\Projects\22431901\Bournemouth CPI.mxd
Bournemouth, Poole and Christchurch
Figure 2.3 Cycle Potential Index - Terrain
© Crown Copyright Reserved
    Ordnance Survey
© 2009 TeleAtlas N.V.s-Hertogenbosch.  

































































































Bournemouth, Poole and Christchurch
Figure 2.4 Cycle Potential Index - Demographics
© Crown Copyright Reserved
    Ordnance Survey
© 2009 TeleAtlas N.V.s-Hertogenbosch.  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Journey to Work Distance
40 - 80 (long JTW distance)
81 - 100 (above average JTW distance)
101 - 120 (average JTW distance)
121 - 150 (below average JTW distance)
151 - 200 (short JTW distance)
P:\CGG\Projects\22431901\Bournemouth CPI.mxd
Bournemouth, Poole and Christchurch
Figure 2.5 Cycle Potential Index - Journey to Work Distance
© Crown Copyright Reserved
    Ordnance Survey
© 2009 TeleAtlas N.V.s-Hertogenbosch.  
    All rights reserved. 
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Versatile information on regional cycling potential
The Cycle Zone Analysis developed in Portland, United States, is used 
to create regional models of cycling potential. In the method, the wider 
area to be analysed is divided into zones that are seen as homogeneo-
us from a cycling condition viewpoint. The aim is to produce versatile 
information on the cycling conditions and potential. When the analysis 
is performed on a city- or region-wide basis, it provides an overall pic-
ture of cycling conditions and, at the same time, reveals the areas with 
the highest potential for cycling. This way, it can be used to support 
decision-making when allocating resources for cycling condition impro-
vements. (Geller, 2008)
A time series analysis is also possible, provided that there is enough 
historical data available on the area. This would provide information in-
dicating the development of the cycling conditions of the city over time. 
It enables the determination of the actions that have promoted cycling 
potential. The credibility of the method can be reviewed by calculating 
the cyclist flows from various areas and comparing them to the potential 
indicated by the method. (Geller, 2008)
Wider use of material
The Cycle Zone Analysis consists of the following three parts: zone 
analysis, intersection quality index and bikeway quality index (Figure 
12). The zone analysis determines factors like topography, road net-
work connectivity and land use (Figure 13). The intersection quality in-
dex mainly determines safety of the intersections, including the num-
ber of lanes to be crossed and the control method used (traffic lights, 
stop signs, obligation to give way). The bikeway quality index considers 
factors like the surface type, lighting, signage/marking and parking. It is 
important to take different factors into account, as studies have shown 
that the built environment has a significant impact on bicycle use (Win-
ters, 2010).
Cycle Zone Analysis
Fig. 12. The Cycle Zone Analysis evaluates cy-
cling potential based on three different sectors. 
(Figure: Fadum & Patterson, 2010)
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Support for planning the strategic investment allocation
The strength of the Cycle Zone Analysis is the wide information base 
and well-founded compilation of the data. The new information provi-
ded by the method can shed light on the strengths and weaknesses of 
the various areas (Figure 14). Among other things, this enables different 
kinds of investments to be allocated more precisely to the areas. The 
analysis can, for instance, show that although an area has a high cycling 
potential, there are also many dangerous intersections there. On the ot-
her hand, the analysis can be used as a basis for prerequisites and ac-
tions needed to develop a low potential area into a higher cycling poten-
tial area. The above-mentioned cases are just a few examples where the 
method provides ample facts to facilitate decision-making. 
Fig. 13 (left). Example of the way the 
information on residential and em-
ployment density has been combined 
with land use mix and then classified 
to evaluate cycling potential. The cy-
cling potential of an area can be high 
if the area in question has a high resi-
dential and employment density and a 
land use mix that promotes shopping 
or personal business trips or journeys 
to work. (Figure: Fadum & Patterson, 
2010)
Fig. 14 (below). Map of the Van-
couver area cycling potential analy-
sis performed using the Cycle Zone 
Analysis. Blue areas have high cycling 
potential, light yellow areas the low-
est. In case of a need to emphasise 
a certain factor, the method allows 
changes to the way the different fac-
tors are weighted, such as the impact 




Topography and attractiveness of cycling
Travel costs are an important criteria when selecting a transport mode, 
and not all costs are measured financially. This explains the use of the 
term "travel impedance", which can include factors like travel time, fee-
lings of insecurity, heavy physical stress or bad weather. 
The Bikeshed Analysis considers hilly terrain by determining the energy 
needed for cycling. Using this method, it is possible to create accessi-
bility areas with a certain amount of energy. Accessibility areas are ty-
pically determined by distance (such as a distance of one kilometre), 
but in the Bikeshed Analysis the method is to define the areas based 
on energy consumption (such as 10,000 joules). Therefore, the method 
includes not only the distance but also the topography.
Energy consumption depends on many factors
In the Bikeshed Analysis, the travel impedance used is the calculated 
energy consumption of the cyclist. The energy consumption is calcula-
ted based on a formula that includes topography, air resistance, rolling 
resistance of the tyres, speed and the combined weight of the bicycle 
and the cyclist. The impact of topography on the cyclist's energy con-
sumption is significant. The following examples indicate the energy con-
sumed on a one-kilometre cycling journey:
• flat terrain: 7,050 joules
• 1% uphill slope: 14,900 joules
• 2% uphill slope: 22,700 joules
• 5% uphill slope: 46,300 joules
Fig. 15. The principle based on which accessibility areas are created using the Bikeshed Analy-
sis. In the graph, the grey area represents the area on the fringes of which it is possible to cycle 
from the centre point using a certain amount of energy. In the example on the left, there is a 1.5% 
uphill slope to climb when travelling to the east, but in the north-south orientation the terrain is 
flat. The downhill slope to the west means that the accessibility area using the same amount of 
energy is larger than that when travelling to the east. The figure on the left also shows the optimal 
location for a public transport terminal. When the terrain in front of the terminal is flat (towards 
the west, south or north), it has a larger accessibility area than when it is hilly (towards the east). 
Examples: Topography’s Influence on Bikesheds
Extent and cross-sectional view of “hillside” 
bikeshed with a 1.5 percent slope. 
• With the same level of 
energy consumption, 
downslope allows a 




























Extent and cross-sectional view of near and 
distant hills with 4 percent slope. 
• The closer the slopes 
to the origin of trip, 
the more substantial 
its effect on the size 
of bikeshed; the 
smaller the size gets.
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Five different methods to create accessibility areas
The Bikeshed Analysis used five different methods to create accessibili-
ty areas. The first method uses the distance as the crow flies, the other 
the street distance in the network. The two were used in the study as 
the reference points with no consideration to the other factors. The third 
method considered the gradient but not the directionality. This means 
that all slopes are considered as uphill slopes. Consequently, the acces-
sibility area of the third method is always smaller than that of the others. 
The fourth method considers both the slope and the directionality. This 
means that, for example, the accessibility area is different depending 
on whether the direction is to or from a public transport stop. In the 
fifth method, the accessibility areas were determined as in the fourth 
method, with the exception of also including the intersections. The in-
tersections were included because they are likely to force the cyclist to 
stop and then accelerate back to the travel speed, requiring the use of 
extra energy. The five different accessibility areas created based on the 
methods are presented in Figure 16.
Multiple potential applications
The Bikeshed Analysis allows hilly environments to be taken into ac-
count in a new way, and for its impact on the travel impedance of 
cycling to be systematically calculated. Consequently, the method has 
multiple potential applications. In the original study, the method was 
used to locate accessibility areas for light railway stations. Other app-
lications could include evaluation of the accessibility areas for a cycle 
hire system, or determining the travel impedance for a cycling route gui-
de. Using energy consumption as the travel impedance in cycle traffic 
models would make the models more realistic compared to those using 
only the distance of travel. Energy consumption calculation could be 
used when creating recreational routes or to categorise the cycling rou-
tes into light or demanding routes.
15
Figure 7: Identified Bikesheds in Method 1 through 5 in Bethesda Area and in 
Lyttonsville Area 
(a) Bethesda 




























Fig. 16. Bikeshed Analysis accessibility areas determined based on an energy consumption 
of 50,000 joules. When travelling as the crow flies, this amount of energy would allow for ap-
proximately seven kilometres of cycling on flat terrain.
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Potential analysis for cycling to work
Mapping journeys to work
In the advanced European cycling cities, high-quality main cycling rou-
tes control the main cyclist flows. In the starter cycling cities, the cycling 
infrastructure is often poor in quality and lacking in route hierarchy. 
Using the journey to work potential analysis, it is possible to illustrate 
the directions of the journey to work flows and to analyse major journey 
to work routes. The method can also be used to detect missing con-
nections by comparing the modelled network to the current cycleway 
network.
Material used
The method utilises the Monitoring System of Spatial 
Structure (MSSS) data provided by the Finnish Environ-
ment Institute. The MSSS database contains data desc-
ribing varying urban structure characteristics in a form of 
geographic information. The material is generated into 
250 x 250-metre grid cells containing information on po-
pulation, workplaces, journeys to work, buildings and pla-
ces of business, for example.  Collected in time series, 
the material makes it possible to generate regionally and 
periodically comparable information. (FEI, 2013)
The journey to work potential analysis utilises the MSSS 
data system material in placing the journeys to work. The 
analysis for the City of Jyväskylä described here used the 
journey to work information from the end of 2009. The 
information is compiled from Finnish Tax Administration 
data and presented in a table where each row describes 
a single journey to work. The row indicates the grid coor-
dinates for the individual’s place of residence and work. 
Data for grids with only five journeys to or from them is 
hidden from the material. This means that precise data 
from sparsely populated areas is not available. Howe-
ver, as the analysis focuses on the main commuter traffic 
flows, it does not have a significant impact on the reliabi-





































© MSSS/FEI, © OpenStreetMap CC-BY-SA
In order to be able to analyse the routes used on journeys to work, the 
journeys must be mapped on the road and street network. This was 
done using the Digiroad data material, which contains national road and 
street network geometry data and diverse characteristics data such as 
road numbering, speed limits and traffic flow information (Finnish Tran-
sport Agency, 2013). The Digiroad material contains geometry data for 
separate walking and cycling routes, but not for the cycling networks 
and pavements located by the roads or streets. Consequently, the basis 
for the potential analysis model also includes the road and street net-
work, with the exception of main motor vehicle routes. 
Amout of trips
Quality Cycle way 1
Quality Cycle way 2
Quality Cycle way 3
Quality Cycle way 4
Quality Cycle way 5
Quality Cycle way 6
Quality Cycle way 7
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Fig. 18. In addition to the national 
road and street network geom-
etry data, the Digiroad data ma-
terial contains a range of diverse 
characteristics data, such as 
road numbering, speed limit and 
traffic flow information. The Digi-
road material is used to map the 
journeys to work on the road and 
street network. (Finnish Trans-
port Agency, 2013)
Fig. 19. A model describing the po-
tential journey to work cycling flows 
in Jyväskylä. The model includes all 
routes under 5 km in length using the 
shortest possible route.
Fig. 17 (left). A heat map of origins 
of journeys to work to Jyväskylä city 
centre. The biggest number of jour-
neys (more than 10 journeys per 250 
x 250 m map grid) to the centre origi-
nate from the green and light-green 
areas.
Description of the method
In the first stage of the method, the journey to work flows to the emplo-
yment areas are described (Figure 17). In the application part, city-spe-
cific employment areas have been selected to produce, in a form of a 
“heat map”, a presentation of the areas in which the journeys to work to 
the employment area originate from. The colours on the map describe 
the number of journeys originating from the area. With the current main 
routes also described in the map, it is possible to determine the missing 
main route-level connections.
In the second stage, the journeys to work are mapped on the road and 
street network using the shortest possible route. When all potentially 
cyclable journeys to work (under 5 km in length) have been mapped, 
they are connected in to a traffic model describing the potential traffic 
flows. The model is visualised by using a thicker line to describe route 
sections with higher potential traffic flows (Figure 19). 
In practice, the analysis produces a model describing the intensity of 
the traffic flows in cases where all journeys to work that are under 5 
km in length would be made by cycling and using the shortest possible 
route. Therefore, the method provides a good overview of an optimal 
cycleway network from the point of view of cycling to and from work. 
© Finnish Transport Agency, © OpenStreetMap CC-BY-SA
Traffic volume 
Qualit  Cycle way 1
Qualit  Cycle way 2
Qualit  Cycle way 3
Qualit  Cycle way 4
Qualit  Cycle way 5
Qualit  Cycle way 6
Qualit  Cycle way 7
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Figures 8 and 9. In Copenhagen, 
this two-way cycleway runs sepa-
rate from vehicular traffic. 
Figures 10 and 11. Separated 
high quality cycle and footways in 
Odense. In the figure on the right, 
the transport modes are separated 
in two levels and with stylish light 
poles illuminating both routes.
From home to the centre
Solutions for cycleways
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Figure 15. A high quality connec-
tion from the residential area to the 
centre. Cars can use the cycleway 
to access the driveways, but 
through traffic is prohibited. (Breda)
Figure 16. An example of street 
space allocation in a residential 
area. Different transport modes are 
separated, with the emphasis on 
the cycleway. The four-metre wide 
route is straight and fast. (Breda)
Figure 12. A straight and fast 
cycleway from the eastern part of 
Odense to the centre.
Figure 14. A good quality cycleway 
in ´s-Hertogenbosch. Pedestrians 
can also use the route.
Figure 13. Pedestrian separa-
tor lane in Odense. The exercise 
equipment on the right is available 
throughout the year.
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Figure 17. The two-way cycleway 
running by the pedestrian area and 
through Odense city centre. 
Figure 19. A two-way cycleway 
running in the middle of a boule-
vard in Rijen, the Netherlands.
Figure 18. A rail is an excellent 
solution where space is limited. A 
good quality cycleway can be built 
on a fairly narrow strip. (Copenha-
gen)
Figure 20. This street has been 
converted into a one-way street by 
turning the other lane into a two-
way cycleway. (Tilburg)
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Figure 23. Pedestrians and cyclists 
use separate lanes even in parks. 
(Copenhagen)
Figure 24. Asphalt surfacing can 
also be used in forest environ-
ments. Asphalt surfacing offers the 
best cycling comfort. (Nijmegen)
Figure 25. The main cycling route 
from Nijmegen central station to 
the university. The 4.5 metres wide 
route makes it possible to overtake 
without using the opposite lane.
Figures 21 and 22. In the Nether-
lands, the cities have high quality 
cycleways leading to the industrial 
and other employment areas (fig-
ure: above from Nijmegen, below 
from Houten).
On the way to work or school
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Figure 26. In the Netherlands, cities are often connected by separate cycleways facilitating safe 
long-distance cycling. The cycle highway between Breda and Etten-Leur is one of the finest in the 
Netherlands. Even in the countryside, it is of better quality than the road that runs alongside it. A 
dream for all cyclists cycling to work or for pleasure.
Figure 27. Cycling highway from 
Delft to the Hague. The surface ma-
terial selected is not ideal, but other 
than that the comfort and pleasure 
of cycling are top-notch. 
Figure 28. Cycleway running along 
the river bank from Tilburg to the 
east toward the city of Breda. Due 
to the low number of pedestri-
ans, they are allowed to use the 
cycleway, eliminating the need for a 
separate pedestrian path.
Figure 29. In the Netherlands, 
mopeds are allowed to use the 
cycleways wherever roads have 
high speed limits. The aim is to 
have separate routes for pedestri-
ans. (Breda)
Figure 30. The flat ground next to 
railway tracks often provides an 
excellent location to build a cycle 
super highway. (Nijmegen)
Between cities
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Figure 31. The elegant new cycling 
and pedestrian bridge built next to 
the old railway bridge in Nijmegen. 
The bridge provides a high class 
river crossing for cyclists travelling 
from the residential area to the city 
centre.
Figure 32. To improve the com-
petitiveness of cycling, this vehicle 
bridge in Delft was converted into a 
cycling and pedestrian bridge.
Figure 33. An exemplary separa-
tion of cyclists and pedestrians in a 
railway underpass. (Tampere)
Figure 34. This combined cycling 
and pedestrian bridge in ´s-
Hertogenbosch has been built in 




Figures 35 and 36. After the cy-
cleway ends, the cyclists continue 
along a parallel mixed traffic street.
Figure 37. The point from which 
cyclists leave the two-way cy-
cleway and enter a mixed traffic 
street. (Tilburg) 
Figure 38. The point where the 
two-way cycleway becomes a one-
way cycleway should have clear 
street markings. (Copenhagen)
Route intersections
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Figures 39, 40 and 41. One-way cycleways are usually the best option on central streets. Two-way cycleways can be used to enable turning around to travel in the opposite direction without un-
necessary street crossings. If only one side of the street is developed, the two-way cycleway is a good solution (figure on the left). Likewise, if the route is mainly two-way and busy, short sections 
should not be converted into two one-way routes (figures in the middle and on the right). A one-way cycleway can, however, be used on the opposite side of the street.
Figure 42. A section of the roadway has been separated to create a two-way 
cycleway. The structural barrier made of kerb stones, bollards and chains protects 
children on their school journeys. Pedestrians and cyclists have separate lanes.
Figure 43. In ´s-Hertogenbosch, a one-way cycleway was converted into this two-way 
cycleway so that children do not need to cross the road on their way to school. The 
cycleway gets narrower further down the route to allow space for the trees. 
Two-way route on a street
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ONE-WAY CYCLEWAYS
Figures 44 and 45. In Copenha-
gen, split kerb stones are often 
used to separate general traffic 
streets from the one-way cy-
cleways. Split kerb stones are also 
used to separate the pavement 
from the cycleway. Due to the 
daily flow of approximately 40,000 
cyclists on Nørrebrogade (figure 
above), the one-way cycleways are 
four metres wide on both sides of 
the street.
Figure 46. On many streets, the 
one-way cycleway is a safer alter-
native to a cycle track. (Odense)
Best solution for population centres
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Figure 47. An example of a high 
quality one-way cycleway: the other 
lane of the roadway is converted 
into a one-way cycleway with a 
structural barrier separating it from 
the roadway. (´s-Hertogenbosch)
Figure 48. The roadway was made 
narrower to allow sufficient space 
for the one-way cycleways on both 
sides the street. The pavements are 
also wide enough. (The Hague)
Shifting space from cars to bicycles
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7/29/13 2:17 PMNurmelanpolku, 05830 Hyvinkää to Uudenmaankatu 39, 05800 Hyvinkää - Google Maps
Page 1 of 2https://maps.google.fi/
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Figure 49. By making the street narrower and restricting the on-street parking, it 
would be possible to have one-way cycleways on Uudenmaankatu in Hyvinkää. 
Visual presentation of the street: Tiia Ruutikainen
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Figure 50. The function of the street can be changed by removing motor traffic from 
one lane and converting the space into a high quality one-way cycleway on both 
sides of the street (Uusikatu, Oulu, concept image).
Visual presentation of the street: Juuso Iivonen
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Figures 51 and 52. If the traffic 
flow increases, the cycleway should 
be separated from the vehicular 
traffic with a separator lane. (Co-
penhagen)
Figure 53. A one-way cycleway 
behind a row of parked cars on the 
street. The cycleway runs unob-
structed alongside the on-street 
parking. (figures: left from Copen-
hagen, right from Odense).
Figure 54. A one-way cycleway 
running alongside a residential col-
lector street. (Breda)
Separator lanes for safety
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Figures 55, 56, 57 and 58. Barrier elements can be used to separate a cycleway from the roadway. It is safer than separation by street markings only. (figures: up-
per left corner from Mexico City, upper right corner from Tilburg, bottom left corner from Vancouver, bottom right corner from Vancouver) 
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Figures 59, 60, 61 and 62. A one-way cycleway can be directed to pass the bus stop from the front or the rear, depending on the space available and 
also on the bus schedules. (Copenhagen)
Cycleways and bus stops
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Figure 64. On Overgade in Odense, mixed traffic could be a safe option. For cycling comfort, 
however, designated cycleways separated by smoother surface material than the historical 
cobblestone surface of the rest of the street is a good solution – especially due to the busy 
cyclist flow on the street.
Figure 63. Sometimes it is necessary to designate part of the pavement for cyclists. Cycling 
and pedestrian safety can be increased by using distinctly different surface materials. One-




Figures 65 and 66. In the Netherlands, the cycle lanes are straight. Cyclist do not need to navigate between parked 
cars, for instance. Motorist opening their car doors can cause hazardous situations, but this is rarely serious enough a 
problem to prevent the building of the cycle lane. The intensity of the vehicle flow and the driving speeds used have a far 
greater influence on safety. (figures: left from Delft, right from Nijmegen)
Figure 68. Contrary to the figure, cycle lanes should 
be straight with no curves to accommodate on-street 
parking.
Figure 69. The cycle lane in the figure is not safe be-
cause heavy vehicles use it as a short cut.
Figure 67. Due to the busy bicycle traffic on the street, the 
cycle lane takes up more space from the street surface than 
the roadway. The wider the lane, the safer it is for cyclists. 
(Odense)
Figure 70. On busy streets with heavy traffic, a one-way cycleway is 
safer than a cycle lane. The safety of a cycle lane can be increased 
by making it sufficiently wide and using street markings to create a 
safety zone for the cyclists. (Ghent)
Good planning is essential
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Figure 71. The Netherlands have advisory cycle lanes for cyclists. Cars are al-
lowed to use the lanes in order to avoid oncoming traffic. Advisory cycle lanes 
are used when the street is too narrow for cycle lanes, but cyclists neverthe-
less need a designated space due to busy car traffic or high driving speeds.
Figure 72. In the Netherlands, advisory cycle lanes are also used on the 
roads. Designated space helps to decrease the feeling of insecurity experi-
enced by the cyclist due to heavy farm-bound traffic, for example. (Rijen)
Figure 73. Colour can be used 
to make the advisory cycle lanes 




Figure 74. Bicycle boulevards are 
an excellent solution with several 
benefits. Cyclist can be directed 
to fast short cuts via quiet streets, 
away from the busy motor traf-
fic. Also, the implementation of 
the boulevard does not require 
extra space. This two-way street 
in Tilburg city centre has been 
converted into a bicycle boulevard. 
Two-way motor traffic is still al-
lowed, but through traffic is not.
Figures 76 and 77. This access 
lane in ´s-Hertogenbosch has been 
converted into a bicycle boulevard.
Figure 75. This street running 
through a residential area was 
converted into a bicycle boulevard. 
(Delft)
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Figures 78, 79 and 80. The main 
streets of this newly developed 
Nijmegen residential area were built 
as bicycle boulevards.
Figures 81 and 82. In Houten, the 
city street network is largely based 
on bicycle boulevards shared by 
cars and bicycles.
2.65 m 5.0 m2.65 m
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SLOW STREETS
Figure 83. The narrow streets of this Delft residential area 
accommodate mixed traffic. To facilitate cycling, cyclists are 
permitted to cycle against the one-way traffic.
Figure 85. In the Netherlands, some cities have opted to bring 
down the speed limits on the residential area streets with 
speed bumps, chicanes or other structural means located 
every 75 metres. (Delft)
Figure 84. Distinctive street hierarchy in Delft.
Figures 86 and 87. Cycling com-
fort can be increased by applying 
traffic calming devices for vehicular 
traffic only. Cyclists can bypass the 
devices. The cycle lanes in figure 
on the left are of the advisory cycle 
lane type. (Delft and Copenhagen)
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Figure 90. Planting can be used as traffic calming devices, 
adding simultaneously to the comfort of the street space. 
(Odense)
Figure 92. Planting adds comfort to the streets and slows the 
traffic down. (Freiburg)
Figure 91. Elegant new residential area in Odense. Streets are 
curvy in order to slow the traffic down. This makes the streets 
safe for children to play on, increasing the utilisation rate.
Figure 89. In the Netherlands, hori-
zontal deflections are used to slow 
down driving speeds on the access 
roads. (Rijen)
Figure 88. Pleasant access street 
in Rijen.
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CYCLING AGAINST THE TRAFFIC ON ONE-WAY STREETS
Figure 93. It is advisable to permit cycling against the traffic on one-way streets. It makes cycling 
faster and easier by eliminating unnecessary detours. (Ghent)
Figure 94. Cycling against the traffic on a one-way street with a cycle lane. (Vienna)
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Figure 95. To improve safety, advisory cycle lanes can be used on one-way 
streets, permitting cycling against the traffic. (Breda)
Figure 97. Intersections are potentially problematic on one-way streets permitting cycling against 
the traffic. One good solution is to use a traffic divider to separate the cyclists from the oncoming 
vehicular traffic. This prevents the motorist from blocking the cyclist’s way. (Vancouver)  




Figure 100. The pleasant and safe 
main street of Houten city centre. 
Cars are not allowed on the main 
street.
Figures 98 and 99. In Delft, cycling 
conditions have been improved 
by limiting or prohibiting vehicular 
traffic on the narrow city centre 
streets.
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Figure 101. Banning vehicular traffic allows for the implementation of high quality cycleways in 
the city core. The width of the motor vehicle streets is usually quite adequate for this (Lappeen-
ranta, Kauppakatu, concept image). 
Visual presentation of the street: Juuso Iivonen
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Figures 104 and 105. Delft (left) and ´s-Hertogenbosch (right) use automatic bollards to restrict access by cars to the city core. Cyclists can bypass the island with ease. 
The bollards are equipped with thermoswitch-controlled heating to ensure proper operation in cold conditions.
Figures 102 and 103. Comfortable cycling conditions in ´s-Hertogenbosch city centre. The figure on the left shows cyclists using roadways formerly reserved for 
cars. The figure on the right is from the pedestrian street with designated space for cyclists, albeit shared with the pedestrians.
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Figure 106. In the University of 
Utrecht campus centre, the traffic 
routes consist of cycleways, bus 
streets and pavements.
Figure 107. Construction work on 
the ring road around Odense city 
centre in 2012. The aim was to limit 
vehicular traffic through the centre. 
To avoid differences in levels, the 
cycleway runs along the cut.
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Figures 108 and 109. Where a left turn is hazardous for 
cyclists, the two stage turn is a good solution. As with the ad-
vanced stop line, the stop line for the cars should be located 
five metres prior to the stop line for the cyclists. Contrary to 
the advanced stop line, the cyclists turn left by first continu-
ing straight through the intersection and then crossing the 
intersection again. (Figures: above from Breda, below from 
Odense)
Figures 110 and 111. At intersections, cycleways or lanes 
can be built to run separate from the vehicular traffic (figures: 
above from Breda, below from the Hague) 
Figures 112 and 113. In the Netherlands, intersections are 
usually designed so that cyclists do not need to cross the 
roadway. Cars cross the cycle lane when turning to the right. 
(Delft) 
Safety and smoothness first
Solutions for intersections
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Figure 114. Cars are not allowed 
to turn on the bicycle boulevard 
diverging to the right. The island is 
there for the cyclist coming from 
the bicycle boulevard. (Tilburg)
Figure 115. Advanced stop line for 
cyclists turning onto the intersect-
ing cycleway. (Tilburg)
Figure 116. Right turn on red 
for cyclists in Odense. Cycleway  
passes the traffic lights.
Figure 117. Right turn on red for 
cyclists indicated on a signal sup-
port. (Delft)
Figure 118. A sign warning the 
motorist turning right of the cyclists 
going straight on. (Delft)
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Clearly indicated obligation to give way
Figure 121. An exemplary pedes-
trian and bicycle crossing. (The 
Hague)
Figure 122. The cyclist’s obligation 
to give way is also marked clearly 
on the islands. (The Hague)
Figures 119 and 120. A cycling 
highway crosses a collector street. 
Motorists give way to the cyclists.
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Figure 123. At intersections, cyclists adhere to similar rules to vehicular traffic. 
Markings for getting into the correct lane and the obligation to give way are clear. 
Pedestrians use the pedestrian crossing. (Delft)
Figure 124. At this dangerous intersection with poor visibility distance, cyclists 
coming from the intersecting cycleway are obliged to give way. (Delft)
Figure 125. A cycleway intersec-
tion alongside general traffic 
streets. The intersecting streets 
have one-way cycleways. Cyclists 
coming from the left must give way 
to the cyclists going straight ahead. 
Those turning left have a separate 
lane. (Odense) 
Cyclists giving way to other cyclists
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Figure 126. Cyclists coming from 
the side street have straightforward 
and clear access to the cycleway. 
When crossing the main street to 
turn to the side street, cyclists must 
give way to the vehicular traffic. 
(Delft)
Figure 127. On quiet intersections 
cyclists follow the same rules as 
motorists. The intersecting collec-
tor street has cycleways on both 
sides. (Odense)
From side street to cycleway
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Figure 128. The slope to the 
cycleway underpass is not as steep 
as that to the roadway. There is 
no need for the cycleway under-
pass to be as high as the roadway 
underpass.
Figure 129. In this Nijmegen 
cycleway underpass, the steepness 
of the slope has been minimised  
(max 4%) by building a long ramp 
to the underpass and by raising the 
roadway (0.8 m). Pedestrians have 
a separate route in the underpass 
under the roadway.
Figures 130 and 131. Grade-separated cycleway intersection. The 
ramp on the left leads down to an intersecting cycleway. The gentle 





Figure 132. A separate one-way 
cycleway has been found to be the 
safest solution on roundabouts. 
(Nijmegen)
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Figure 133. A one-way cycleway 
joins a roundabout next to a road-
way. The barrier between the road-
way and the cycleway prevents the 
motorists from using the cycleway 
as a short cut. (Odense)
Figure 134. A two-way cycleway 
joining a one-way cycleway on a 
roundabout. The solution works. 
It is similar to the one used by 
the cars on the roundabout. (The 
Hague)
Figure 135. Straight cycleway 
bypassing a roundabout. Cyclist 
turning left use the roundabout. 
When on the roundabout, cars and 
cyclists share the same roadway. 
(Odense)
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Figure 136. Smooth two-way cy-
cling on a roundabout made possi-
ble through good designing. Good 
visibility distances and clearly 
marked cycling directions facilitate 
navigation on the roundabout and 
improve the safety of the cyclists. 
(´s-Hertogenbosch)
Two-way roundabouts
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Figure 137. A two-way roundabout cycleway changes into a one-way cycleway. Due to the 
high cyclist flows to and from the university, parts of the roundabout cycleways have two-
way traffic. Good design ensures that the solution works properly. (Nijmegen)
Figure 138. The cycleway encircling the roundabout has been raised above the level of the 
roadway. Two-way traffic is indicated with clear street markings and traffic signs. The motor-
ist’s obligation to give way is also clearly indicated. (´s-Hertogenbosch)
Figure 139. The obligation to give 
way to cyclists already on the 
roundabout is marked clearly. The 
guidance and warning surface for 
people with visual impairments is 
applied on the cycleway crossing. 
(´s-Hertogenbosch)
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Figure 140. Black Sheffield cycle 
stands in the Delft city centre’s 
pedestrian square.
Figure 141. Lockable bicycle boxes 
in a Delft residential area.
Figure 142. Bicycle parking in Delft 
city centre.
Figure 143. Sheffield cycle stands 
by a store entrance in the Delft 
pedestrian area.
Parking solutions
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Figure 144. Parking bays convert-
ed for bicycle parking (London).
Figure 145 In Odense, designers 
have come up with elegant covered 
parking stands for bicycles. The 
stands have a stylish lighting sys-
tem, too.
Figure 146. The entrance to the 
street-level stores has been moved 
into a bay providing covered bicy-
cle parking by the door. (Utrecht)
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Best practices for cycle path winter 
maintenance processes
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Street maintenance is the responsibility of the municipality
In Finland, the law states that maintenance and public sanitation of streets 
and certain public areas are the responsibility of the municipality. The owner 
of a plot has a duty to take care of the maintenance of the pavement next 
to plot by keeping it clear of snow and taking care of gritting and salting, for 
example. Figure 1 presents the responsibilities related to street maintenan-
ce. It is also possible for the municipality to take over the maintenance of the 
pavements belonging to the plot owner. [1] 
According to the law, the municipality has the right to prioritise the streets 
to be maintained. This makes it possible to give priority to the maintenance 
of more significant transport routes. The maintenance classification should 
be performed separately for vehicle traffic, and footways and cycle paths. 
According to the Maintenance and Public Sanitation Act, the roads must be 
kept in a satisfactory condition for traffic. However, the Act does not define 
a specific level for the quality of the maintenance, leaving this the responsi-
bility of each respective municipality. [2]
Therefore, it is the task of a municipality to organise the maintenance as well 
as to define the level of quality and the actions and measures to meet this 
level. Hence the criteria of time limits, snow thickness or the methods to be 
used, for example, can vary significantly between cities. The importance of 
winter maintenance of cycle paths and footways also varies between cities.
Winter maintenance in Finland
4 5
Kenelle kunnossa- ja 
puhtaanapito kuuluu?
Tontinomistajan tehtävät
Tontinomistajan1 velvollisuutena on poistaa lumi ja jää tontin kohdalla ole-
valta jalkakäytävältä. Jalkakäytävälle tai sen viereen aurattujen lumivallien 
poiskuljetus tarvittaessa kuuluu tontinomistajalle. Myös jalkakäytävän vie-
reinen katuoja ja sadevesikouru tulee pitää lumettomana ja jäättömänä.
Tontinomistajan tulee tarvittaessa hiekoittaa jalkakäytävä liukastumisen 
estämiseksi. Keväinen hiekanpoisto jalkakäytävältä kuuluu myös tontin-
omistajalle.
Tontinomistaja vastaa tontille johtavan kulkutien kunnossapidosta ja sii-
hen li ttyen tonttiliittymän kohdalle auratun lumen ja jään poistamisesta 
sekä ojarummun avoinna pitämisestä.
Puhtaanapito kuuluu tontinomistajalle ton-
tin rajasta katualueen keskilinjaan saakka.
Tontinomistajan on huolehdittava enintään 
kolmen metrin etäisyydelle tontin rajasta 
ulottuvan viherkaistan ja ojan alueella 
roskien poistamisesta ja kasvillisuuden 
siistinä pitämi estä. Jo  tällä alueella on 
istutuksia, ne hoitaa kunta.
Kunnan tehtävät
Kunta vastaa ajoratojen, pyöräteiden ja 
yhdistettyjen jalankulku- ja pyöräteiden 
talvikunnossapidosta. Kadun rakenteiden 
ja istutusten kunnossapito kuuluu kunnalle 
koko katualueella.
Kaikkien katualueella olevien istutusten 
ja muiden kuin alle kolme metriä leveiden 
tonttiin rajautuvien viherkaistojen puhtaa-
napito on kunnan vastuulla.
1 Tontinomistajalla tarkoitetaan myös tontin vuokraajaa.
Kunnossa- ja puhtaanapitovastuut kadulla
Sivulla 6 kerrotaan kunnan mahdollisuudesta ottaa kunnossa- ja puhtaanapitotehtäviä hoitoonsa.Fig. 1. Street maintenance respon-
sibilities. In principle, pavement 
maintenance is the responsibility 
of the property owner, and the 
municipality takes care of the other 
traffic routes. [3]
According to the Maintenance and Public Sanitation 
Act, the roads must be kept in a satisfactory condi-
tion for traffic. However, the definition of the level of 
quality is the responsibility of the municipality.
Street maintenance and sanitation responsibilities












Roadway Pavement PROPERTY B
WINTER MAINTE-
NANCE
- snow and ice removal
- anti-skid treatment
- grit removal
- removal of snow 
banks ploughed on the 
pavement and next to 
it
- keeping the gutters 
and storm water chan-












- snow and ice removal
- anti-skid treatment
- grit removal
- removal of snow 
banks ploughed on the 
pavement and next to 
it
- keeping the gutters 
and storm water chan-
nels free of snow and 
ice
SANITATION
- removal of dirt, 
leaves, debris, weeds 
and loose objects
- trimming the vegeta-
tion
SANITATION
- removal of dirt, 
leaves, debris, weeds 
and loose objects















- repair of road surface
- maintenance of street 
fixtures
- maintenance of traf-
fic signs and signposts
OTHER MAINTE-
NANCE
- repair of road surface
- maintenance of street 
fixtures
- maintenance of traf-
fic signs and signposts
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Challenges in cycle path winter maintenance
Winter maintenance is one of the most important means available for 
controlling cyclist and pedestrian volumes during the winter months. 
The number of cyclists can be increased by keeping the routes free from 
snow and ice. Cycling usually declines during the snowy winter period: 
in the summer time, there can be up to 10 times more cyclists on the 
roads. Although the snow conditions in many Finnish cities are challen-
ging, the number of cyclists can be significantly increased by improving 
winter maintenance. Cycling is also possible in winter as long as winter 
maintenance is used to create sufficient conditions for it. [4] [5]
Fig. 2. Snow ploughed on cycle 
path makes safe movement difficult 
and encourages cyclists to use the 
road instead.
Fig. 3. The excess snow ploughed 
from the road often piles up on 
cycle paths and footways located 
next to the road.
Fig. 4. In winter maintenance, 
intersections are often problematic. 
The snow tends to pile up at the 
ends of the pedestrian crossings, 
making them more difficult to use 
for pedestrians and cyclists. 
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Example cities
In order to find the best cycle path winter maintenance practices, four 
Nordic example cities were selected: Copenhagen, Denmark; Linköping 
and Umeå, Sweden and Oulu, Finland. The material was collected by 
separately interviewing the employees responsible for maintenance in 
each respective city. In all cities, the winter maintenance of cycle paths 
and footways has been prioritised, and various practices are used to 
maintain a high-quality network of cycling and pedestrian routes throug-
hout the year. 
Copenhagen’s winter maintenance processes are among the most ef-
fective. The city lives up to its cycling city reputation in summer and 
winter, as the efficient and proactive use of salt prevents the cycle paths 
from icing over, keeping the cycling conditions safe throughout the 
year. Linköping has set stringent quality requirements for the city’s 90-
km long main cycle path network. Snow coverage of 1 cm is enough to 
send the combined snow sweeping/salting vehicles into action to clear 
the cycle paths of snow and to prevent the road surface from freezing 
over. In Umeå, the snow conditions are challenging. To ensure a good 
level of quality, the City has subsequently decided to maintain the stree-
ts in the city centre area itself. Oulu is probably the best-known cycling 
city in Finland. Thanks to good winter maintenance, cycling is a quick 
and efficient alternative to motoring, even in the winter time.
The methods used to achieve a high winter maintenance quality in the 
example cities differ. The winter maintenance process and methods 
used are adapted to the city-specific characteristics and weather con-
ditions. A common feature for all of the cities is that they appreciate the 
cyclists’ needs and prioritise these in their winter maintenance proces-
ses. 
Implementation of the study
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Linköping Umeå Copenhagen Oulu
Inhabitants 147,334 (2011) 117,294 (2012) 549,050 (2012) 190,847 (2013)
Length of winter 75 days of snow coverage 
(on average, 1961–1990)
150 days of snow coverage (on 
average, 1961–1990)
Cold season 
21 Nov –22 Mar




Approximately 6 degrees 
(yearly mean temperature, 
1961–2011)
Approximately 3 degrees 
(yearly mean temperature, 
1965–2011)
The highest daytime tem-
perature: below 6 degrees 
(on average, 21 Nov–22 Mar)
2–3 degrees
(annual mean temperature)
Snow depth 20 cm (on average, 15 Feb 
1981–1990)
50–60 cm (on average, 15 Feb 
1981–1990)
6.8 cm 
(greatest depth on average, 
8 Jan)
40–60 cm 
(on average, 15 Mar 1981–2010)
Table 1. Winter conditions in the 
example cities. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 
[11] [12]
Winter conditions in the example cities
Winter maintenance is mainly organised based on the weather conditions, 
which vary from city to city. In Copenhagen, there is not a lot of snow in 
the winter, but slipperiness often causes problems. In Oulu and Umeå, the 
ground may be covered with snow for more than 150 days of the year. This 
means that ploughing and snow storage become critical factors. In Linkö-
ping, the winter conditions are somewhere in between those of the other 
cities. See Table 1 for winter conditions in the cities studied. 
CopenhagenLinköping OuluUmeå
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Winter maintenance processes in example cities
One step at a time toward objectives
Efficient and effective winter maintenance requires a well-planned main-
tenance process. Each part of the process must function seamlessly to-
gether to ensure a route that is safe and easy to navigate. Each study 
city has worked out their winter maintenance differently, but the level of 
cycle path and footway maintenance quality has been raised to a high 
level in all of them. It is even higher than that applied to road maintenan-
ce. See Table 2 for some key figures related to winter maintenance in 
the example cities.
With regard to winter maintenance, it is particularly important that the 
City upholds the set quality requirements and that the high winter main-
tenance levels are adhered to. Because it is seldom possible to achie-
ve the high-quality standards with respect to the whole route network, 
Linköping and Umeå, for example, have prioritised a network of routes 
to be maintained at a particularly high maintenance quality level. The 
network is used to inform the citizens of the routes that are suitable for 
pedestrians and cyclists throughout the year, regardless of the weather. 
Cyclists and pedestrians must be assured that the route is always going 
to be safe to use. 
Quality criteria must be set so that the stated qua-
lity level can be maintained throughout the entire 
winter.
It is wise to start improving the quality of winter maintenance through 
small actions rather than trying to raise the quality level of the entire net-
work immediately. For example, by selecting one of the most heavily-
used cycle paths and then promising to keep it in good condition, it is 
possible to show the inhabitants what a high level route at its best can be 
like. This way, you can attract more people to engage in winter cycling. 
In Umeå, for example, the maximum snow coverage on the prioritised 
cycle path network was previously 2 cm. However, the City soon realised 
that keeping up that quality level was too challenging, and the snow limit 
was raised to 4 cm. The citizens have been happy with this change, be-
cause they now know what kind of winter maintenance quality level to ex-
pect. Even with the raised snow limit, the high-quality winter maintenance 
in Umeå makes cycling easy.
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Linköping Umeå Copenhagen Oulu*
Snow ploughing
times per winter
100, class I cycle paths
25, class II cycle paths
(on average)
30, class I cycle paths










100, class I cycle paths
25, class II cycle paths
(on average)
19, class I and II cycle paths
(on average)
29, class A cycle paths
9, footways
(2011/12)







162,520 m3 (2011/12) In an average winter, snow re-
moval is not required
approximately 300,000 m3 
(including footways in the 
city centre)
Budget per year Footways and cycle paths 
approximately 2.4 mil-
lion in EUR (20 million in 
SEK)
Total budget approximately 4.1 
million in EUR (about 35 mil-
lion in SEK)
Cycle paths approximately 0.8 
million in EUR (about 7 mil-
lion in SEK)
Total budget 4.7 million in EUR 
(35 million in DKK), 
Cycle paths and footways not 
separated
EUR 720,000 per year, class I 
pedestrian and cycle routes
EUR 550,000 per year, class II 
pedestrian and cycle routes
Cycle paths, km Ca. 560 km (including 
the prioritised 90 km long 
network) (2012)
67 km, prioritised routes
171, other cycle paths and 
footways (2012)
358 km (2012) 600 km (2012)
Table 2. Key figures related to the 
winter maintenance of the study 
cities.  
* The number of times City of Oulu snow ploughs and anti-skid treatments are employed and 
the amount of snow removed only include maintenance actions carried out by Oulu technical 
public utility (TEKLI), not outside contractors.
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Prioritised 90-km cycle path network
In total, there are approximately 560 km of cycle paths and footways 
in the Linköping city area. Out of that, approximately 90 km belong to 
the prioritised cycle path network. The network is designed to connect 
the most important business areas, the university, schools and the city 
centre to the residential areas. The winter maintenance requirements are 
higher for the prioritised network than on other cycle paths. The snow 
limit is 1 cm, and maintenance is carried out using a combination of 
sweeping and salting. Thanks to the prioritised network, the residents 
can rest assured that certain routes will be easily accessible for cyclists 
and pedestrians throughout the winter. 
The general snow limit on Linköping’s street plan is 3 cm (except for the 
local streets belonging to the ‘lokalvägnät’ where it is 5 cm) for cycle 
paths and roads alike. Time limits have been placed to prioritise the win-
ter maintenance criteria of the city centre and travel centre areas. The 
city centre must be clear of snow within 6 hours and the travel centre 
within 3 hours after the snowfall has stopped. 
Fig. 6. The snow limit for 
Linköping’s prioritised 90-km cycle 
path network is 1 cm. [13]
Maintenance requirements
Prioritised 90-km cycle path and footway 
network
• Snow limit 1 cm
• Work must be completed within 4 hours 
from when the snow limit is reached
• Work methods used are sweeping and 
salting. If the temperature falls below –10 
degrees, salt cannot be used. When the 
snowfall is heavy, plough is used instead 
of sweeping.  
Other cycle path and footway network
• Snow limit 3 cm
• Work must be completed within 8 hours 
from when the snow limit is reached
• Methods used are ploughing and san-
ding
Linköping
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Works contracts
There are seven contract areas in Linköping, and six contractors. The 
works contracts are awarded for five years at a time. The contract peri-
od is designed to be long enough to make it worthwhile for the contrac-
tors to invest in new equipment, for example. The contracts are mainly 
based on geographical areas, with the exception of the prioritised 90-
km cycle path and footway network, the maintenance of which has been 
given to a single contractor, even though the network passes through 
several separate contract areas. This way, only one contractor has 
had to acquire the special sweeping and salting equipment required. A 
continuous contract area also ensures that the quality remains uniform 
throughout the route.
The contractors decide themselves when they start the maintenan-
ce, but they are required to send an e-mail notification before starting 
each action. This is to make sure that the city personnel in charge of the 
maintenance are aware of the status of the street network. An e-mail will 
also be sent to the City’s customer service centre so that they are able 
to answer any questions regarding the winter maintenance.
Figures 7 and 8. The prioritised  
cycle path network is maintained 
using a method that combines 
sweeping and salting. During heavy 
snowfall, ploughing is used instead 
of sweeping.
1210
Working dialogue with the contractors
When necessary, the City is in contact with the contractors on a daily 
basis. In their monthly meetings, the City and the contractors discuss 
the work carried out and any problems that may have arisen. Someti-
mes the City personnel in charge of the maintenance take part in cont-
ractor meetings and meet the drivers themselves. This way, they have 
the opportunity to discuss important matters at the grassroots level and, 
on the other hand, to hear the views and comments of the drivers regar-
ding winter maintenance. 
Some contractor equipment has GPS locators, enabling the City to mo-
nitor the maintenance actions. The GPS locators make it easier to track 
where the driver has been at any given time and to verify that all routes 
are cleared as agreed. The locator also provides detailed location infor-
mation on possible road surface failures or other problems reported by 
the driver. The City’s goal is to have GPS locators available on all cont-
ractor equipment.
• The contractors decide when and what ac-
tions they start, and notify the City via e-
mail.
• The e-mail is sent to the City personnel in 
charge of maintenance and those working 
in customer service.
• Drivers keep driver’s logs.
• Some vehicles have GPS locators that allow 
the monitoring of their movements.
• If necessary, the City and the contractors 






















• City representatives and contractors have 
monthly meetings to discuss problems re-
garding winter maintenance, for example.
• City representatives can also visit the 
contractor’s own meetings.
Before taking any action
During maintenance actions
Follow-up
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Pavement maintenance
In Linköping, pavement maintenance is the responsibility of the property 
owner. However, not all property owners carry out their duties in accor-
dance with the required level, which can cause problems – especially in 
the city centre. Therefore, the City initiated a project which aimed to get 
the property owners to purchase winter maintenance services for their 
respective pavements from the contractor managing the area. This way, 
the pavements could be maintained at the same time as the other parts 
of the routes, thus improving quality levels. The method was tested du-
ring winter 2012–2013 on one street section, and the results were pro-
mising. 
Fig. 9. In Linköping, the heating 
system keeps the pedestrian areas 
clear of ice.
Fig. 10. In Linköping, as is the 
case with Finnish cities, pavement 
maintenance is the responsibility of 
the property owner.
1212
Prioritised cycle path and footway network
There is a total of approximately 240 km of cycle paths and footways in 
Umeå. Of these, 67 km belong to the prioritised cycle path and footway 
network, which has more stringent winter maintenance quality require-
ments. The prioritised network connects all residential areas to the uni-
versity, hospital and the city centre. Most of the residents work or go to 
school within these areas, so good connections are important. 
The City has drafted a winter maintenance quality declaration, which 
guarantees that the main streets will be ploughed after a 4–6 cm snow-
fall, and the prioritised cycle paths after a 4 cm snowfall. On the other 
cycle paths and footways, the snow limit is 6–8 cm. On the prioritised 
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Prioritised cycle path and footway network
• Snow limit 4 cm
• Anti-skid treatment should be carried out 
proactively
• Methods in use are ploughing and warm 
wetted sanding
Other cycle path and footway network
• Snow limit 6–8 cm
• Anti-skid treatment is applied when ice 
is detected
• Methods used are ploughing and san-
ding
Warm wetted sand
In the warm wetted sand method, sand is mixed with 
hot water before applying it to the road surface. This 
makes the sand stick more effectively to the surfa-
ce, providing higher traction than in normal sanding. 
In particular, this method is suitable for conditions 
where the temperature is below –1 °C. [14]
The method was introduced in Umeå in 2006 and 
during the winter of 2011–2012 the properties of the 
method were studied by VTI (Statens väg- och tran-
sportforskningsinstitut) [15]. The warm wetted sand 
was found to be more effective than normal sand but 
slightly more expensive. The efficiency of the met-
hod, however, cuts the number of sanding times re-
quired. Therefore, there was no significant increase 
in total costs after introducing the method in Umeå. 
Fig. 11. In Umeå, the prioritised 
cycle path and footway network 
extends to different parts of the 
city. Other cycle paths complement 
the network. [16]
Umeå
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Works contracts
In Umeå, the City itself is responsible for winter maintenance in the city 
centre. The maintenance of the other city areas have been awarded to 
an outside contractor with a 3-year works contract. The contract can, 
however, be extended by a further 2 years. Allthough it is more expen-
sive for the City to maintain the city centre itself than using an outside 
contractor, the City wants to invest in the quality of the maintenance. It 
is possible to guarantee high quality and invest in small details by using 
your own personnel than by using an outside contractor.   
External contractor decides on the actions they take independently, but 
they must contact the City before starting any actions. Subsequently, 
the City always has two employees on standby to receive the notifica-
tions from the contractors and to control the maintenance work. In order 
to manage the maintenance more efficiently, the City aims to take more 
responsibility for decision-making regarding, for example, when the ac-
tions should commence. 
Figures 12 and 13. In Umeå, the 
prioritised network is used to 
separate the cycle path network 
from other traffic in most locations, 
including the city centre. 
1214
GPS locators make monitoring easier
The street and park department at the City of Umeå uses the ISO 9001 
certification, with which the quality of the winter maintenance is monito-
red and evaluated. A GPS tracking system helps with quality control and 
devices have been installed in the equipment of both the City of Umeå 
and the contractor. The system makes it possible to track the move-
ments of the maintenance equipment along the road network, and to 
identify the driver and the time of day. In particular, this makes it easier 
to monitor the actions carried out by the contractor and, on the other 
hand, to locate problematic areas on the map.
Furthermore, the City and the contractor also meet twice a month in the 
winter time. In order to bring up any problems and to be able to address 
them as soon as possible, there are weekly meetings with those respon-
sible for the maintenance performed by the City. 
• The contractors decide when and what ac-
tions to start, and notify the City of them.
• There are two City employees continuously 
on standby to control winter maintenance.
• GPS locators are used to monitor the mo-
vement of the equipment. The information 
reveals the identity of the driver, the time of 
driving and the route taken. 
• The City has its own checklist for mainte-
nance quality monitoring. Quality inspec-
tions are made when necessary. 
• City representatives and the contractor 
meet twice a month. 
• There are weekly meetings with those res-
ponsible for the maintenance performed by 
the City.






















Before taking any action
During maintenance actions
Follow-up
Fig. 14. The City of Umeå has 
opted to build green areas between 
the cycle paths and footways and 
the road, and use them for snow 
storage.
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De-icing system
In Umeå, the most important cyclist and pedestrian underpasses and 
bridges are heated. Heating is used to ensure that these locations are 
safe to move in. In some locations, the motive has been to minimise 
the risk of winter maintenance damage to a particularly expensive sur-
face material.
The heating system utilises district heating circulating water. De-icing 
systems cost 2.5–3 times more compared to the traditional maintenan-
ce methods, but the benefits they offer are deemed to outweigh the 
higher costs.
1216
Continuous cycle path network
In Copenhagen city centre, the street space is usually divided into three 
parts: road, one-way cycle path edged with kerb stones, and pavement. 
There is a total of 358 km of cycle paths, and they are kept free from 
snow by sweeping or, in case of heavy snowfall, ploughing. The main 
method of anti-skid treatment is salting, and the aim is to use it proacti-
vely on the cycle paths. Like Linköping, Copenhagen also uses combin-
ed sweeping and salting equipment. 
The three different maintenance classes in use in the city are A, B and 
C, of which class A is of the highest quality. All cycle paths belong to 
class A, and all pavements to class B. The snow limit for classes A and 
B is 2–3 cm. The roads may belong to class A, B or C. Class C routes 
are cleared of snow only after the higher class routes have been cleared. 
The quality of Copenhagen’s winter maintenance is based on proactive 
salting. The aim is to apply salt to the cycle paths before they freeze, 
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Maintenance requirements
Class A (cycle paths)
• Snow limit 2–3 cm
• The aim is to keep the routes clear of ice 
at all times
• Methods used are sweeping/ploughing 
and salting
Class  (pav m ts)
• Snow limit 2–3 cm
• The aim is to clea  any ice from t  rou-
tes by applying anti-skid treat ent with 
a few hou  delay
• Methods us d a e sweeping/ploughing 
and salting
Fi . 15. Copenha en h  a com-
pr hensive cycl  path n twork that 
is parat d from both motor and 
pedestrian traffic. [17]
Copenhagen
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Works contracts
There are 40 different contractors operating citywide in Copenhagen. 
The contracts have been determined route-specifically, and the num-
ber of routes per contractor can vary. The duration of the contracts is 
four years. The route-specific contracts help to minimise quality issues 
when moving from one contract area to another, and the quality is even 
across the whole street network. 
The contractors have agreed that the last contractor to arrive at a road 
junction clears the junction area of snow. This way, everybody knows 
whose responsibility it is. The City has also taken over some junction 
areas belonging to private roads that otherwise would not be under the 
City’s maintenance responsibility. This is to ensure a high maintenance 
quality level throughout the city and on the main cycling routes. 
The decisions regarding the winter maintenance actions in Copenhagen 
are made by the City. Winter maintenance is managed from a control 
room, from where things like weather conditions and sending orders to 
contractors to undertake actions are monitored. Thanks to the control 
room, dozens of contractors can be managed easily and in a systematic 
manner. 
Control room
The entire maintenance responsibility of the City of Copen-
hagen is controlled around the clock from the control room. 
There are always two duty officers monitoring the weather 
and making decisions on winter maintenance actions. The 
control room receives information from ten measurement lo-
cations around the city. Among other things, the points pro-
vide information about the amount of salt and traction on 
the routes’ surfaces. Around-the-clock monitoring allows for 
high-quality winter maintenance, thanks to proactive salting. 
The duty officers can contact the contractors directly and 
instruct them on what actions should be taken. On the class 
A routes, the contractors have 45 minutes to start work after 
acknowledging the notification. On class B routes, the dead-
line is 1 h 15 min and on the class C routes it is 1 h 30 min. 
The movement of the contractors can be monitored via GPS 
locators. 
In Copenhagen, the last contractor to arrive at a 
junction is required to clear the junction area of 
snow.
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• The control room monitors the weather con-
ditions and decides on the actions to be ta-
ken. 
• The control room sends a message to the 
contractors who acknowledge it and start 
the work within a certain time limit.
• The movement of the equipment can be 
monitored from the control room using GPS 
positioning.
• Quality is always assured after maintenance 
actions.
• The City keeps in regular contact with the 
contractors throughout the winter, giving 
both positive and negative feedback. 
• The City makes the decisions, the contrac-




















The City of Copenhagen has three employees who are responsible for 
monitoring the quality of the winter maintenance. Quality control takes 
place every time the equipment is on the move. 
At the beginning of the winter the City has a meeting with all the cont-
ractors to explain the maintenance procedures. However, the City and 
the contractors exchange information continuously throughout the win-
ter. The City aims to provide the contractors with both positive and ne-
gative feedback when necessary. The idea of the feedback is to let the 
contractors know that they are subject to constant supervision. 
Fig. 16. A salted and swept route 
offers good traction, making cy-
cling safe and easy.
Before taking any action
During maintenance actions
Follow-up
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A separate and straightforward cycle path network
There are approximately 600 km of cycle paths in Oulu, the winter maintenance 
of which has been divided into two quality classes. On the class I cycle paths, 
the snow limit is 2 cm, and the routes are to be ploughed by the end of the follo-
wing workday. In case of continuous snowfall, the snow limit is 3 cm. The snow 
should be ploughed before the following morning and afternoon rush hours at 7 
am and 4 pm, respectively. If there is snowfall after 6 pm, it does not need to be 
ploughed before 7 am the following morning, unless the snowfall is in excess of 
8 cm. On the class II cycle paths, the snow limits are 3 cm and 5 cm in case of 
a continuous snowfall. Slush should be removed from the cycle paths and foot-
ways when it reaches 3 cm on the class I routes and 5 cm on the class II routes. 
[18]
In general, the anti-skid treatment used on the cycle paths is ploughing and san-
ding. At certain locations, separate permission can be granted for the use of salt 
in spring and autumn. The ploughs use perforated blades so as not to create a 
slippery surface.
At the beginning of 2013, Oulunsalo, Haukipudas and Kiiminki merged with the 
City of Oulu, which is now also responsible for their winter maintenance. In this 
study, however, we only concentrate on the winter maintenance of Oulu proper.
Kaupungintalo - Stadshuset - City hall
Kaupunginkirjasto - Stadsbiblioteket - City Library
Kaupunginteatteri - Stadsteatern - Theatre
Kauppatori, kauppahalli - Salutorget, saluhallen - Marketplace, Market-hall
Kävelykatu Rotuaari - Gågatan Rotuaari - Pedestrian street Rotuaari
Rautatieasema - Järnvägsstation - Railwaystation
Linja-autoasema - Busstation - Bus station
Lasten liikennepuisto - Barnens trafikpark - Children`s Traffic Park
Tiedekeskus Tietomaa - Vetenskapcenter Tietomaa - Tietomaa Science Centre
Oulun taidemuseo - Uleåborgs konstmuseum - City Art Gallery
Kesäteatteri - Sommarteatern - Open-air theatre
Yliopisto - Universitetet - University
Linnansaari
Kalatie - Fisktrappa - Fish ladder
Uimahalli - Simhall - Indoor swimming pool
Vapaa-aikakeskus Jatuli - Fritidscentret Jatuli - Leisure centre Jatuli
Koitelin kosket - Koiteli forsar - Koiteli rapids
Hupisaarten kaupunginpuisto - Stadsparken Hupisaaret - Hupisaaret Park
Pohjois-Pohjanmaan museo - Norra Österbottens museum -
Museum of Northern Ostrobothia
Nallikari
Yliopiston kasvitieteellinen puutarha - Universitets trädgård - University Botanical Gardens
Polkupyörävuokraamo - Cykeluthyrning - Bicycle hire
Lintutorni - Fågeltorn - Bird observation tower
Nuotiopaikka - Eldplats - Campfire place
Matkailuneuvonta - Turistinformation - Tourist Information
Sairaala - Sjukhuset - Hospital
Uimaranta - Badstrand - Bathing beach
Leirintäalue -  Camping - Camping
Pääreitti - Huvuddrutt - Main route
Yhteys kadulla - Delvis längs en gata - Connection in the street
Paikallisreitti  - Lokal rutt - Local route
Yhteys kadulla - Delvis längs en gata - Connection in the street
JALANKULKU- JA PYÖRÄTIET - GÅNG- OCH CYKELVÄGAR - PEDESTRIAN- AND CYCLE PATHS
MERKKIEN SELITYKSET - TECKENFÖRKLANINGAR - KEY








• Snow limit 2 cm, 3 cm during snowfall
• The aim is to keep the routes clear of ice at 
all times
• Ploughing and anti-skid treatment is carried 
out before 7 am and 4 pm. After 6 pm, the 
snow does not need to be ploughed unless 
the accumulated snow coverage thickness 
is over 8 cm.
• Methods used are ploughing and sanding
Class II
• Snow limit 3 cm, 5 cm during snowfall
• The aim is to clear any ice from the routes 
by applying anti-skid treatment with a few 
hours delay
• Ploughing and anti-skid treatment is car-
ried out after the maintenance of the class 
I routes
• Methods used are ploughing and sanding
Fig. 17. In Oulu, the cycle path net-
work runs separate from the vehicle 
traffic, making winter maintenance 




There are eight regional maintenance areas in Oulu proper, four of which 
are managed by the Oulu technical public utility (TEKLI). The other areas 
have been given to outside contractors. There are four outside contrac-
tors with four-year works contracts. The contract periods overlap so that 
all contracts do not expire at the same time. Therefore, one contract is 
tendered each year. As a result, contractors who lose the contract this 
year can bid for a maintenance contract in another area the following 
year. 
The contractors decide themselves when to start the maintenance ac-
tions. However, the City contacts the contractors via telephone or e-
mail to discuss actions when necessary. The monthly meetings between 
the City and the contractors cover issues such as what actions have 
been carried out, and feedback regarding maintenance. 
TEKLI
The Oulu technical public utility, or TEKLI, began its 
operations in early 2008. As a public utility, it offers 
maintenance and building services, machine and 
transport services, and real estate and logistics ser-
vices. A management board subordinate to Oulu City 
Council is responsible for the operations and viability 
of the department. At the moment, TEKLI is respon-
sible for the maintenance of four contract areas. [20]
Fig. 19. In Oulu, the ploughed sur-
face must not be left slippery, so 
the ploughs must use a perforated 
blade.
Fig. 18. De-iced footways facilitate 
the use of bicycle racks in the 
winter, and covering the racks 
facilitates winter maintenance.
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Follow-up
The contractors are not obliged to notify the City of the actions they car-
ry out in real time, but the quality of the maintenance is monitored via 
inspections and field reviews. Inspections apply to TEKLI, too. The cont-
ractors must follow the winter maintenance criteria stated in the quality 
cards. Among other things, the cards specify the snow and time limits, 
the grade of sand to be used and the properties of the ploughing equip-
ment. 
The City also has a browser-based information website for saving cont-
ract-related documents such as works contracts, ploughing logbooks 
and quality cards. This facilitates communication between the City and 
the contractors and ensures that all parties have the same information at 
their disposal.
During 2013, Oulu implemented a GPS tracking system for ploughing and 
sanding equipment for a new area contract. The goal is to extend the use 
of the GPS system whenever new work contracts are concluded.
Fig. 20. Junctions are often left 
unattended, especially where con-
tract areas meet at a junction. With 
proper maintenance, however, it is 
possible to ensure safe crossing for 
cyclists and pedestrians alike.
• The contractors decide themselves when to 
start the maintenance actions. The City mo-
nitors the quality of the work.
• Field reviews are used to monitor the level 
of maintenance whenever possible. Custo-
mer feedback, in particular, is one criteria 
used to review possible quality issues.
• There is a monthly site meeting held bet-
ween the City and contractors
• Contractors are required to follow the re-
quirements stated in the quality cards when 

























Works contracts in brief
Linköping Umeå Copenhagen Oulu
Number of 
contractors
6 1 + the City takes care of the main-
tenance of the centre itself










Equipment 3 salting and sweeping 
machines
55 tractors for the whole 
route (cycle paths and 
roads)
19 tractors, 2 of which are for sand-
ing only and the rest for ploughing 
and sanding.
In total with the contractor: 45 trac-
tors.
28 tractors for cycle path main-
tenance (salting and sweeping)
36 tractors for footway mainte-
nance (salting and sweeping)
TEKLI: 
20 ploughing tractors + 4 sub-
contractor tractors
19 tractors for sanding
(In addition, the propriety 
equipment of the other contrac-
tors)
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Linköping – dialogue is the key to success
In Linköping, the City and the contractors are engaged in an open dia-
logue. Both parties give feedback and contact each other by e-mail or 
phone on a daily basis during the winter when necessary. Although the-
re are occasional winter maintenance quality problems in Linköping at 
junctions and contract area borders, for example, these issues are easily 
addressed through dialogue. An open, working dialogue ensures that is-
sues can be solved quickly and easily by a single call, if necessary.
Besides the contractors, the City is in contact with various stakeholders 
during the winter. The public transport operator, for example, is infor-
med in good time of any winter maintenance problems. This way, the 
operator can take the conditions into account and inform customers of 
any possible changes due to winter maintenance.
Communication with stakeholders
Umeå also informs its citizens
In Umeå, contractors are obliged to notify the City before starting any 
maintenance actions. The City utilises the information provided by the 
contractor efficiently to inform citizens. The web pages of the City con-
tain continuously updated information about winter maintenance, inclu-
ding locations and what is happening next. This way, the citizens can 
check for themselves exactly when the streets nearby will be ploughed. 
This reduces the amount of calls to the city customer service centre and 
maintenance team. If the City’s customer services centre receives calls 
related to maintenance, the callers can be referred to the web pages, 
which often provide an answer to the problem.
Fig. 21. The City of Umeå website 
provides an easy way to check 
what is going on with regard to 
maintenance. The electronic form 
makes it possible to give feedback 
regarding any winter maintenance 
problems and to indicate the prob-
lem areas on the map. [21]
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Winter maintenance into consideration in road network planning
The basis for winter maintenance is created during the 
planning stage
To facilitate efficient and easy-to-operate winter maintenance, the rou-
tes must support winter maintenance. Maintenance is easier when the 
routes are separate from other traffic, as in Oulu and Umeå. When the 
snow is ploughed from the road, it doesn’t accumulate on the cycle 
paths and footways. A separate, uniform route is easy to plough and 
sand without the need to worry about other traffic. 
Observing the requirements of snow logistics
The space requirements for snow logistics are often ignored when plan-
ning areas and streets. If there is no storage space for snow next to 
or near the streets, the ploughed snow must be transported elsewhere. 
This can increase winter maintenance costs significantly. In Umeå, the 
aim is to leave a 3-metre wide safety strip between the cycle paths and 
footways and the road for easy storage of the ploughed snow. In Co-
penhagen, there is always a half a metre of space left between the road 
and the cycle path for snow storage. This way, there is no need to tran-
sport snow during an average winter. Besides space for snow storage, 
the planning must take into account the melt water flows in the spring.
Figures 22 and 23. When the route 
is separated from the other traffic, 
maintenance is easier. That is one 
of the reasons for the high-quality 
winter maintenance found in Oulu 
and Umeå. 
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Aiming for minimum snow removal
In Umeå, snowfall during the winter is heavy, and removal of snow inc-
reases costs. Hence the desire to minimise the need for snow logistics. 
In residential areas where there are two pavements, one is used to sto-
re snow. This means that pedestrians may have to use the road or the 
pavement on the other side for some distance. This is not considered a 
problem, since the traffic is light and slow-moving. 
Fig. 24. In Copenhagen, planners 
have added a half-metre wide 
space for snow between the cycle 
path and road, eliminating the need 
to transport snow during a normal 
winter. 
Fig. 25. Using appropriate ma-
chines for the routes guarantees 




Do not try to do everything at once. Select a prioritised route of a suitable length for 
high-quality maintenance throughout the year.
Monitor the level of maintenance throughout the winter and maintain ongoing dialogue 
with the contractors.
It is easier to develop maintenance when you know the situation on the streets. 
Take maintenance requirements into account when planning the routes. Significant sa-
vings can be achieved by planning the places for snow storage, for example.
Select the most appropriate maintenance methods for the weather conditions in the 
city. 
Principles of winter maintenance
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